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I. Background

Prophecy Provides the Sovereign Structural Basis That Ties it all Together

Bible prophecy is a structured record of global sovereign development into which framework much modern global research can be registered and gauged in time and modern meaning as to the maturation of world government. The global development of world government is the sovereign theme, present in prophecy and global events, tying it all together, as it ties all the nations together, as the modern globalization process completes. [14]

Yes prophecy contains, in little words, the guiding forces, both earthly and spiritual, and their comprehensive purpose. Prophecy outlines the principles of the globalization process (Rev16:13-16), its financial dimension of monopolization (Dan11:42-43), the 8th King world government certainty (Rev17:8-18, Dan11:44-45, Dan8:25) and the basic formulaic process used to consolidate global wealth and power in key periods of global milestone developments. (Rev13; Rev17:8-12)

In addition, prophecy always becomes world history in time. In fact much prophecy is already world history, and that forms the basis of projecting its continuation into this final world government forming period of national sovereign capture, to empower world government as the ultimate global sovereign power.

Prophecy contains all the developmental principles, and the key identifiable milestones, of the maturation of global sovereign systems from the maturation of the national based system to the globalization of the final global rival sovereign system to be globally set as world government in opposition to God's Kingdom.

1. The advantage the Bible prophetic and historic structure provides in a nutshell outline, is that the majority of its prophecy has already become world power development history. Thus there is already evidence the rest of prophecy will also become world history according to a structured process with notable final milestone developments to give the final phase evidence of development while in progress. (Dan8:13-14; Dan12:7; Rev11:2-3; Rev13:5-7; Dan12:11)

2. Prophecy forecasts the complete world government development and its main principles of global "power and authority" development and the final national transference of that "power and authority" in about seven Bible chapters of structured, temporal, and progressive global prophecy.

Thus there is not much prophecy to analyze to find the modern entities and matching patterns of significance into which much global research relates.

3. Prophecy outlines all dimensions of the rival global power development in the spiritual dimension of rogue angelic power (Gen3,6; Ezk28:12-17; Eph6:12), classic human based national development (Dan2,7,8,11) and the globalist globalizing culmination (Dan11:30-45, Dan12, Rev13, Rev17) as separate powers systems in predictable hierarchical convergence. In time that culmination progressively matures to seize total global world power control, as the nation-state system runs its course to its subservience to world government. (Dan11:42-43)

Prophecy identifies all the global players and main objectives of the whole final sovereign development, including the divine dimension of the Kingdom of God and Messianic Kingdom concurrent developments which are to co-complete with this whole final process as the comprehensive sovereign progression matures to universal and global culmination. (Rev8-11; Rev16)

The Bible provides the largest yet simplest and most complete sovereign prophetic framework to understand the whole process of this historic development now reaching its climax period prior to world government completion. Thus as global research begins to mature in its purpose of revealing the basis of national power systems in finance, military, governmental control also globalizing, and the corporate globalist tier of actual overall guidance of the whole "globalization" process, many patterns, and principles of the main world government theme begin to converge into one whole of progressive global awareness.

In that grand finale of global culmination of global power the prophetic summarization of what is really a sovereign equation reaching a long foretold climax will go beyond this world to the very place it all began, and all of it is in prophecy as it converges with the final period of global sovereign development.
Connecting Prophecy to Real World Globalization Developments

(Revelation 16:13-16) And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the false prophet. 14 They are, in fact, expressions inspired by demons and perform signs, and they go forth to the kings of the entire inhabited earth, to gather them together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty. 15 “Look! I am coming as a thief. Happy is the one that stays awake and keeps his outer garments, that he may not walk naked and people look upon his shamefulness.” 16 And they gathered them together to the place that is called in Hebrew Har–Magedon.

Obviously modern globalization is the greatest modern global-force of that above “inspired” global-mechanism "to gather them together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty" and "they gathered them together to the place that is called in Hebrew Har–Magedon". Globalization truly "gathers" nations at all levels of nation-state function passing into its required globalized levels of global-administrative authority above the realm of the nation-state and its "old world order" model of the past. [14] (Rev17:11-18)

This article will explain how modern prophecy principles and the global progressive maturation through the world government forecast, in both prophecy and global research, are demonstrated in various major globalization related developments in politics, finance and military expansion.

Of course to explain this modern connection reality, one has to explain why it is now in a state of disconnect: All religious organizations are now part of the global-disinformation process as thoroughly as is global-media and global-academia.

Prophecy Neutralization

Thus the lack of commentary from the Christian academia override complex is also explored as Christendom long ago neutralized prophecy of all modern meaning past the times of the Greek (Daniel) and Roman empire, now in the ancient and dated past, in complete silence as to modern relevance.

Since Christendom has been in fully outdated and state aiding form for over 100 years, literally centuries, they are useless for explaining modern world government development and its prophetic principles and sovereign framework. Instead, all that can come from Christendom commentary is the use of isolated delusions, hypnotic traditions, tribalism and various fragmented soundbites, which have no overall structure or reliability in prophecy to aid awareness of reality. Christendom with all mainstream corporatized religions, now matches the role of the state aiding "harlot".

Christendom notions and myths, such as the prematurely expected "rapture", and the obsession with physical "Israel" and "Anti-Christ" "666" props and characters with no actual understanding, can all instead be used for other purposes as the churches become aligned with and into world government for their final deposition process once world government does complete.

The technique that is to be used is premature fulfillment hoaxes which instead aid another agenda entirely. (2Thess2:1-2; Luke21:9; Matt24:23-28)

Apostate Bethel

Of most recent note, Jehovah's witnesses have also embarked on a Bethel and Watchtower Bible and Tract Society (WTBTS) prophecy neutralization campaign (now admitted policy; WT 3/15/15) as regarding any and all globalization developments that emerged after the 3rd United Nations presentation of 1990, which itself, was prophetic (Dan11:31b), but silenced by apostate Bethel —now the latest member of the global disinformation network. (Dan11:32a; Dan8:12)

That foretold 3rd United Nations presentation of 1990 (Dan11:31, Dan8:23), which is also conveniently ignored by Bethel, emerged as Bethel instead chose to become a United Nations Non-Governmental Organization (UN NGO). The WTBTS UN NGO is a United Nations co-promotional adjunct global advertising partner which used the JW global-street-force to accomplish this global dissemination of United Nations’ "public information" in the JW ministerial sector.

That UN "New World Order" "information" is presented by Bethel's wordsmiths in the most positive light, which UN NGOs are required to present their UN "New World Order" accolades, which means applying no modern prophecy to post 1990 UN and globalization developments.

Thus Bethel remaining mum on all post 1990 globalization developments in Global NATO, 911, the Global War on Terror, the mortgage/derivatives scandals in the 2008 Global Credit Crisis, and anything else of modern globalism applicable research note, is all part of the concealment of world government forming prophecy now in full-blown globalization action. Thus when researchers and conspiracy analysts are presenting volumes of detailed insights into the globalization objective, Bethel remains mum to the subject and thus no connection is being made to modern active prophecy by any corporate religion now.

At the same time, Jehovah's witnesses have now lost track of UN prophecy, since 1945 was the last time they had anything of prophetic note to apply to the United Nations "nucleus" world government "image". (Rev17:8-11) Now when that 3rd United Nations presentation could have continued the UN development in 3 steps to 4 of world government, UN 1-2-3, JWs are at UN 1-2 back in 1945.

Now if JWs cannot see the UN 1-2-3 in prophecy, neither can they see the UN 1-2-3-4 in overall prophecy as well that leads to complete world government. (Dan11:30-45; Dan8:23-25) Apostate UN-Bethel simply bypasses proven invalid
Daniel 8 and 11 prophecy progressions, of the past, to aid this bypass of modern UN and world government globalization progress.

Now as we see the nation-state sovereignty is on its way out, as the 7th King and King South respective downfall and subservience phase (Dan11:42-43), to the 8th King/King North globalists, to fully develop in a required final global financial and military stressing cycle (Dan11:41-45). All of this logic also backed by global research is ignored, rather, Bethel is selling those major developments as simply "it is the end brothers!". (2Thess2:1-2)

Thus the main overall Bethel JW smokescreen is the well promoted premature end delusion. (Here and here.)

The JW prophetic theology has been hi-jacked and stalled, over advanced and can now be used in prematurity to instead also promote a convenient covering delusion whereby JWs will perceive that final global stressing cycle (Rev13:3; Dan11:41-43), to in time resolve to produce the final world government presentation, as if it is the terminal great tribulation phase to the "end of the world. (2Thess2:1-4)

Global Research Provides the Final Dots of the Big Picture

In the most general terms, globalization research is often mistakenly discredited as "conspiracy theory" when it presents information and views that threatens the "official paradigm" and the mass mental delusional mindset with a possible alternative explanation. "It's all conspiracy theory", which dismissal, is now an obligatory knee-jerk reaction, protection device, of classic cognitive dissonance—discredit it, dismiss it, and thereby avoid all psychological discomfort—and thus no progress in enlightenment occurs.

In reality, in these voluminous globalization research complexes, are actually found developed outlines of various histories, micro histories and "conspiracy analyses" concerning the globalist corporate and institutional system maturation and their required geostrategic international scope developments. The supranational protected systems of self authority, and their common world government developmental theme, which all manifests many elements of historic truth, common themes and goals of overall global world government development, consistently emerge in these modern research analyses.

These evidentiary truths are presented by these international researchers to support the thesis of these studies and their hypothetical theories which attempt to explain the deeper meaning of these various global histories and key "deep events". In modern events, we see consistent sovereign themes that actually all support modern globalization development motives which support the overall world government process progressively.

Thus political, financial and military system development is now researched in far deeper manner as it relates to terminal globalization and the development of a true world government beyond the United Nations nucleus and charter of such an entity it is modeling as its core "image" development.

Thus many global research studies are now connecting the final "dot" of the organized global governance system development goal that has greatly matured in the last century and especially in the last 20 years of that century.

In general terms, all of the global news, research and theorization will provide many signs of things in the global system (Luke21:25-26), and its nation-state dilemmas which are open to alternative rationale and logic, in variance with that of mainstream media and the general analysis of academia in their "official stories" and "official histories" in the the state's own "conspiracy theory" and standard histories.

This global mix of researchers develop their alternative deeper insights courtesy of much modern hindsight and clearer indications that history has provided as globalization went terminal after 1990 by the addition of Russia, China and India, who, scrapping socialist economics and joining the global capital markets have greatly affected the globalizing expansion. The financial realm of that "team effort" is what matures first, and in almost totally invisible manner, aided by the absence of commentary on this development in modern academics and media.

Since the state myths are often over simplified and conveniently disconnected from a grander maturing development process, many are not satisfied with these insight-retarding explanations, which are themselves merely dead-end, state and academia blessed, sacred "theories". Thus looking at the progressive national development structure that has led to the evolution of a true globalization process, we can examine that "global gathering" concept in Bible prophecy (Rev16:13-16; Rev17:11-18), which also maps the whole process from "old world order" nationalism to "new world order" globalization in structured historic form, as most prophecy has now actually become the world history it forecasted.

Bible prophecy also already contains a structured record that describes the true human condition, the final objective of demon guided human civilization, the principles of globally effective deception and subversion, and the convergence it is all progressively leading to in an actual world government goal, which is also the climax global-milestone of the 8th King world government development, just prior to Christ's arrival.

Thus the Bible connects the true last "dot"—God and Christ's arrival to respond to the world government affront of their sovereignty and resistance to the final prophetic warnings once the 8th King is fully complete, which takes a final cycle also fully forecast in basic terms in the progressive prophecy structure.

Prophecy also contains basic world power development histories from Babel and Egypt to modern day world power entities, that were formerly prophecies (Dan2,7,8; Rev13,17), that also lay down the same thematic progressive sovereign developments of modern times which many researchers are looking at now in its final maturation phase, not knowing prophecy has forecast the entire trek to world government and that unique final global sovereign development. [2]
Global Signals of the Final Cycle

In prophecy it is also assured more and more of these global-signal developments and their deeper meanings will manifest from the world system's own "lights" prior to and into the final culmination cycle, as these kinds of secular researchers aid peoples' understanding more and more. Thus the details that can be connected to prophecy are indeed emerging from the turmoil just budding in the globalizing world system.

Such a globally progressive awareness is also present in these "light" symbolisms in the prophecy of prelude signals that precede the actual global events they portend, before the real things manifest fully, from the system itself. These are "signs", not the actual events, of the future events they portend:

(Luke 21:25-26) 25 "Also, there will be signs in sun and moon and stars, and on the earth anguish of nations, not knowing the way out because of the roaring of the sea and [its] agitation, 26 while men become faint out of fear and expectation of the things coming upon the inhabited earth; for the powers of the heavens will be shaken.

Thus global research and "conspiracy theory" now enlighten many people as to the possible nature and actual causes of the future developments they are sometimes trying to warn others of.

As an example of "anguish of nations", global researchers are pointing out problems in the financial system that are serious in potential magnitude upon the global economy while political, military and civil unrest in nations has reached new levels since the Arab Spring and and Occupy Wall Street movements have touched every inhabited continent of earth—which is a unique global level of mass protest, regardless of the causes.

Thus the global scale of these developments have created an atmosphere of well founded "fear and expectation" for those paying close attention, because the true potential of the coming economic, sovereign debt and financial implosion has not even peaked yet. Of course such financial stressings, at the heart of the financial intrigues (Dan11:42-43), are going to exacerbate political and military unrest as it all must reach an eventual new level of instability.

The point is, in Luke 21:25-26 those SIGNS precede the actual global-events which these foreboding "signals" are now indicating with great evidence from the global system researchers themselves, so that some people can start to take note of the greater meaning in these many ominous "signal" developments before they truly go full blown.

Luke 21:25-26's "signals" must precede the actual manifested events of the future as depicted in Matthew 24:29-31 and Mark 13:24-27 parallel prophecies leading to Christ's arrival. The unique feature of Luke 21:25-26, is that the global-system will start to reveal symptoms of the nature of the final cycle upon the whole nation-state "old world order" of that global system which is now the "guiding light" system of nation-state based world power:

This actual nation-state sovereign deposition phase, below, is the actual events which the loss of national financial sovereignty will aid (Dan11:42-43) in the process of eliminating the final barriers now separating all the nations from world government, which is at the heart of the financial crisis, which will in time manifest this full prophecy at the end of that final cycle transformation; this is the real developments which Luke 21:25-26 was just the "signals" of:

(Matthew 24:29-30) 29 "Immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. 30 And then the sign of the Son of man will appear in heaven

So we need not beat around the bush, and think "it is all conspiracy theory", when in fact it is global scale developmental evidence from global researchers and prophecy converging into the one thing many are now describing: world government. All these researchers are actually starting to actually describe the same thing: the final global stressing cycle "tribulation of those days" "chaos" phase that eventually will lead to the "new world" "order" of the world government phase in actual global implemented reality. (Rev13:15-18; Rev17:8-18)

Thus whether these many researchers know it or not, many are talking about the same overall global convergent development that prophecy has already laid out from the start to the finish of this self same world government.

Even global research is converging into the same climax meaning overall, all the "dots" form the picture of how world government is to be presented and implemented as the "global solution" to what will be a unique truly "global problem" cycle.

The global developments at Genesis 11:1-8 Nimrodic world government and the 8th King of Revelation 17:8-18, are two different versions of the same thing, merely separated by a few thousand years: world government. Thus it is all coming full circle, while all global signals converge in the same meaning, while all compromised national sovereignties are deposed and also converge into the final world government conglomeration of the full 8th King "scarlet wildbeast" total world government, the ultimate picture of all these convergent "dots".

Now we can cover all the research entities, details and "conspiratorial" elements that are found in global research, which are also fully summarized in the Bible prophecy framework forecasting the same 8th King world government entity which must complete prior to Christ's arrival.
The Common Convergent Theme: World Government

Plain and simple, it is all actually very simple to explain the basic concept here: the maturation process of 8th King World Government (Rev17:8-18) and its final global implementation (Rev16:13-16, Dan11:45), beyond but including the United Nations “image” (Rev13:11-18), no matter what they may finally “brand” it as and call it (Dan8:25a), must complete fully, before Christ arrives—for its notable final cycle leads to the final world government completion (Dan11:41-45), which triggers God and Christ’s full arrival. (Mat24:29-31; Rev1:1-12; Rev19:11-21; Rev14; Rev6:12-17)

Christ arrives to first secure the global “sheep”, complete his own Messianic Kingdom final sovereign agency fully as well (Mat24:31, Rev14:1), then to depose the 8th King with Satan abyssed (Rev19:11-21, Rev20:1-3), and that final global rulership destroyed 100% (Dan7:25-26)—all as per a well detailed and structured final prophecy outline. (Dan2:31-45, Psalm2,110, Joel3:9-18, Zeph3:8-9, Dan11:45, Dan8:25, 2Thess1:6-10) Thus Satan, who also surfaces in much globalization developmental research, also weaves into the prophetic narrative and framework from start to finish. (Gen3,6; Rev12, Rev20:1-3; Eze38-39)

All just a big global and universal coincidence? (Rev12:9)

And as we see, global researchers and “conspiracy theorists” are grappling with all the modern evidence and information supporting this truth in a unique manner also foretold in prophecy. (Luke21:25-26)

(Joel 2:30-31) “And I will give portents in the heavens and on the earth, blood and fire and columns of smoke. 31 The sun itself will be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the coming of the great and fear-inspiring day of Jehovah.

(Haggai 2:7) “‘And I will rock all the nations, and the desirable things of all the nations must come in; and I will fill this house with glory,’ Jehovah of armies has said.

What the researchers are attempting to summarize, as to what it all means, we will see the Bible already has summarized it totally: 8th King world government complete, triggers Christ’s arrival and there will be a final cycle of notable global events preceding that climax that people can use to align themselves for preservation come that “day”, actually an open salvation period in Revelation 14’s final sequence.

The two, global research and prophecy, just need to be connected together, to give secular researched massive modern evidence the final "dot" and biggest picture to connect to: world government triggers Christ's arrival. That "line" to that final "dot" is in the final active prophecy now in progress, leading to a final full blown prophetic global-cycle, which already forecasts this final global "tribulation of those days" cycle to world government culmination now gearing up for final activation.


And now we know why Christendom and Bethel are both disinformation subversions that help conceal this guaranteed final cycle which is now emerging from prophecy and global research evidence of the world government process. This required final world government birthing cycle is concealed by derailed religions, in lieu of various premature "the end" delusions which the final cycle massive global events will merely reinforce, in hoax form, for those deluded by global Christian religions, which are all in some state of error and or apostasy which allowed them to be fully compromised from within.

Thus the secular system diversion in canned media and academia also has a full blown religious sector that produces the same delusional effect on the masses, as it all works as one whole to conceal the real meaning of this final global cycle. The cover up and diversion operation is also global convergent for the same deceptive purpose.

The Bible record and prophecy of 6000 years of demon and human histories on earth already summarizes the main “conspiratorial” elements and themes of modern "conspiracy theory" in that primary Biblical identification of the core Satanic supernatural lead guidance and its ultimate sovereign motive—no need to beat around the bush, Satan and the demons back a true formerly heavenly and now universal and global scale conspiracy, thus it is no surprise their "DNA" is all over the modern global system, just as well hidden and deceptive and conspiracy truly is its modus operandi, just like its Father the Devil.

(John 8:42-45) Jesus said to them: “If God were your Father, you would love me, for from God I came forth and am here. Neither have I come of my own initiative at all, but that One sent me forth. 43 Why is it you do not know what I am speaking? Because you cannot listen to my word. 44 you are from your father the Devil, and you wish to do the desires of your father. That one was a manslayer when he began, and he did not stand fast in the truth, because truth is not in him. When he speaks the lie, he speaks according to his own disposition, because he is a liar and the father of [the lie].
45 Because I, on the other hand, tell the truth, you do not believe me.

(1 John 5:19) the whole world is lying in the [power of the] wicked one

(Ephesians 6:10-13) Finally, go on acquiring power in [the] Lord and in the mightiness of his strength. 11 Put on the complete suit of armor from God that you may be able to stand firm against the machinations of the Devil; 12 because we have a wrestling, not against blood and flesh, but against the governments, against the authorities, against the world rulers of this darkness, against the wicked spirit forces in the heavenly places. 13 On this account take up the complete suit of armor from God, that you may be able to resist in the wicked day and, after you have done all things thoroughly, to stand firm.
The Bible also identifies the main objective of the overall whole global historic national development: to form "8th King" "King North" "King Fierce in Countenance" world government through an increasingly controlled national sovereign global system existing "7th King" "King South" development, to be made subservient by globalist minded elite power systems of planet earth. (Dan11:42-45; Rev17:11-18; Rev13:15-18; Rev14:9-11)

It is ALL already in the Bible in very simple and outlined terms and with those exact goals identified in the prophecy. And in the Bible, this is no "theory", it is an active conspiracy led by Satan the Devil and the demon angels. (Gen3,6; Jude 6; Eph6:12; Rev12-13)

Thus the modern "conspiracy theory" actually based on global research in mass volumes, actually harmonizes with the far more concise, reliable, and guaranteed Biblical historic and prophetic outline which already summarize the main global-players in opposition to God's Kingdom and Jesus Christ and exactly what, why and how they are working toward the global government final objective.

**JW Stalled Disinformation**

As stated earlier the whole religious "harlot" complex is a disinformation sector designed for its particular realm of influence, and it is older overall than the latest subversion development in Jehovah's witnesses that began to be deployed with the Governing Body dictatorship of 1976. But overall, it is all related to the same goal of concealing world government modern developments and its final cycle to produce that entity.

**The reason why the Bethel subversion is significant is because:**

1. JWs had began to identify the Anglo-American national alliance "7th King" seventh world power system, updating and taking prophecy further than Christendom which is still stalled in the era of the Roman empire sixth world power significance.

2. At the same time as this Anglo-American "7th King" nation-state based alliance emerged officially during WW1 in the 1914-1918 period, JWs also began to expose the globalist element in the 1919 League of Nations world government "image" as the developmental nucleus of 8th King development and prophecy.

3. JWs had uniquely revivified prophecy by connecting it at that time to modern global developments of that era and afterwards as the 7th King Anglo-American system matured while the 8th King system also progressed concurrently. (Exactly what JWs are NOT doing today, by Bethel "lead". (Dan11:32a))

Thus subverting JWs is also truncating that final 7th King and 8th King "image" co-development which would in time go further than the first two UN presentations of 1919 and 1945 which JWs used to be exposing fully, live and real-time, until the 1990 3rd UN event was systematically ignored. Thus the UN 1-2-3-4 total process, is now subverted by JWs in incompletion subjecting them to their own Bethel engineered premature end delusion in the same process. (2Thess2:1-2) [6]

Because Jehovah's witnesses are now unable and unwilling to connect modern globalization and United Nations (UN) developments since 1990 to active prophecy with up-to-date evidence aided by global researchers, as they did from 1920 to 1970, none of these conspiratorial themes, also present in the Bible, are being connected properly for people NOW, live and real-time. JWs are in an organized coma of a progressive four decades as the dictatorial WTBS "board of directors" in the Governing Body of 1976, is now in hindsight, the core subversion apparatus that has implemented this organized diversion to the point their ignorance of modern events is appallingly backward and obvious.

When the information can be most useful to build faith in the fulfillment of the rest of the prophecy and its well detailed final UN 3-4 developments as a continuum in Daniel 11:30-45 and Daniel 8:23-25, Bethel has gone mum in recycled past information from the dated 1945 2nd United Nations presentation. Now the guaranteed final global cycle to produce full world government, rather than the Bethel simplistic “it can end any day now people!”, is completely unknown by modern Jehovah's witnesses, also outdating the insight of their audience as Bethel plays their role in concealing world government realities (Dan8:12) live and real-time, instead. (Dan8:11-13, Dan11:30-35,41; Zech3:1-3)

**Thus Bethel and modern Jehovah's witnesses, as ministerial "policy", are now:**

1. Concealing modern globalization developments and their prophetic parallels of foretold global elite systems forming a guaranteed final world government entity for full global completion.

2. Concealing the final global stressing cycle/period requirement, as all these informative details are now emerging from modern global research and modern globalization supporting events.

3. Promoting a dumbed-down Jehovah's witnesses mentality and ministry which fully ignores modern global evidence that is prophetically active, while Bethel instead promotes a totally premature "end of the world" doomsday diversion, (2Thess2:1-2), which aids global concealment of what is really in progress requiring a final cycle.

4. Concealing all modern prophetic fulfillments since 1990 that would help explain all of the above, in modern detail. (Dan8:12) This includes the concealment of Bethel's lawless and apostate modern activity (2Thess2:1-4), like their UN NGO related UN partnership of 1991—also in prophecy. (Dan11:30-32,41)

Instead Jehovah's witnesses, by Bethel's leadership policy of ignorance, simplification (WT 3/15/2015) and purposeful disinformation are stalled at the WW2 era of United Nations activity of 1945, which outdated commentary, though still relevant in the overall continuum
To many people WW2 and the second United Nations presentation (Rev17:8-11) is now obscure history, and thus so is the Jehovah's witnesses message now irrelevant in modern UN terms, which could have instead been revived and made relevant in modern times, with modern UN events, since that 1990 3rd United Nations "New World Order" presentation as the Cold War ended (Dan11:29-31), and the USSR dissolved was all actually in prophecy now covered up by Bethel. (Dan8:23, Daniel 11:29-40)

Thus Bethel's dated rationale, reduces the effectiveness and believability of Jehovah's witnesses ministry in modern times backed by modern global developmental evidence, while Bethel's leadership hypocrisy and scandal, like that UN partnership UN NGO, further instills global scale doubts, which as a whole undermines the overall Jehovah's witnesses ministry (2Pet2:1-3), and renders it corrupted and in key error by deceptive omissions, bypass, overall diversion (Dan11:30-32) and over advancement of prophetic expectations that instead promotes the premature end delusion as the big Bethel produced central smokescreen.

To UN NGO Bethel and Jehovah's witnesses, that 1990 3rd United Nations presentation is insignificant and non-prophetic, hardly worth any insightful explanation in meaning whatsoever—yet it was recognized enough by Watchtower Bible and Tract Society "Bethel" for them to become a 1990 United Nations "New World Order" endorser for that 3rd UN presentation (Dan11:31b), as a UN global-partner and co-promoting ministerial advertising agency for the United Nations as UN NGO.

So we have a glaring apostate signal UN alliance to mark this period with that 3rd UN event also being covered up at the same time.

Now as the UN plays a major focus in modern global research as the forming world government nucleus and basic charter, in progress along with globalization maturation, Jehovah's witnesses have severed its fuller meaning from all modern prophecy after 1945, by fully ignoring all modern UN and globalization developments in relation to that modern prophecy activity.

Thus by omission and negligence, Jehovah's witnesses, like their own dated and irrelevant "modern" mind set engineered by apostate Bethel, are aiding global ignorance and the dumbed down nature of the overall global-effect in their own global-sector of backward ignorance promotions. This is facilitated by Jehovah's witnesses not explaining the modern prophetic meaning of post 1990 globalization expansion (Rev16:13-16), in a truly global scale period now maturing, in the wake of the Cold War while also ignoring all major global developments of modern note, at the same time.

Nor are Jehovah's witnesses explaining the meaning of that 3rd UN presentation of 1990 that marked this modern era—the critical and fully identifiable (in global research and now active prophecy) prophetic and world development bridging period to the final world government producing global-cycle of the future (Dan11:42-45), and its finale global presentation (Dan12:11 final fulfillment), implementation (Dan11:44-45), and claims (1Thess5:1-3) and its final global ramifications. (Rev19:11-21; Rev17:14)

Thus rather than "tie it all together" for the big world government picture as a progressing functioning final global rulership in its final stage of globalization development prior to full global implementation (Rev17:8-18; Dan11:45), over a final global stressing period, Jehovah's witnesses are severing the whole prophetic framework from modern evidence and commentary, on now active prophecy, when it could be fully demonstrated summarizing it all, before it goes full blown in that final global-cycle.

Now global researchers have no reliable prophetic framework and modern explanation to connect all their developmental parts into, and JWs are not updating prophecy to facilitate that registry as in reality it all converges to the same world government meaning.

Jehovah's witnesses no longer have a ministry of modern United Nations relevance and exposure, and this is why they can instead become a UN partnered UN NGO, and think that too is irrelevant; Jehovah's witnesses are so asleep and outdated they do not even recognize the apostasy and treason of their own leaders. (Dan11:30-32, Dan8:13) Instead, "gradually" (Dan8:12), Jehovah's witnesses have become a subverted, self-retarded, outdated ministry, concealing modern prophecy development with their Bethel "rule by a powerful priesthood" as the JW "organizational "image" is now the thing served, all as apostate Bethel "policy" for the last 25 years. Thus right in front of everyone's faces, JWs have become a constellation of idolatry, including their own personal UN NGO wildbeast serving centerpiece. (Mat24:15) [7]

Throughout this article, while tying "consspiracy theory" thematic elements and global entities to their counterpart parallel prophetic thematic elements and global entities, as actually fully harmonious in the common global domination theme, it will be shown how Bethel of the Jehovah's witness ministry is actually ignoring all these modern revelations of modern research and theorization, fully, since the 3rd United Nations globalist step to world government was completely ignored by Bethel since 1990.

Instead Bethel became a globalist supporting UN partnered United Nations "Non-Governmental Organization" in 1991, and this is no coincidence, it too is in the prophecy and a co-development of this whole post 1990 process in that same prophecy. (Dan8:11-13, Dan11:30-35,41, 2Thess2:1-4).

Overall, the "Bethel Conspiracy" and subversion operation thus also fits the same global conspiratorial theme affecting all of the nation-state systems, also gradual and progressive and global in scope. But in prophecy, Bethel's conspiracy is no theory, it is a foretold reality (Dan8:11-14, Dan11:30-35,41) that coincides and co-develops with that 3rd UN presentation in prophecy.

So in effect Bethel has now become part of a far larger global disinformation campaign also displaying the same priority of concealing these modern globalist developments as the world government objective matures. Thus rather than connect modern global developments to the prophetic principles and prophecies they actually are, as active now, Jehovah's witnesses have become an
The Bible actually fully describes all four United Nations cycles and presentations. It is the 3rd (1990) and 4th (future) UN developments, that Jehovah's witnesses are now concealing while we are en route to the final cycle to be beginning (not ending for some years), for that fourth and final UN presentation as eventually full world government. So this coming global-cycle culmination and global presentation will be as the full world government "8th King" in addition to the UN "image".

This continuum to be continued in valid explanation is very important for the completion of that final full global-sovereign-entity—world government—in final implemented (Dan8:25, Dan11:44-45) and stated form (1Thess5:1-3), will trigger God and Christ's arrival.

THAT is why understanding this final cyclic development phase is so important, and why "conspiracy theory" and global research provides pieces of evidence that support the modern prophecies now active to that long foretold culmination, that all these explained developments actually do tie into form the ultimate "unified theory", for in the Bible it is a "unified reality" that equates and converges over a required final cycle to 8th King complete world government, the global Armageddon condition, and thus God and Christ's arrival.

In reality, when explained properly according to the comprehensive prophetic outline, the main revelations of global research and "conspiracy theory" are in full harmony with the whole prophetic framework of the Bible.

Examples of how it all relates will now be explained in the rest of this article. But before we see the prophetic parallels of the conspiratorial we will examine why the Bible's prophetic tracking, outline framework and summarization of the whole global development of world government is in harmony with the main themes of much modern "conspiracy theory" and global research.

The important distinction to be made is the prophecy framework is more complete than the many detailed conspiracy theories and global research volumes, which can be placed into that reliable temporal and developmental structure—prophecy identifies the four major world government maturing cycles, the guaranteed success of the final world government completion, its main architects, and most importantly who and what that completion will trigger in the arrival of: God and Jesus Christ.

So as an overview the whole quadruple phased super-cycle to produce world government is indeed in prophecy in structured form.

**Quadruple Cycle: World Government Produced in Four Foretold World War Cycle Including the Cold War and Final Cycle Period**

**UN 1. 1919 - Rev13:11-15 (Dan12:11 first fulfillment) as League of Nations after WW1;**

A. International Bible Students Association (IBSA) explained as prophecy;

**UN 2. 1945 - Rev17:8-11 as United Nations after WW2;**
Post Cold War True Globalization Surge

In reality as revealed in much globalism research, the fall of the USSR and the symbolic removal of the Berlin Wall, actually ushered in a greatly accelerated period of global-capitalism, true globalization went into earnest global overdrive. This means the economic socialist models were scrapped at the time China and Russia also zenith from Cold War development to now emerge with trillions of dollars in their elite financial and industrial tiers to now be capitalized into the global investment markets. Though China and some others have a socialist appearing communist legacy political system, they and India and others provide billions of people for the globalization labor pool as the globalization of corporatism utilizes those new technological manufacturing centers while vacating the Anglo-American, and especially the US post WW2 manufacturing basis overseas systematically.

Thus the recent forecast of projected Asian economic supremacy in the coming century has a background development aided by Anglo-American western model monetary, financial and investment models and globalizing systems applied internationally for the immense profit of the elite tiers of all these nations, while true globalization greatly accelerated by the addition of trillions of dollars, and billions of people into the global-capitalism expansion of this true globalizing system. Couple that exponential expansion and advancement with the same dynamic in digital and other technologies, and we see the world has greatly changed in the last 20 years, and technology further accelerates this true globalization process.

Thus that twenty years of formative post Cold War globalization development can be seen as the prerequisite for the coming decade to truly zenith the global-capitalism and globalization processes into their main function of true world power and wealth consolidation into a complex global monopoly that is to emerge as world government when those processes complete their true function. Thus we are not in a world that is actually the same as it always was, we are in a global system with 20 years of massive globalization advancement requiring the final phase of development to mature the real system it has been working on, that has been emerging in research ever clearer over this same 20 years of research expansion and advancement.

Thus it is not without reason the logical conclusion of the process can now be surmised beforehand, while at the same time the global Jehovah’s witnesses ministry that used to be connecting modern global developmental principles and events to prophecy, all of a sudden ceased such kinds of commentary. Thus the logical place for a Christian to look for insight, in Bible prophecy, has now been systematically stalled by the one ministry that was advancing the continuum of prophecy to describe modern events giving evidence of principles of progress in fulfillment, towards the same end as that emerging from global research. It is Jehovah’s witnesses who will not connect the last dots to prophecy, that global researchers are connecting to world government in progress.

Thus the prophecy is the exact place to look, for there is a related reason that Bethel and Jehovah’s witnesses have, out of the blue since 1990, also began fully ignoring prophecy and globalization developments, while at the same time adjoining to the United Nations non-governmental organizational network of global endorsers and publicists, while silencing the prophetic meaning of that 3rd United Nations presentation of 1990. Can all that really just be random Jehovah’s witnesses ministerial derailment and organizational subversive activity?

No. The place to look, is the place the most advanced Christian prophetic ministry of its former time is now purposely ignoring and bypassing the information in: the structured sovereign prophecies of Daniel and Revelation.

Thus with an open mind and vigilance of personal research and Bible study, we can actually see, contrary to the Bethel coma, all these things in global developments, global research, and prophecy, are actually converging as foretold, and at global scale. And this includes the Bethel apostasy which is foretold to work against such prophetic insight (Dan8:13), while at the same time they are fulfilling the apostasy development, until they are removed by divine means in the temple judgment signal period of Daniel 8:13-14.

Thus in the meantime, the internally overrun Bethel ministry will actively conceal and divert attention away from the key apostasy prophecies they are fulfilling, in tangent with that concealed 3rd UN presentation of 1990, that also prophetically marked this unique post Cold War globalization surge. (Dan11:36-40; Dan8:23-24; Rev16:13-16; Dan11:30-35, Dan8:11-12)
II. Where Prophecy and Global Research Meet

1. Satan - Top of the Spiritual Pyramid of Conspiracy

(Genesis 3:1) Now the serpent proved to be the most cautious of all the wild beasts of the field that Jehovah God had made. So [Satan] began to say to the woman: “Is it really so that God said you must not eat from every tree of the garden?”

(Job 1:6-7) Now it came to be the day when the sons of the [true] God entered to take their station before Jehovah, and even Satan proceeded to enter right among them. 7 Then Jehovah said to Satan: “Where do you come from?” At that Satan answered Jehovah and said: “From roving about in the earth and from walking about in it.”

Satan and the demons are the greatest "conspiracy theory" of all time in and above the human system and in all history. But to Christians with faith in God’s Word, that real “conspiracy of demons” is no "theory”—it is an active conspiracy "in the heavenly places", affecting earth and humans, that is very real. (Gen3,6; Eph6:12, Jude6, Rev12, Eze28:12-18)

(Revelation 13:1-3) Now it came about that when men started to grow in numbers on the surface of the ground and daughters were born to them, 2 then the sons of the [true] God began to notice the daughters of men, that they were good-looking; and they went taking wives for themselves, namely, all whom they chose. 3 After that Jehovah said: “My spirit shall not act toward man indefinitely in that he is also flesh. Accordingly his days shall amount to a hundred and twenty years.”

(Ephesians 6:11-12) stand firm against the machinations of the Devil; 12 because we have a wrestling, not against blood and flesh, but against the governments, against the authorities, against the world rulers of this darkness, against the wicked spirit forces in the heavenly places.

And thus Satan's world rulership goal and his demonic inspired techniques of secrecy, infiltration and deception will be at the root and will form the Ultimate Modus Operandi of ALL relevant modern "conspiracy theory", as the common theme will be consistent in ultimate meaning with the prophecy: the formation of a matured world government of demons in that "seven headed dragon" symbology, that will mirror their global authority into a true "seven headed scarlet wildbeast" human elite "8th" and final "King" rival world government, upon the "seven headed wildbeast from the sea" global nation-state system worldwide. (Rev16:13-16, Rev17:11-18; Dan11:30-45, Dan8:23-25)

Thus this demonic obsession with the human world in the scriptures above and in the world today (Jude6), continues to an intensity present in the days of Noah (Gen6), it too is the same overall goal of those demons of conspiracy. And now as time and more evidence accumulates, these very themes end up being explored in many works of modern global research and conspiracy theorizations—because a "conspiracy" does exist, but much of it is now being exposed, and it is no "theory" in the Bible record—it is reality.

Thus Satan's ultimate ruling system in symbolic "seven headed" "dragon" structure in the spirit realm:

(Revelation 12:3-4) And another sign was seen in heaven, and, look! a great fiery-colored dragon, with seven heads and ten horns and upon its heads seven diadems; 4 and its tail drags a third of the stars of heaven, and it hurled them down to the earth.

Mirrors his earthly project of world government in formation also in "seven headed" "scarlet wildbeast" structure in the physical earthly realm:

(Revelation 17:3,11-14,17) And he carried me away in [the power of the] spirit into a wilderness. And I caught sight of a woman sitting upon a scarlet-colored wild beast that was full of blasphemous names and that had seven heads and ten horns. 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king] (fully globalized world government), but springs from the seven, and it goes off into destruction. 12 “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings (national system subservience as a whole), who have not yet received a kingdom (by nowthey have, the nation-state system is mature), but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast. (“one hour” as symbolic of full world government) 13 These have one thought (sovereign desire), and so they give their power and authority to the wild beast. 14 These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].” 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought, even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their kingdom to the wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished.

And that "seven headed", "seven kings", "seven world power" base global-national structure is present in that historic national sovereign development that provides the basis of world government well before the "scarlet wildbeast" world government climax of Revelation 17, as its national global basis was already outlined in Revelation 13 first, and this is the classic historic national system absorbed into the "scarlet wildbeast" world government:

(Revelation 13:1-2) And I saw a wild beast ascending out of the sea (historic national development), with ten horns and seven heads, and upon its horns ten diadems, but upon its heads blasphemous names. 2 Now the wild beast that I saw was like a leopard, but its feet were as those of a bear, and its mouth was as a lion’s mouth. And the (Satan) dragon gave
The "seven headed wildbeast from the sea" is the historic national development over millenniums that provided the basis for this final period of globalization of the nation-state system, into that globalist monopoly entity of world government. (This is the parallel of "King South" global-nation-state system to be deposed into "King North" world government globalization as the identical final global sovereign convergence process. (Dan11:42-43))

And that prophetic successful completion of complete world government defiance to God's Kingdom, at final "united nations" global scale, will trigger God and Christ in final form.

This final Armageddon "divine intervention" is certain because the Bible also records the first world government attempt in Nimrod's Babel Kingdom (Gen10:8-12), as symbolized by the "Tower of Babel". That attempted world government was first to receive a divine intervention, at that time, in non-destructive means of human language confusion. (Gen11:1-9) Thus in the context of the Genesis 10 "seventy nations", that was the national based developmental center of Genesis 11:1-9, which in time formed all the nations of earth today from the sons of Noah.

That was the first world government attempt that formed four thousand years ago, which was aborted by God at that time; temporarily—but the global goal remains the same for the 8th King engineers.

That divine intervention, to depose demon guided human based world government, merely delayed the development, it is now obviously present again in the world system with the same goal. (Zeph3:8-9)

"...to try to shape a new structure that might support an ancient dream." ("ancient dream" of Gen11:1-8, and Dan2:31-45)

Accordingly the same "ancient dream" goal of world government continues, now still progressing to that same defiant world government objective for full global implementation of the future (and that final world government development of the future is as foretold as was the historic record of its inception and after in continuing prophetic exposure).

Thereby the modern global "techno-tower of Babel", and its supranational global-corporatocracy of modern globalist 8th King developers of our times (Rev13:11-15), continues the reality of this true "conspiracy", to the prophetically guaranteed full fruition of global-defiance, in a final "8th King" globalized world government goal which also still continues to that guaranteed and prophetically required objective.

Thus the entire thematic basis and main "global domination" plot of modern "global conspiracy theory" and much "globalization" research (Rev16:13-16), is already laid out in Genesis 3-11, as is the nature of its demonic true world rulers and guides (Dan10:12-14), along with its national foundational system (Dan2, Rev13). Even the Nimrodic "father of the globalists" of the "neo-Canaanite" globalists, who all recognize and pay homage to Satan and Nimrod in their own histories, religious rituals and traditions, is fully Biblical in that historic record of basic human system development.

(For example, it is well established in global research that Nimrod is who was "born on December 25th", and is the "Saturnalia" basis of that whole complex of Babel "mystery religions" now fully inundating the demonic realm of Christendom's mainstream churches, yet present in many other global religious systems. For example "Yule Night" is a well known researched top Satanic "holy day" along with Halloween, all researchable as to these facts.)

Thus the key world government developers, ensconced in a very old "pyramidal" cascading system of world power development have the same goals as the patriarchal root developers of world government in the whole Biblical "seven headed" development of that system since Nimrod's first "kingdom" attempt in the period after the flood.

(Genesis 10:10-12) And the beginning of [Nimrod’s] kingdom came to be Babel and Erech and Accad and Calneh, in the land of Shinar. 11 Out of that land he went forth into Assyria and set himself to building Nineveh and Rehoboth-ir and Calah 12 and Resen between Nineveh and Calah: this is the great city.

(Genesis 11:1-4) Now all the earth continued to be of one language and of one set of words. 2 And it came about that in their journeying eastward they eventually discovered a valley plain in the land of Shinar, and they took up dwelling there. 3 And they began to say, each one to the other: “Come on! Let us make bricks and bake them with a burning process.” So brick served as stone for them, but bitumen served as mortar for them. 4 They now said: “Come on! Let us build ourselves a city and also a tower with its top in the heavens, and let us make a celebrated name for ourselves, for fear we may be scattered over all the surface of the earth.” (defying as well the divine directive of Genesis 9:1)

Thus in ways unknowable to humans but in concept, the modern "wildbeast" system has a common historic basis in its "body", and its implied "bloodstream" of related "blood lines" of the global guiding "seed of Satan" (Gen3:15) throughout its development, transcending national barriers and time for a continual goal of eventual global domination.

Thus the Biblical root development, through the base nations of the Bible that sprung from that Babel ancient locale of Nimrod, into the specific Biblical sequential sovereign structure of the "seven headed wildbeast", we have the historic developments of (1) Egypt, (2) Assyria, (3) Babylon, (4) Medo-Persia, (5) Greece, (6) Rome, and (7) Anglo-America.
And thus is set the future world government forming basis of the "8th King" from the Daniel 2, Daniel 7, Daniel 8, Daniel 11-12, and Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 national-sovereign outlines, in also fully structured from of history and prophecy as an ongoing progression towards the "8th King" globalized world government finality, yet to complete.

Thus, in open minded awareness of actual reality, modern global research—sometimes termed "conspiracy theory" by the uninformed in certain controversial elements—with now volumes of publicly available information and histories, is in itself evidence the Satanic conspiracy is reality, not "theory", but active, progressive and globally present from way back.

Thus the global complex of the doubters, kow-tows, misled and sell-outs with their "its all conspiracy theory" copout denial, is how such global ignorance, controlled media and academia, and closed minded fear—cognitive dissonance—aids the success of Satan and his world government architects. They proceed as usual because no one is putting up a fight, and even when it is pointed out, the kowtows then counter with more denial of the whole thing; and thus Satan's conspiracy proceeds undaunted, to its driving goal as disinformation and denial plays a crucial role in the progress.

The duped and complicit "take no note" of massive cumulative global evidence indicating far more is in development in this world than meets the eye—and that too is a signal characteristic of the overall effectiveness of Satan's mastery of deception from early to modern times:

(Matthew 24:36-39) “Concerning that day and hour nobody knows, neither the angels of the heavens nor the Son, but only the Father. 37 For just as the days of Noah were, so the presence of the Son of man will be. 38 For as they were in those days before the flood, eating and drinking, men marrying and women being given in marriage, until the day that Noah entered into the ark; 39 and they took no note until the flood came and swept them all away, so the presence of the Son of man will be.

(Luke 17:26-30) Moreover, just as it occurred in the days of Noah, so it will be also in the days of the Son of man: 27 they were eating, they were drinking, men were marrying, women were being given in marriage, until that day when Noah entered into the ark, and the flood arrived and destroyed them all. 28 Likewise, just as it occurred in the days of Lot: they were eating, they were drinking, they were buying, they were selling, they were planting, they were building. 29 But on the day that Lot came out of Sodom it rained fire and sulphur from heaven and destroyed them all. 30 The same way it will be on that day when the Son of man is to be revealed.

(Matthew 16:1-3) Here the Pharisees and Sadducees approached him and, to tempt him, they asked him to display to them a sign from heaven. 2 In reply he said to them: “When evening falls you are accustomed to say, ‘It will be fair weather, for the sky is fire-red’; 3 and at morning, ‘It will be wintry, rainy weather today, for the sky is fire-red, but gloomy-looking.’ you know how to interpret the appearance of the sky, but the signs of the times you cannot interpret.

(Luke 12:54-56) Then he went on to say also to the crowds: “When you see a cloud rising in western parts, at once you say, ‘A storm is coming,’ and it turns out so. 55 And when you see that a south wind is blowing, you say, ‘There will be a heat wave,’ and it occurs. 56 Hypocrites, you know how to examine the outward appearance of earth and sky, but how is it you do not know how to examine this particular time?

(Luke 19:41-44) 41 And when he got nearby, he viewed the city and wept over it, 42 saying: “If you, even you, had discerned in this day the things having to do with peace—but now they have been hid from your eyes. 43 Because the days will come upon you when your enemies will build around you a fortification with pointed stakes and will encircle you and distress you from every side, 44 and they will dash you and your children within you to the ground, and they will not leave a stone upon a stone in you, because you did not discern the time of your being inspected.”

Thus some people will be incapable and unwilling to understand the real nature of these final global developments. But some will perceive reality:

(Luke 21:25-26) 25 “Also, there will be signs in sun and moon and stars, and on the earth anguish of nations, not knowing the way out because of the roaring of the sea and its agitation, 26 while men become faint out of fear and expectation of the things coming upon the inhabited earth; for the powers of the heavens will be shaken.

(Joel 2:28-31) “And after that it must occur that I shall pour out my spirit on every sort of flesh, and your sons and your daughters will certainly prophesy. As for your old men, dreams they will dream. As for your young men, visions they will see. 29 And even on the menservants and on the maidservants in those days I shall pour out my spirit. 30 “And I will give portents in the heavens and on the earth, blood and fire and columns of smoke. 31 The sun itself will be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the coming of the great and fear-inspiring day of Jehovah.

Thus modern global research is what is helping to revealing these "signals" of major global-problems now active as portents of "things coming" upon the global system from its own "light" sources and systems in the very entities of that enlightenment in all its "sun, moon and stars" sources of evidence. Now this kind of research is more effective for informing people in this global system live and real-time, than the Jehovah's witnesses dated fossil of a "ministry", which instead ignores the overall "signal" of our times, while it is forming, and while it has also overrun the Bethel ministry into complicit silence.

But the "signal" is, a final cycle of "rocking the nations" is coming, and some will respond to what it means:

(Haggai 2:7) “And I will rock all the nations, and the desirable things of all the nations must come in; and I will fill this
Thus the Bible and “conspiracy theory” both explain the same general Satanic theme, because in fact it is the main guiding force now in the world system. And make no mistake, just as the most difficult to see Satanic element is still very real, just well hidden, so too will the rest of the more visible, but equally suspicious, global developments also examined by “conspiracy theorists”, also be in the Bible, because God and His prophecy, do not miss what Satan is up to inside of the world national development, or its end goal of globalized world government. God exposes all of it from start to finish, from top to bottom, as we will further examined below.

Cross Connection: Thus with the Satanic and demonic angel conspiracy as a well identified major Biblical theme already in the record, all demonic, supernatural, paranormal, occult and "alien" "conspiracy" developments and researched evidence can all be generally connected to this complex of unholy angelic inter-dimensional activity which does exercise these kinds of superhuman powers in some form. As well the Satanic top of the defiant power pyramid is also fully identified by the Bible with all of Satan's goals and methods described in short order.

(1 John 3:8) For this purpose the Son of God was made manifest, namely, to break up the works of the Devil.

And the number one technique that Satan employs is lies and deceptions, true consistorial themes and things also inundating the global system for they are perfectly inter-related.

(John 8:44) That one was a manslayer when he began, and he did not stand fast in the truth, because truth is not in him. When he speaks the lie, he speaks according to his own disposition, because he is a liar and the father of [the lie].

Thus truthful information and relevant "signs" applied to a prophecy that is 100% truthful, complete and continuous is how valid information on Satan and his world government project free up peoples' minds and hearts for the more important reality of open salvation that must also come forth fully explained over this whole process:

(John 8:31-32) And so Jesus went on to say to the Jews that had believed him: “If you remain in my word, you are really my disciples, 32 and you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.

2. Seed of Satan - Top of the Physical/Earthly Pyramid of Conspiracy

Satan and the demons of the spiritual realm also have a physical counterpart also developing within its portion of the physical realm of Adamic human development right here on earth.

(Genesis 3:15) And I shall put enmity between you and the woman and between your seed and her seed. He will bruise you in the head and you will bruise him in the heel.”

Thus the genealogical research into the "elite families" and "dark aristocracy" themes in many "conspiracy theories" is actually fully present in the Bible's basic record of Satan and his allowance in erred and imperfect human systems to also develop his own "seed", his own "children", in that global "cursed ground" of Genesis 3:14-17; which represents far more than agricultural "ground" from which these human "weeds" spring up. (Gen12:3, Gen22:17-18, John 8:44, Eph2:2, 1John3:10) [1]

Thus Nimrod springing up early in the post Noachian human history is part of this "seed of Satan" whose common "bloodstream" is implied in this full bodied "wild beast" development as other truth opposing personalities and nations emerge in the Bible record and prophecy.

As we have seen, the "seven headed" common structure of the "dragon" and of the "wildbeast" has a symbolic meaning of inter-relatedness. We can also see in scripture the principle of the nations having angelic "princes" unseen to mankind is present in the Bible's record. Of this "principality" of angelic oversight, the demons compose those "seven heads" of the whole Satanic "dragon" spiritual structure of Satan's pyramidal global rule as the main Demon, as is also recorded in the Bible:

(Daniel 10:13-14) But the (demonic) prince of the royal realm of Persia was standing in opposition to me (the angel Gabriel) for twenty-one days, and, look! Michael, one of the foremost (angelic) princes, came to help me; and I, for my part, remained there beside the (demon) kings of Persia. 14 And I have come to cause you to discern what will befall your people in the final part of the days, because it is a vision yet for the days [to come]."

(Daniel 10:20-21) “Do you really know why I (the angel Gabriel) have come to you? And now I shall go back to fight with the prince of Persia. When I am going forth, look! also the prince of Greece is coming. 21 However, I shall tell you the things noted down in the writing of truth, and there is no one holding strongly with me in these [things] but Michael, the (angelic) prince of you people.

(Daniel 12:1) “And during that time Michael will stand up, the great prince who is standing in behalf of the sons of your people. And there will certainly occur a time of distress such as has not been made to occur since there came to be a nation until that time. And during that time your people will escape, every one who is found written down in the book.

Thus if one researches into the darker side of the conspiracy research out there, the Satanic, Luciferean, demonic and supernatural themes are a constant that all of those occult histories will lead to the more one digs, such as that of the background of the "Illuminati" and other prominent secret societies in history and modern times. The Bible clearly identifies the chief role Satan actually plays in
human power development and what he requires to attain such worldly power:

(Luke 4:5-6) So he brought him up and showed him all the kingdoms of the inhabited earth in an instant of time; 6 and the Devil said to him: “I will give you all this authority and the glory of them, because it has been delivered to me, and to whomever I wish I give it.

Satan with other actual angelic demons is involved in this whole comprehensive spiritual and global development since its Edenic beginning in the sin of Adam and the woman, to fully also include human beings in the overall rival development goal, some in ignorance, but some as divinely permitted Satanic progeny on earth.

As will be shown further under this "top down" Satanic universal and global agenda, into its guidance of the historic and modern human global governance development of the nation-state system over 4000 years, there are far more "conspiratorial" themes of importance along with their main principles, that the Bible fully identifies as an alternative support of many modern "conspiracy theories", and vice versa.

Now into that guaranteed and reliable globally comprehensive framework of global power development and histories, all "conspiracy theory", globalization research, geostrategic geopolitics, and their overall global governance, financial and military aspects can be nested properly in this progression to the world government completion milestone.

Thus it is no coincidence the arrival of Christ as the ultimate milestone is tied into that required full completion of the rival world government system first in that final process, and how it is we can recognize its own required global milestones to manifest first while en route to that completion. [3] The WHOLE thing in the Bible, the secular record, and its past and future key world events, is leading to Jesus Christ's "second coming", but in complete and full power to offer God's and his own sovereign response to the rival system, to their full forewarned face, in their own climax completion phase.

Cross Connection: Thus all the "conspiratorial" themes of modern research of "elite families" overlapping from the days of Nimrod, fully functional demon possession, the "seed of Satan", and notable powerfully evil people of high position in the global power structure of past and present note, is all laid out in basic reality in the Bible record and prophecy and thus modern global research also converges with prophecy in this regard.

3. Anglo-American Globalist Elite System

Thus the globalist "two horned wildbeast" independent, but Anglo-American based elite global developmental complex of real progressive global power development, which is the main world government "image" developers intending a full world government, can now be fully identified for who they are in Satan's purpose: the Anglo-American globalist international power system.

That the globalists are well beyond the current diversion that Jehovah's witnesses now teach that the "two horned wildbeast" is merely the Anglo-American national system "7th King" "in a special role" is becoming known by globalization system research—the real "two horned wildbeast" is independent elite Anglo-American globalist power with its own "custom wildbeast", unburdened by, but "exercising all the authority of the first wildbeast", because it is a globalist elite world government producing and world controlling global system:

(Revelation 13:11-15) And I saw another wild beast ascending out of the earth, and it had two horns like a lamb, but it began speaking as a dragon. 12 And it exercises all the authority of the first wild beast in its sight. And it makes the earth and those who dwell in it worship the first wild beast, whose death-stroke got healed. 13 And it performs great signs, so that it should even make fire come down out of heaven to the earth in the sight of mankind. 14 And it misleads those who dwell on the earth, because of the signs that were granted it to perform in the sight of the wild beast, while it tells those who dwell on the earth to make an image to the wild beast that had the sword-stroke and yet revived. 15 And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast.

(Revelation 13:11-15) And I saw another wild beast (but globalist focused) ascending out of the earth (of an established political system), and it had two horns (Anglo and American) like a lamb (deceptive presentation), but it began speaking as a dragon. 12 And it exercises all the authority of the first (national seven headed) wild beast in its sight. And it makes the earth and those who dwell in it worship the first (national system) wild beast, whose death-stroke got healed. (the recovery principle) 13 And it performs great signs, so that it should even make fire come down out of heaven to the earth in the sight of mankind. 14 And it misleads those who dwell on the earth, because of the signs that were granted it to perform in the sight of the (national) wild beast, while it tells those who dwell on the earth to make an (League of Nations) image to the wild beast that had the sword-stroke and yet revived. (this "image" continues in development to the United Nations and after) 15 And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast.

Now just as that "image" of world government came forth in the WW1 cycle and its "we really need world peace everyone!" League of Nations global presentation in 1919, it will also have a climax final global-cycle to complete what the "image" laid the foundation of. Thus Daniel 12:11 also has a repeating fulfillment for that final world government "disgusting thing" placement as Daniel 11:41-45 must lead, live and real-time to Daniel 12:1, "during that time" preceding Daniel 12.

(Daniel 12:1) “And during that time Michael will stand up...
The key word is "during" "that time", because Christ's arrival parallels there is also a timed final period in Daniel 12:11, with preceding temple events in the timing of Daniel 8:14 and Daniel 12:7 as a full sequence of the final cycle.

And just as we know the American arm of the Anglo-American national alliance DID NOT ratify or join the "Paris Peace Treaty" and its "League of Nations" membership, the independent American elites, who did back the League of Nations, are who must be defining that other "horn" of that "two horned wildbeast" from that time, because they are the real power in the American system, and are from the Anglo elite main system of origination.

And now we know why globalist controlled Bethel (Dan8:12, Dan11:32a), will not advance with the global research information exposing Anglo-American elite globalism and its super-corporate administrative actuality in the world today at international scope of power and continuing progress—Bethel will not expose their UN engineering masters, as UN NGO they joined them.

Cross Connection: Thus all the globalist research concerning the undermining of national sovereignty worldwide, for example by massive national sovereign governmental and other debt and interest, whose globalist system exposure in various "two horned wildbeast" institutions like the Federal Reserve, Council on Foreign Relations, Bilderberg Group, Trilateral Commission, International Monetary Fund, Global NATO, and the like, are all examples of "two horned wildbeast" power. The Bible identifies this group, and their global formulaic "sword-stroke" to "healing" cycle, very concisely in Revelation 13.

4. The Global Base Nation-State Complex

Thus from Satan, through his earthly seed, to an identified Anglo-American based elite "two horned wildbeast" globalist complex, the whole zenith "seven world power" national system, now well known in history (Dan2, Rev13), is now being made progressively subjected to the world government development (Dan11:42-43) by those top pyramidal globalist guiding powers above and of this world—and all of it is a solid historic and guaranteed outline in the Bible as a comprehensive whole, as well as present in the scattered pieces in global research and "conspiracy theory" that can actually be placed into the reliable prophetic continuum; and in time it will be connected and made public fully explained. (Rev10:11:1-7) [8]

**All which must be removed is the "Apostate Bethel" obstruction system, which occurs during the temple judgment which begins the spiritual dimension of that final cycle, in the context of the final global-cycle also beginning.** [9]

Cross Connection: Thus all classic nation-state developmental world history is already outlined in the Bible as most Bible prophecy, except for this final sequence yet to fulfill, has actually become the world history it forecasted. Now with the nation-state model's driving paradigms of political and economic ideologies, from global research we understand they all have worked towards the monopolization of state for a greater globalization purpose ultimately, that becomes clearer in time as no "conspiracy" but is guided by advanced intelligent system design.

Thus "capitalism" and "globalism" are instead national to international monopoly forming processes, not perpetual nor ends in themselves, which the former process has aided the latter process, as both crystallize and equate to world government, which required intranational conglomeration first, to proceed to international conglomeration later, systematically. Thus we understand by global research how the Bible's national "old world order" model developmental structure in time equated to the totality of all the prophetic sovereign symbology also converging into one world government as the final "new world order" conglomerated globalized whole completing the entire process.

5. World Government

"World government" is therefore a viable theme to explore for both global upper echelon academia, globalism research and especially prophecy because the former two help elucidate not just the concept of a true global governance system, but the voluminous details of what forms it. Thus the theme of world government in prophecy is the terminal form of the main structured prophecies of Daniel 2, 7, 8, 11-12 and Revelation 13 and 17, which merely required more research to fully understand how a global sovereign convergence also mirrors thus final prophetic forecasts' completed complimentary totalities.

Thus the Daniel 2 "immense image", the Daniel 8 "King Fierce in Countenance", the Daniel 11 "King North" and the Revelation 17 "scarlet wildbeast" 8th King are the synonymous sovereign terminus of not just prophecy, but the global sovereign development, in past to real-time history, that already forecasts that exact culmination. It has been a demon and human aided "natural process" of the increasing scale of order that typifies human national development. Now the mostly unseen true global guiding force, and the unseen corporate legal infrastructure, can be laid out in concept form from what global research reveals concerning the main trend in that development as true globalism. Now globalization is more greatly detailed as the basis by which national powers are globalized into this final level of global governmental order upon networks of entities and technologies that are not immediately perceivable, which of course also aided their rampant development from also being "hard to see".

**The reason it may seem to go on a tangent here, is because the globalism ideology, its originators (Rev16:13-16), the individuals, the groups, the corporations, the institutions, the national labels, and the technologies that tie them together and enable this process, are visible individually to a degree, but their actual total objectives or role in the greater context are not, and neither is the most invisible of their objectives: world government. And had computer advancements never occurred, neither could true world government, for its required scale of administration is beyond humans or groups of humans alone.

Thus the importance of the nearly invisible "techno-tower of Babel", cannot be understated, without it none of this would be possible, so I cover the basic technological concepts of how technological advancement, like an architect with napkins
and AutoCAD designs a physical house symbolically first, has allowed world government to be modeled as a plan first, from the "napkins" of the seemingly impossible League of Nations, to the coming reality of implemented global government and its primary means of issuing real control through a real globalized virtual system upon a real global system.

This inherent invisibility exists because, in spite of the nations, states, and buildings that house corporations, institutions and technologies, they are actually highly symbolic in the ideas, legal definitions and technologies that actually define those entities. This is why flags, canned histories, personalities, buildings, grandiose creeds, symbology and logos are used to help give visibility to these entities, as they in themselves are not visible all at once in their true component human and infrastructural parts—and neither is the big picture they are actually forming visible.

The complexity of all this and accelerated nearly invisible expansive development, especially over the last 20 years, at global scale, also aided the concealment of the nature of the true development, and it is also why unraveling it, and describing it, took time, and was also aided by technology advancements at global scale as well. It is trends, statistics, statements, and other evidence that begins to tell the real story aided by insights of researchers and experts in various fields and specialized realms of new forming sciences. Of course the mythology that envelops the national mass mind, is the chief impediment to recognition, and it is often the dragon that modern research and conspiracy theory attempts to slay, and it is a big big dragon, so that blinder cannot be totally obliterated.

Thus the concept of "world government" is first a natural evolution of the same process that produced tribes into states and then into national groups and governments, merely extended to its logical final required tier of governance at global scale and maturity. The Bible also tracks the main national development that leads to world government. World government development merely required the terminal continuation of corporate, financial and military monopolization, aided by time, deep understanding, and technology, while everyone else focused on "daily life", ideological ideas, the walls of the nation-state mental box, and other limited distractions such as these, while the actual global power paradigm was actually shifting exponentially, with technology, in virtual global invisibility to many.

The time and technology component allowed the required digital means to be applied to first model world government by real digital administrative systems also evolving from national to regional to global scope of function. Since world government must be super-computing network aided and administered, from start to finish, which computer assistance is at the heart of financial and military system core control function, just being able to actually model technological system globalization, for real, was a necessary prerequisite for real world government.

That global technology complex and system is fully beyond the scope and authority of most national politicians, many of whom barely even understand the basic concepts of advanced global-network computing and globalized systems development—it is actually developed and administered by private corporations, institutions and specialized groups. When national governments are called blind and dumb dinosaurs from another global age, the brains of the "old world order", they mean it, for they have been left behind with their foresight reversed and stuck in a perpetual 1980.

Thus with such technological advancing systems, also truly globalizing now, used to administer real world systems, resources, data, information and intelligence, the core digital system model will also be truly globalized first, by means of that kind of technology, which is the global-administrative brain of the whole thing, and that was going to take more time to be able to achieve this advancement, while at the same time, national systems were losing control of their own true wealth based sovereignty empowering the global-corporate true owner, thus also enabling the final stage of world government development.

Thus just as the monetary and investment "world" actual systems, and their actual denomination values, are already mostly digital, so the final administrative and financial solution can also be implemented as first digital, and as controllable "virtual reality", as is the case already, with the monetary and investment system and none of it is actually "supervised" or understood by nation-state political powers. It already is the system that is overseeing the final monopolization processes, which massive national debt and dependency will complete the nation-state order deposition process, while also allowing the "world government" digital model, already there in "beta" form, to be implemented seamlessly simultaneously as the "new world order".

Not saying this "seamless" is non-turbulent, but that world government administration actual intelligence, will truly be mostly computer driven regulatory, financial, and military systems that form a global governance based on that power and ability model actually implemented upon all the nation-states by such means to control the real world components that actually carry out that governance. The global "command structure", though human in the elemental, is corporate defined and technologically driven when actually implemented, no matter what form those "computers" are in, as that too is undergoing the start of its own "nano age".

Now instead of getting into anything deeper in technological details than the basic distributed centralization concept, that basic concept of a global technological "pyramid" is already applied to financial, military, corporate and communications systems. Thus to see the corporate means of other resource control, such as food, housing, water, medicine, genetics, energy, communications and infrastructure, etc, the concept shows, as does global research, how all those subsystems are now in some form of terminal monopolization to meet the globalization objective, by means of private supranational "immortal corporate" seated "governments", not nation-state political entities who instead are subject to the corporate pyramid, and will become more so (Dan11:42-43), and it uses advanced computing to administer its core intelligence systems for management, planning and implementation. Thus everything is already conglomerating in the invisible corporate power structure, to include all the basic nation-state subservient functional systems, while "world government" is as invisible as is the corporate and technological tier of true global scale governance.

It is already there in "beta" form, it just needs to be made official as this final global-cycle plays out for actual fully "visible" sovereign deployment; that is, they will merely be telling everyone whatever is already there, they will just call it world government under whatever "branding" they choose, to give that invisible entity recognizability, but its system is already mostly in place rooted into and spread over the nation-state complex monopolies. The United Nations was the global acclimating international "image", hub, nucleus, and "world peace forum" of that fuller coming development to complete all around it. That UN "image" core entity must also emerge in
Cross Connection: World Government is the ultimate goal and requirement in prophecy.

As already covered in part, to be explained more fully, all global research into these grander globalism subjects describes all the pieces of the puzzle which completes into world government, as all national sovereignty also converges, with prophecy, into that same world government culmination. Everything cross relates to world government and the prophetic whole that has already forecasted it. World government is the "big picture".

Thus it is beneficial to know, world government complete is the progressively more recognizable entity, that when completed, triggers God and Christ's arrival, as per prophecy, which is also what this final cycle is also all about as it completes into that final rival sovereign entity, as the final divine sovereign confrontation emerges simultaneously.

Of course such a clear mapping from prophecy, global research and real world events, will also get more threatening (Dan11:44) or hopeful (Luke25:26) at the same time, as all the mapped mileposts also appear and pass, en route to world government, en route to the end of the road for that long foretold rival sovereign entity: Armageddon, enabled by God's and Christ's arrival, with a whole lot of angels, triggered by that final world government global-sovereign affront to Christ's Kingdom.

The Main and Common Themes in Prophecy and "Conspiracy Theory"

Thus in prophecy and "conspiracy theory" we find described Satan, the demons, their familial "seed" development in certain human families in key nations throughout time, the global elite guidance system, the historic and progressively enslaved nations, the United Nations world government "image", the world government goal, and more, found in detail in Bible prophecy and present as well in disjointed "conspiracy theory"—thus ALL of it can be found in BOTH the main conspiratorial themes of modern global research, conspiracy theory, and prophecy, as prophecy is what is actually tying it all together over time and historically summarizing its main truly global-objective of full world government as the culmination of the whole multi-millennial process.

What the Bible connects fully is that 8th King world government development final phase will produce the final evidence and notable global millstones in the "tribulation of those days" cycle and of the eventual completion of the world government entity that will trigger Christ's arrival. Thus the Bible makes sure to connect the whole global development to the most significant of all events in Christ's arrival it is leading to as well as gauging and timing the whole process in approximate terms and the meaning of the milestone developments as they manifest.

Of course most of this is actually global historic research and modern analysis of the globalist system—what meaningful historic or current event analysis does not have an overall premise, hypothesis, thesis and or theory? No major sovereign "conspiracy theory" is purely just a "theory", but they also contain histories, evidence, trends, statistics, analysis of possible motives and various other often verifiable global historic truths—the roots of ALL of these histories and the ACTUAL TRUTHS of the foretold true objectives and their main world power principles are in the Bible described in key needed detail in the main prophetic structure and ultimate meaning.

The progressive nature of the base national development is what forms the Daniel and Revelation prophetic frameworks in regard to this progressive maturation of that base nation-state system to zenith and 7th King fall—but the Bible already has also forecasted where it is leading—world government and the final 8th King rise—present for centuries in the prophecy just awaiting the real period of maturation. Obviously the main themes of "conspiracy theory" could actually be placed in the Bible prophecy's corresponding locale, which has forecasted it all long, well before the global researchers started to discover the specific mechanics of the development.

For example the Bible already indicates God's "anointed cherub" angel is who later became Satan the Devil (Eze28:12-28), the main "conspiratorial" leader.

(Ezekiel 28:12-15) ""You are sealing up a pattern, full of wisdom and perfect in beauty. 13 In Eden, the garden of God, you proved to be. Every precious stone was your covering, ruby, topaz and jasper; chrysolite, onyx and jade; sapphire, turquoise and emerald; and of gold was the workmanship of your settings and your sockets in you. In the day of your being created they were made ready. 14 You are the anointed cherub that is covering, and I have set you. On the holy mountain of God you proved to be. In the midst of fiery stones you walked about. 15 You were faultless in your ways from the day of your being created until unrighteousness was found in you. Satan is the main "demon" leader, and "the original serpent" of Eden (Gen3; Rev12:9) as further identified in the progressively intensifying "seven headed fiery colored" "great dragon" of Revelation 12, as that symbol of a spirit reality that also "drags a third of the stars (demon-angels) of heaven and it hurled them down to the earth", hence Genesis 6 and Jude 6 demonic earthly activities led by Satan, the "Dragon".

Since the Bible maps the demonic events in the sin of the original human beings (Gen3), and the demon influence of that time (Gen6), to the nations that sprung up after the deluge of Noah's day, from Noah's three sons (Gen10-11), the entire history of the national sovereign progression of these defiant, "misled" (Rev12:9) and enslaved nations (Heb2:14) is in the Bible. From Genesis 1-9, to their root ancient-to-modern national record in Genesis 10 and 11, to their subsequent national-sovereign developments in Daniel 2,7,8,11-12—it is all structured history and prophecy in the Hebrew prophets portion of the Bible original basis of this history and prophecy which soon converged into Revelation final summarization of it all.
And from Daniel's historic structured sovereign prophecy of seven successive world national powers, most of which is now an alternative reliable divine world history, Revelation's sovereign structure of Revelation 12 Satanic priority, Revelation 13 national based "wildbeast from the sea", and Revelation 17 globalized "scarlet wildbeast" final king, the "8th King", is also present as a primary reference of this continued national development of demonic guided human system guidance of the eventual fully globalized world government goal (Rev16:13-16), now present in its global "image" in the United Nations international political forum since 1919.

Thus the very place the seven national powers were successively progressing to for four thousand years, has recently arrived at this foretold foundation of world government (1914, 1945, 1990) over two world war cycles as now world history. World government in progress, not yet complete, is now globally present in its international developmental nucleus in that United Nations "image" which is also described in the prophecy as present before world government completes. This is because world government in final form of the future, completes upon that already globally visible UN related foundation which is not yet at its totality of global government completion (Dan11:44-45, Dan8:25) and its actual worldwide infrastructural implementation (Rev17:8-18) in its final globally stated manner of "world peace" "and security". (1Thess5:1-3, Dan8:25 "freedom from care")

Thus all the roots of classic and modern "conspiracy theory", actually academic, expert and novice global research carried out by many people internationally, are historically exposed in Bible history and prophecy in regard to every major theme common to both the Bible and this secular research. Every global power player, from national to globalist, is fully outlined in the Bible in this global-historic and modern sovereign development now reaching that foretold world government climax culmination in a final global-cycle, as all former cycles have also been outlined in prophecy reliably becoming history.

For example, every global war cycle is referenced in the Bible (Rev13,17), including the Cold War (Dan11:29-31) and the fourth and final global war phase of the future. From the post WW1 League of Nations "image" Revelation 13:11-15; Daniel 12:11 first fulfillment; to the post WW2 United Nations "abyss ascension" Revelation 17:8-11; to the post Cold War 3rd United Nations related presentation of 1990 as Daniel 11:31b, Daniel 8:23; to the final world government presentation of Daniel 11:44-45, Daniel 8:25 as Revelation 17:8-11 repeats for the culmination of Revelation 17:11-18, Revelation 13:15-18—**all four** United Nations related steps to world government are in the Bible. [10]

Thus all "conspiracy theory" can be connected to an actually globally comprehensive guaranteed prophetic framework of the truth of what is actually forming world government, which required completion is what will trigger Jesus Christ's arrival, as only God and Christ can, and will, put an end to this whole world government development once completed and globally stated (1Thess5:1-3) as such. (Rev19:11-21, Rev16:12-19, Matt24:21-22, Joel3:9-18, Rev14, Rev11:11-19)

Thus the Bible connects all the dots, including the final one: the arrival of God and Christ to complete the Messianic Kingdom actual "New Universal Order" ruling Kingdom that will remove the enemy systems. (Rev19:19-21, Rev20:1-3)

### III. More Common Conspiratorial Themes in Prophecy and Global Research

The Bible contains the principles of all the main conspiratorial elements also found in global research and conspiracy analysis. These include advanced techniques of deception, guiding secrecy, and occult themes present in invisible constructs of guidance and control affecting all the nation-state systems for globalization alignment of their dominant political, financial and military power structures into the world government objective and final globalized-sovereign function.

**Comprehensive Secrecy**

Thus to some it is no secret as to the secretive nature of Satanic development. It has secrets, it operates in "secret societies", its background is in secretive "occult" systems and religion, it is secretive in goals and modes of actual operation, and all of it is part of the Satanic character itself, and it is mirrored in his guidance of humans and human systems aligned with his historic and modern worship.

Most important to their "misleading the nations" (Rev12:9), is it is all based on complete lies, deceptions and delusions merely mixed with well placed truth to make it palpable. That is what also marks the conspiratorial nature of things revealed in this kind of global research, as people become increasingly aware that the corruption in national governments, finance, big business, military and religion, is all for a far grander global-objective than just simple human addictions and greed.

**Occult**

Thus Satanic worship is a theme that threads through all of the conspiracy theories as a whole context of their theorization and outlines of micro-histories. It is not just in the histories, but in the national rituals and symbologies of government, finance and corporate bodies that also show "signs" of common demonic origin and the same common controlling purpose of that shown in the Bible: to form the counterfeit "Kingdom of God", and the bogus "Zion", and to present every decoying entity in the process prematurely to portray the main global players powers as divine in that defiant development.

Thus Satanism under the veneer of all religions, now including Jehovah's witnesses, also surfaces as the "conspiracy" is truly global in scope and effect. NOTHING in the human system remains untouched, but the truth in the Bible—and thus that is the main target brought into reproach by ALL those who claim to represent it as they discredit it with progressive lies, error and scandal, regularly, such as JW Bethel, but they are not the only one, just the latest addition to the conspiracy, as "in broad daylight", "hidden in plain sight", "too big to see", that it actually is.
Central banks, administered through member banks, and managed not by governments who are also in increasing debt, but by corporations in increasing control. This information is so prevalent, so as to be non-conspiratorial, and in broad daylight; it simply is what it is, all debt is created by the banks. The main power system of planet earth is in the wealth control and power consolidation that it aids by formulaic financial processes. Wealth Monopolization - Daniel 11:42-43

The corporate system that actually administers the real global wealth and power, is the "invisible power structure" in that most people are not taught about in its existence, and thus though present and researchable, the masses remain unaware of its functions, power and objectives. Above that tier of general ignorance of these publicly known transnational corporate entities is the labyrinth of private owners, investors, interlocked directorates and cascading pyramidal corporate complexes which are fed intelligent guidance by many supporting administrative and strategic planning organizations and institutions publicly known as to some of their names, as well as those totally secretive in structure and function. Thus the corporate system that actually administers the real global wealth and power, is the "invisible power structure" in that most people are not taught about in its existence, and thus though present and researchable, the masses remain unaware of its functions, power and objectives. Above that tier of general ignorance of these publicly known transnational corporate entities is the labyrinth of private owners, investors, interlocked directorates and cascading pyramidal corporate complexes which are fed intelligent guidance by many supporting administrative and strategic planning organizations and institutions publicly known as to some of their names, as well as those totally secretive in structure and function. (Dan8:25a; Dan11:36-40) [12]

And thus that sort of hidden power development is the basis of the actual global-structure world government of which the United Nations is merely the developmental globally visible nucleus and international forum, the "image" of the "wildbeast" which is ultimately 8th King "scarlet wildbeast" world government in full. In the meantime the most powerful entities on earth are no longer national governments, but various corporate super-structures in globalizing technocratic, finance and military systems which must be guided by specialized systems of expertise, intelligence and planning thus beyond the scope of national politicians who can barely manage their own nation-states, much less things of truly international scope and power.

Under that top tier of globalist financial, military and geo-political international technocracy the rest of the power systems in academia, religion, media, economy, entertainment, resource management, communications and so on are administered through supra-national authority structures which progressively pawn national governments to aid their own top authority. Thus in time the "national government" defined nation-state "corporation" will be fully under a great pyramidal system of globalized super-corporate control of them all. (Dan11:42-43, Rev16:13-16; Rev17:11-18)

Thus the wealth control element is noted first in prophecy because it is the main guiding world power force that propels globalization which is a process which in time produces world government. [11]

Governmental Monopolization - Revelation 16:13-16, Revelation 17:11-18

And thus the ultimate "conspiratorial" theme is that of the development of world government by the deposition of national sovereignty into full subservience to the eventual globalized sovereign system as its final "king"; the "8th King". This common sovereign consolidation theme, into which all "conspiracy theories" relate in deep ways to that same ultimate "global domination" theme, is that of world government as a result of national sovereignty "old world order" powers being deposed by progressive wealth and military consolidation into a global monopoly based on actually becoming "united nations" in apex globalization, but in the control of a private and independent supra-national globalized 8th King world government system.

The "New World Order" is indeed both a "conspiracy theory" and a global reality in formation plainly stated by top global politicians and elites. There is nothing that says a "conspiracy theory" must be wrong by default—much of what man knows in the "scientific method" became laws that formed first as a hypothesis and a theory. In fact "conspiracy theory" is where the truths consistently emerge progressively as the "official stories", formed by the "powers that be", are consistently questioned and discredited by EVIDENCE and global-trends to the contrary of the accepted delusion and myth engineered to keep the masses ignorant and backward as to the true nature of the world they are in. And that evidence in history, subsequent development and in many cases statistics, trends, and physics, continues to accumulate and support alternative explanations more and more. Thus had Jehovah's witnesses kept up with modern global developments becoming increasingly fully exposed by global researchers, the "8th King" "King North" entities of the Bible could be clearly explained as that same world government culmination. And because this is a process that has taken approximately a century to truly manifest its intent, the formulaic techniques of this power and wealth consolidation are also now easily shown to be cyclic and phased in nature.

Thus the final cycle requirement to actually implement world government is not an overnight affair, and the final cycle could be shown as logically required according to former formulaic methods, such as the use of financial collapse and world war, to actually depose the national sovereignty and actually present world government as the ultimate "global solution". Jehovah's witnesses are taught by rogue Bethel to ignore all this final phase logic in lieu of their handy "the end of the world" bypass, and JW smokescreen by the use of this delusional premature expectation. (2Thess2:1-2)

Wealth Monopolization - Daniel 11:42-43

The main power system of planet earth is in the wealth control and power consolidation that it aids by formulaic financial processes overseen by global-corporations, which national governments are subject to in their own debt liabilities and the placement of their puppeteered political front men. This is because wealth control forms all other developments to facilitate its own protection, expansion and concealment. Thus a theme in many "conspiracy theories", is the plainly openly documented global currency and debt creation functions of the global-monetary system and its fractional reserve lending-at-interest "credit" model based in the global central banking complex, as well as its national and global administrative and intelligence systems in corporate control.

This information is so prevalent, so as to be non-conspiratorial, and in broad daylight; it simply is what it is, all debt is created by the central banks, administered through member banks, and managed not by governments who are also in increasing debt, but by...
privately held international scale globalizing corporations. It is general public ignorance that at times attempts to label plainly real monetary functions as "conspiracy theory", as many people simply "take no note" of what is plainly available on the Web and in their libraries. (Matt24:36-42) To some of these types of distracted, apathetic, delayed or diverted people, many things are "conspiratorially" labeled, due more to their own lack of information and understanding and the desire to investigate the matter.

Now due to the very public effects of major global financial swindles, corruption and its global real debt magnitudes, of course many of these people are starting to look more deeply into the plainly researchable global central banking and financial system. In that "credit and debt" creation system in actuality, and in "conspiracy theory" exploring this theme deeper, lay the main global-debt-trap for the eventual deposition of the national sovereignty of all the nations (Dan11:42-43) for full world government final sovereign "power and authority". (Rev17:11-18)

And this is why research in this realm, is very explanatory as to logical processes of global-debt default and dependency, at massive magnitudes, now potential, for real, in this global-debt system.

As usual, few are focused on the globalist system "master creditor" that also forms with this national "master debtor" counterpart—they are BOTH very real and worldwide networked global-entities.

Military Monopolization - Joel 3:9-12

Along with the power of wealth control, is the reliable formation of globalizing military systems to protect, support and expand that system, and the puppet government facades that distract attention from the real source of global power expanding in the whole process. Global NATO is the core element of military monopoly that in time all the nations will join by debt, force and or common objective of world rulership. (Rev17:11-18; Joel3:9-12; Dan11:36-39; Dan11:44-45, Dan8:25)

Thus in the development of key financial events, like the 1929 Wall Street stock crash and the ensuing "great depression", we find key massive wealth transference precedes a major global war as it actually aids that investment redirection with enough time to be aligned into to the real center of world war profiteering that forms before, during and after the world war cycle. Thus there is a connection with the "Global War on Terror" and its enormous national debt expansion since 2001. And such expenses, and the requirement of a final cycle of that "global war", the 2008 sub-prime mortgage and derivatives swindle transferred as much as forty trillion dollars to the pre-investment for the final phase requirement.

In reality, under the "war on terror" pretext, GWOT is a global positioning expansion (Dan11:40) in preparation for this final cycle escalation period, however it may manifest (Rev13; Dan11:41-45): but it will not be "the end of the world" (Matt24:6), but the chaos period to create the "world peace" presentation context for the world government "savior" and its "Kingdom of God" premature decay. (1Thess5:1-3, Isa41:1)

Thus all the wealth, military and sovereign monopolization process all work together as a self supporting and self perpetuating engine of global wealth and power development into consolidated control of the core world government forming party. It is not accident or fantasy how all this "conspiracy theory" and globalization research just so happens to be explaining the mechanics of this process in detail, as even secular research is now exposing these compounding "signals" in and from the "lights" of the modern global system:

(Luke 21:25-26) "Also, there will be signs in sun and moon and stars, and on the earth anguish of nations, not knowing the way out because of the roaring of the sea and its agitation, 26 while men become faint out of fear and expectation of the things coming upon the inhabited earth; for the powers of the heavens will be shaken.

Those are "signs" of "things coming", not yet present but in development in the global system. It means in spite of the mass ignorance, there will be portents and meaning explained in these major globalization processes before the final cycle truly manifests in earnest capitalizing on formulaic instability-to-stability cycling, in which process 8th King world government will be presented as the ultimate solution reinforced by the severity of the tribulation cycle and its final "world peace" resolution to highlight the need and necessity of world government. (1Thess5:1-3)

In the process, the hoax is to make as many people globally believe it is truly "the end of the world". That delusion further diverts needed attention from what is really in final formation and it can have a broad base of appeal to religious and non-religious people alike. The more doomful the final cycle appears in its inception and peak period, the more hopeful will be the recovery opportunity and the world government acceptability, formulaically.

Advanced Intelligence and Infiltration

Thus to accomplish the undermining of the main national sovereign interest, is the subversion of all the nation-state systems to eventually serve functions to support the overall global sovereign goal. Now whether it was the Satanic infiltration of Genesis 6 or the implied demonic guidance of Nimrod's "kingdom" development to culminate into a first world government attempt, the theme of infiltration accomplished by true conspiracy and hidden agenda is present in the Bible from day one of the human rebellion in Genesis 3. That theme continued in Israel's history (Zech3:1-3) and into the time of Christ. (John8:44)

(Ezekiel 8:7-12) Accordingly he brought me to the entrance of the courtyard, and I began to see, and, look! a certain hole in the wall. 8 He now said to me: “Son of man, bore, please, through the wall.” And I gradually bored through the wall, and, look! there was a certain entrance. 9 And he further said to me: “Go in and see the bad detestable things that they are doing here.” 10 So I went in and began to see, and, look! there was every representation of creeping things and loathsome beasts, and all the dungy idols of the house of Israel, the carving being upon the wall all round about. 11 And seventy men of the elderly ones of the house of Israel, with Jaazaniah the son of Shaphan standing in among them, were
standing before them, each one with his censer in his hand, and the perfume of the cloud of the incense was ascending.

12 And he proceeded to say to me: “Have you seen, O son of man, what the elderly ones of the house of Israel are doing in the darkness, each one in the inner rooms of his showpiece? For they are saying, ‘Jehovah is not seeing us. Jehovah has left the land.’”

(Zechariah 3:1-3) And he proceeded to show me Joshua the high priest standing before the angel of Jehovah, and Satan standing at his right hand in order to resist him. 2 Then [the angel of] Jehovah said to Satan: “Jehovah rebuke you, O Satan, yes, Jehovah rebuke you, he who is choosing Jerusalem! Is this one not a log snatched out of the fire?” 3 Now as for Joshua, he happened to be clothed in befouled garments and standing before the angel.

(John 10:1) “Most truly I say to you, He that does not enter into the sheepfold through the door but climbs up some other place, that one is a thief and a plunderer.

Thus as many conspiracy theory researchers attempt to expose this kind of activity, the supporting organizations of the overall global subversion is well identified now as either using direct military invasion to expand influence and control, or to use more clandestine methods of which financial control and reliable intelligence is key.

Intelligence:

2. the collection of information of military or political value.

Thus the idea of spies, intelligence expertise, and espionage are not purely fictional, and the sciences of such activity are what form the basis of the national security and intelligence communities of all the nations and the globalist level agencies of such activity. Thus to see the highest forms of technology and scientific application also developed and applied for this naturally secretive global-system in usage, and in voluminous research exposure, is now seen by the informed as naturally part of the strategic process of this global surveillance and intelligence system.

This intelligence system's fully publicly known "national security" purpose is to analyze the hidden control structures and real purpose of the global entities they are tracking and analyzing, in which deep intelligence information is contained the access points and data by which these entities are analyzed internally by any means possible, aided at times by advanced surveillance technologies—thus infiltration has many levels of possibility and necessity to provide this "security" by internal observation and potential control provided by humans or artificial means. It is not conspiracy, it is the science of how and why intelligence organizations operate in the ways they do.

With the Bible the whole paradigm is taken to another level, because the Satanic intelligence is what is actually attempting to fully guide and control the whole multi-national process globally, with chief targets to undermine, mislead, control, and guide:

(Revelation 12:17) And the dragon grew wrathful at the woman, and went off to wage war with the remaining ones of her seed, who observe the commandments of God and have the work of bearing witness to Jesus.

But Satan's general target is all of mankind:

(Revelation 12:9) So down the great dragon was hurled, the original serpent, the one called Devil and Satan, who is misleading the entire inhabited earth;

And there is a global ultimate national “gathering” purpose to Satan's strategy:

(Revelation 16:13-14) And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the false prophet. 14 They are, in fact, expressions inspired by demons and perform signs, and they go forth to the kings of the entire inhabited earth, to gather them together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty.

So his global power entity will also be deceptive and strategic:

(Revelation 13:14) And it misleads those who dwell on the earth, because of the signs that were granted it to perform in the sight of the wild beast

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand.

(Daniel 11:39) And he will act effectively against the most fortified strongholds, along with a foreign god. Whoever has given [him] recognition he will make abound with glory, and he will actually make them rule among many; and [the] ground he will apportion out for a price.

And the spiritual dimension of subverting anointed Christians and thereby all Christians is also very real in the Bible:

(Daniel 11:30) he (8th King/King North globalists) will have to go back and will give consideration to those leaving the holy
covenant.

(12:2) And an army was gradually given over (to 8th King control), together with the constant [feature], because of transgression; and it kept throwing truth to the earth, and it acted and had success.

Accordingly as nations with empire objectives began to meddle more and more in the affairs of other nations at international scale, this intelligence organization function also expanded into the various physical and digital channels through which these external nations are entered and controlled, as military invasion was but one method. Obviously access to communications and computer network systems is where much information flows and is stored.

Thus internationalized “foreign relations”, “globalization”, and “consulting” by means of geo-politics, corporatism, commerce, communications and financial corporate technocratic expertise and other forms of national system development and authority, allowed new ways of controlling nations internally, foreign and domestic. This has been greatly aided by employing the “economic progress” carrot by the very corporate, military, digital and communications systems developed in and over this target multi-national complex, that can in time, also facilitate other functions, such as “intelligence gathering”, corporate governmental manipulation and market/monetary “virtual reality” potential.

The complexity of this international “progress”, and its wealth generating capability in the whole overall development, ensures its true mechanics are very difficult for the general public to understand, exacerbated by the “paranoid” need of the security and secrecy such great wealth, and its required protection and preservation, spawns . Thus the concealment and the expansion of this unique system is self fueling and reinforcing while it compounds in size and complexity.

Rather than national and state governments controlling this process, as is commonly misperceived by the general public, these governments, as state and public corporate entities themselves, are instead increasingly controlled by the process and global guides. Instead national governments are the required puppets and myth perpetuators who aid this process and its globalizing corporations which they merely help facilitate with the public acceptance and regulated “legality” they guide for the real hidden powers. [13]

Thus the histories and grander purposes of the United Nations’ supporting organizations, such as the Federal Reserve, the Royal Institute of International Affairs and the Council on Foreign relations accompanying the emergence of WW1 and the League of Nations, become highly researched organizations in time, because they are playing a greater role in global development than their own home nations. By the time of WW2 and after, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and other “International Financial Institutions” in that pantheon of extending central banking and debt systems at global scale also began to mature and expand.

In time the well known intelligence groups also manifested this expertise further in the Central Intelligence Agency type, domestic and international focused highly secretive "information gathering" systems. By now modern conspiracy theory is actually mostly verifiable histories of this basic development and its key events so voluminous multiple volumes of written and video documentaries now exist outlining the history and activity of these groups.

Thus the idea of infiltration, spying, subversion, financial swindle and positioning, national extortion, weapons profiteering, assassination, and the like is all well known reality and the actual historic activity of these groups which do not "corrupt", they are corrupt, and spreading this core corruption by scientific methodology is their goal to undermine nation-state systems progressively controlling them more fully in the process.

Thus taken as a whole, aided by the Bible’s insight into the Satanic dimension, we are seeing expansive developments for a zenith final cycle that cannot simply be random occurrence, but intelligent design with a global controlling objective that Satan and these human aiding systems, all share in common. The Bible and its prophetic structure and progressive continuum to that very world government manifestation, allows a more reliable means of connecting this all together.

The World Government Producing Continuum of Key Events

The Bible is a complex record of the continuum of "key events" that form the basis, like a fractal, of all the subsequent developments in any age, for all of them together continue to the terminus of the continuum in the human system. Thus the Bible’s continuum of events will continue as will the global developmental events leading to world government which prophecy forecasts. Thus as complex as the Bible is, its main sovereign defiance theme is simple, and so is the prophetic structure that tracks the human power development in but a few chapters in less than 1% of the Bible in actual volume. The Bible describes the beginning of the events and means by which the Messianic Kingdom takes over universal rule from Satan and the demons under which is now trapped the planetary earth system, and the end was stated as the first prophecy:

(Genesis 3:14-15) And Jehovah God proceeded to say to the serpent: “Because you have done this thing, you are cursed; all the domestic animals and out of all the wild beasts of the field. Upon your belly you will go and dust is what you will eat all the days of your life. 15 And I shall put enmity between you and the woman and between your seed and her seed. He will bruise you in the head and you will bruise him in the heel.”

In that symbology is the end of Satan and all human sovereign attempted delusional independence at the first global “key event”. Of course from that time of an active rogue angel, interacting in a lost human system, more key events would arise in time as the Devil’s rebellion continues and leads the whole human development.

(Luke 12:2) But there is nothing carefully concealed that will not be revealed, and secret that will not become known.

Thus many major global and national events of recent or near recent emergence, after a more thorough examination than the governmental-to-history-class "explanation" that arises almost instantly, in all cases, to explain these major events, eventually begin to
reveal other possibilities as to the true cause and purpose of the event. In time the "dots" of many events begin to paint an alternative "bigger picture". In time those "dots" are examined by researchers and writers to the point massive alternative information volumes accumulate and many of these begin to gather the "dots" into grander levels of logical meaning.

Because these "official explanations", as created and approved by the expert state mythologists, are instantly made a part of the academic and historic system, they become well rooted and dispersed, for a while, in the mass public consciousness—thus reversing that mass persuasion cannot be fully successful, but in time other explanations of key events and their related continuum begin to emerge.

**World War to World Government Event Cycles**

Now if we look at the three world wars thus far over the last century, as cycles to present world government progress, including the Cold War and its resolution into a 3rd United Nations presentation and "New World Order" initiative revived, notable as unique in the Daniel 11:29-32a sequence of Bethel's own pasty with that 1990 3rd UN presentation, we see many "events" all tie together overall. All three world war have produced the same capping UN related presentation, and thus all of them are related in deeper ways of orchestration.

Thus starting a fourth "Global War" cycle, this one "on terror", now as fallen from the general awareness radar as the Cold War was, we have to examine the World Trade Center events of September 11th, 2001, as now the primary modern key event in this latest revived continuum of the use of world war for greater purposes.

**GWOT Fourth Cycle**

Whether in typical hot world war, or of unique in cold world war nature or terror pretext, we can by now understand this is a fourth cycle, which now intuitively will again formulaically support the final world government step and presentation of the future. And we can also be aware that the GWOT global war deployment also has key events that led up to 911 as well, that also compromise much conspiracy analysis through the Cold War, the nuclear and space programs, Vietnam, the fall of the "Communist Enemy", Global NATO, and the emergence of the "Islamic Enemy" as now the stage is freshly set with a whole new cast to open the final eventual world-play, in also a unique scale of global instability in all dimensions, including financial and religious.

The maturing media system, by the time of say the Kennedy assassination, also quickly aids the mass misperception process in related manner—as with 911—as the "official story" emerges within the first few hours of the key "deep event" and its "deep politics", and spreads very quickly by aid of mass information and media systems. In the case of 911, the "usual suspect" and the whole "plot" had emerged within thirty minutes of the event—as did shortly thereafter the "need" for a new "global war", this one "on terror", which also emerged with this key event, instantly, formulaically, predictably, as if preplanned and prearranged to produce this exact global war reaction.

Now obviously the first guess, as it would have to be, given the brevity of time in the emergence of the 911 theory along with the lack of any real investigation by virtue of the same brevity, is of course instantly suspect due to the superficial nature of this kind of nearly "instant explanation". Only in the case of the "official explanation" emerging the day before 911, would this be more suspect. In addition, now the "investigative reporting" of the mainstream media is discredited as is the "investigative" nature of the FBI—instead they all appear to be merely related cogs in the engine of national deception and illusion.

For example, who could really look at the 911 event from the standpoint of mainstream media silence and diversion or the FBI's investigative impotence, and actually see any "integrity" in such silence, ignorance and ineptitude that merely backs the "official story" de facto in the exact manner that the first hour "explanation" had already "clarified"? But that is exactly what has occurred and will continue.

*(2 Timothy 3:13) But wicked men and impostors will advance from bad to worse, misleading and being misled.*

Thus what the research is showing is we are in the midst of a post 1990 global war cycle fully expanding since 2001 and the Global War on Terror. This final phase preparatory period already has financial, nationalistic and religious dimensions of instability at epic global scale never before scene in human history—and that with a unique level of mass global-ignorance commensurate with this unique global-magnitude.

Now this preparatory period must proceed to complete the final "world-war-to-world-government" cycle that it is all in preparation for (Dan11:40-45), while global religions and JWs remain dated, mum and in collusion with the overall campaign of ignorance in support of the far larger media and academic systems of subterfuge and delusion.

**GWOT Global Military Positioning for The Final World War Cycle**

"Because the Cold War's battle of ideas is not the last epic battle..."

—George H. W. Bush; Address to the United Nations General Assembly by President George H.W. Bush (September 25, 1989)

Thus in little time and short order, aided by academia, law "enforcement" and mainstream media, this state provided "conspiracy theory" in itself, soon becomes the "official record" as a "government appointed" "commission" very quickly sums up everything for everyone, for good, merely backing the theory that had arisen within thirty minutes of the event "under investigation"—time for global
The "investigation" is eventually revealed as but an act in "investigation"; purposely brief, under funded, simplistic, unthorough, deceiving, anti-investigative and permanent in its contrived conclusion—thus the official diversion and the handy global war pretext is also full set in stone simultaneously. It is then, over time, that some drone "professors", "experts", "news anchors" and "talk show hosts" continue the myth, now all from very credible appearing, but actually dubious, sources, who too are being revealed for what they are as this all progresses.

In the meantime, anyways, the process to the full revelation of "world government" to come in time, continues unchecked and unexposed, which process will have used this final cycle's unique global chaos and instability for its very own final "global stabilizing" "solution" presentation of that "required" and "necessary" "world government" entity as a global sovereign actuality.

Instead what has developed from 911, is the great pretext and initial new "boogy man" for a Global War on Terror initial global invasion campaign that was also set in stone by the 911 manufactured reaction, which could not be reversed in its premeditated original global war positioning objective and the enormous national debts that would also accelerate at the same time, to also position the nation for financial "controlled demolition" as well—all easily statistically researched as emergent since 2001.

Yet very few put one and one together that we have an obvious relationship here with a common objective of undermining the US nation-state system while expanding the NATO empire military apparatus for a final global war cycle. It is obvious as to what is going on here to those paying a little attention here.

Epic Century Long "World War": The Real "King North" Globalist Sovereignty Versus The Global "King South" Nationalist Sovereignties (Dan11:27-45)

The real overall "world war" that all the nations have been "fighting" in all dimensions of the progress of nation-state sovereign authority is that of "King North" Globalism versus the entire "King South" national complex at progressive global scale.

The epic battle of "King North versus King South" is not between vying national powers, whose wars only enrich the globalist master system. The real "Global North versus Global South" "battle" is global in scale and it is the "old world order" of piecemeal nationalism versus the globalizing force of the "new world order" globalized final sovereign consolidation and convergence into "King North" world government.

Thus what the engineered-patsy "Bin Laden" "started" in an "attack on world trade" and the "Attack on America", the Wall Street and London globalist corporats and global-bankers come in afterwards to complete in the overall process in nation-state financial compromise and their own "financial controlled demolition" of the US and EU national finance systems, as if all in collusion, all for the self-same objective overall; because it must be interrelated.

"Bin Laden" was just the needed "boogy man" to "animate" the "global enemy" pretext to make it all "necessary". Thus bankrupting the nation is but a byproduct of a greater "mission" that drove the soon to follow financial black hole. The GWOT debt-catalyst enablement, to fund the "empire" invasion of the global system with that great pretext, connects the two processes. And this financial debt invasion will be far more damaging and significant than 911 overall for the final King North/8th King supporting globalist world government control which it has all aided by setting up the controlled financial collapse of the US and EU economic systems.

That seemingly unrelated but critical 2008 mortgage securities debacle has set up the most severe global financial sovereign debt set-up of all human history, it is just an initial dip in the coming US "7th King" roller coaster plunge. Thus something far grander is actually at work to which all these key events have been leading in some form as we are at the epic cycle already active in initial form, which must get far more severe in the future to finish the national sovereign coup of Daniel 11:42-43.

Now the prophecy actually already forecasts the principles of this military invasion set-up (Dan11:40), to facilitate a global wealth coup in the process. (Dan11:42-43) This global King North invasion, clearly seen active in GWOT....:

(Deuteronomy 32:41-43) "And in the time of [the] end the king of the south (the nation-state global power system) will engage with him in a pushing, and against him the (globalizing power system) king of the north will storm with chariots and with horsemen and with many ships; and he will certainly enter into the (national) lands (worldwide) and flood over and pass through. (King North military and financial system expansion concurrently maturing since 1990 aiding the Daniel 11:42-43 culmination to start the final cycle and proceed for some years);

(Deuteronomy 33:29) "Proclaim this, you people, among the nations, 'Sanctify war! Arouse the powerful men! Let them draw near! Let them come up, all the men of war! 10 Beat your plowshares into swords and your pruning shears into lances."

...is the direct global financial compromise catalyzing preparatory set up of what follows in Daniel 11:42-43.

Is it just a big coincidence that prophecy nails the process 1-2-3: Global invasion, global debt capture, global government? [11] And thus such expensive wars help set-up the next phase of national wealth capture and control at global scale, hand in hand, also very easy to see in the strategy of that preceding military-to-financial-compromise set-up covered above since 911 and GWOT:

(Daniel 11:42-43) And he (8th King/King North) will keep thrusting out his hand against the (national) lands; and as regards the land of Egypt (collective national powers; King South "capital"), she (feminized King South) will not prove to be an
escapee. (captured by globalist power intrigues of first a financial nature;) 43 And he (King North/8th King) will actually rule over the hidden treasures (globally) of the gold and the silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (Thus 8th King/King North rules the world wealth, wealth system and all "desirable things" of collective global national "Egypt" "King South" powers in full globalist progressive ownership);

Thus although the prophecy does not contain specific smaller events it does identify a principle and an exact formulaic military-financial process that uses a global war phase, "causes desolation" cycle, directly related to the presentation of that very "disgusting thing that causes desolation" world government step. (Dan11:45=Dan12:11)

Thus by now, we can comprehend that the "desolation" cycle the "disgusting thing" causes are for the benefit of its "solution" presentation, which in every global war cycle, three so far including the Cold War, resolves into that very United Nations presentation of its progressive step of four, to world government. All four of these cycles and principles of the formulaic presentation are contained in prophecy. [8], [10];

Thus prophecy does provide a progressive developmental framework, which identifies the use of the biggest "key events" in world war phases, and the "sword-stroke" to "healing" principle in all these instability cycles (Rev13), which world government in progress uses to present its progress from the global war cycle "abyss" (Rev17:8-18), which in the end of the fourth cycle will be full 8th King world government for real. (Dan11:45; Dan12:11; Dan8:25; Rev17:11-18)

Main Target: National Sovereignty—Almost Their Own Worst Enemy

All the convergent purposeful secrecy and deceptions in this process, merely aid the developmental process of global governance from being prematurely hampered by those vigilant in protecting national sovereignty and avoiding its debt danger (Rev13:15-18) This is because national governments were the most powerful source of potential dissent against a global sovereignty they would be subjected to in time—thus national sovereignty is the key target to undermine in insightful manner (Dan8:25a), and how we know the King North and King South "pushing" is global and of this sovereign coup nature.

Thus prophecy and global research are in complete elemental harmony in exposing the secrets of real world power because in their own unique manner, they are describing the same world government development process and its main global techniques.

But as we see, the national powers are also unintelligently allowing themselves to be fully corrupted and overrun in this progressive manner: they are up to their eyeballs in governmental based debt, and the covering national myths delusions that provide the national-smokescreen, and are now in the terminal development of massive unfunded liabilities in the US and EU terminal financial systems (Isa19; Eze29-32) [13]—while the whole thing is now verging on the final cycle going full blown, petal to the medal, to that world government goal.

Thus expect more delusions and deceptions that will therefore be employed to continue to control the national sovereigns, and their masses, media and religions as this final process runs its now predictable cyclic maturation process to actual world government. In this way of smokescreening the real development meaning and objective, with delusions, myths and grand deceptions, that premature "end of the world" "doomsday" hype is a critical debilitating psychological component which can influence and paralyze many people in this process, thereby allowing their psychological and physical manipulation during the cycle.

Bethel Invasion Gone Global

Special Note: Jehovah’s witnesses are a case study in this very deceptive and delusional engineered process, because Daniel 8:13-14 and Daniel 11:41 and Daniel 8:11 MUST manifest in globally notable anti-Jehovah’s-Witnesses-Worldwide-Organization intrigues. And those very anti-JW-org invasion, attack and trampling guaranteed realities are now being SMOKESCREENED by Bethel's own use of the premature end delusion of 2 Thessalonians 2:1-2. Instead Bethel's own apostasy must also be fully globally revealed long before the real "the end". (2Thess2:1-4); (Daniel 8:11) And all the way to the Prince of the army it put on great airs, and from him the constant [feature] was taken away, and the established place (Bethel JW worldwide organization) of his sanctuary was thrown down.

(Daniel 11:41) He (8th King) will also actually enter into the land of the Decoration (infiltrates the Bethel ministry internally for an eventual notable full JW org coup), and there will be many [people] that will be made to stumble. (Matt24:15; Luke21:20 signal development present nowat Bethel; Stumbling people is also the lawless Bethel subversion goal. Parallels Daniel 8:11-13 and Daniel 11:30-35 events and meaning);

Temple Indictment (Dan8:13) and Temple Judgment (Dan8:14) as UN NGO "Transgression" Related (Matt24:15);

(Daniel 8:13-14) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the (profaned) constant [feature] and of the transgression causing desolation (UN NGO alliance of Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place (temple "established place"; Dan8:11) and [the] (JW worldwide) army things to trample on?” (first 8th King "trampling" "attack" defining the spiritual meaning of the "tribulation of those days" beginning); 14 So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.” (Temple judgment purification completed in this timed period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5, Revelation 8:1-5);
Conspiracy in the Demon-Proxy-Human System is Business as Usual

To think humans are incapable of conspiracy is of course by now dreadfully naive "born yesterday" ignorance. Let us not beat around the bush with these escape artists and or people who are yet to catch on and start researching things for themselves.

Thus as time continues, accelerated by the general media and information system of the time, thinking persons eventually find the various holes in the hastily contrived "official story"—because it always has been a contrived "cover story" that emerges instantly. And so, in time, those in search of a more satisfying and comprehensive "explanation" come forth with their own research, reasoning and evidence to offer alternative theories in grander orchestrations and greater overall purpose—thus the rabbit hole leads to the events that aid world government acceptability and "necessity", once again, and as usual many are oblivious to the meaning of the period preceding set-ups.

And as time goes on, and more evidence accumulates, and subsequent new "key events" also form after the last "key event" was forgotten, and on and on, which relationships to each other also manifests more fully as the bigger picture starts to emerge for those awake. Eventually, it is discovered what it is that was being well diverted from the whole time—the actual deeper structural underpinnings of the progressive globalist development of global finance and globalized military consolidation and monopolization; it is where "following the money" leads: to the consistent progress of the finance and force basis of world government in wealth and military monopolization over various cycles as aided by linking key events and their handy pretexts or obstacle removals.

The whole time, that very real global-development was obscured by the "official explanations" as the main established diversions consistently severed one event from the other in the overall chain of historic relatedness and logic of what is really developing.

Top of the Pyramid, Yet Invisible—Satan and the Demons

"The loveliest trick of the Devil is to persuade you that he does not exist!"

—Charles Baudelaire; (1864)

Keep in mind the whole function of Satan and the demons is based upon the same kinds of lying diversions, because at ultimate connectivity levels, they are the well concealed invisible "power structure" "in the heavenly places":

(Ephesians 6:11-13) ...stand firm against the machinations of the Devil; 12 because we have a wrestling, not against blood and flesh, but against the governments, against the authorities, against the world rulers of this darkness, against the wicked spirit forces in the heavenly places. 13 On this account take up the complete suit of armor from God, that you may be able to resist in the wicked day and, after you have done all things thoroughly, to stand firm.

(Revelation 13:4) And they worshiped the dragon because it gave the authority to the wild beast, and they worshiped the wild beast with the words: “Who is like the wild beast, and who can do battle with it?”

(Luke 4:6-7) “I will give you all this authority and the glory of them, because it has been delivered to me, and to whomever I wish I give it. 7 You, therefore, if you do an act of worship before me, it will all be yours.

Thus the main element in this global and human controlling objective is the overrun global national systems actually serving a far different final agenda and that being a progressive process that takes time:

(Daniel 11:38-39) But to the god of fortresses, in his position he will give glory; and to a god that his fathers did not know he will give glory by means of gold and by means of silver and by means of precious stone and by means of desirable things. 39 And he will act effectively against the most fortified strongholds, along with a foreign god. Whoever has given [him] recognition he will make abound with glory, and he will actually make them rule among many; and [the] ground he will apportion out for a price.

(Daniel 8:23-25) 23 “And in the final part of their kingdom, as the transgressors act to a completion, there will stand up a king fierce in countenance and understanding ambiguous sayings. 24 And his power must become mighty, but not by his own power. And in a wonderful way he will cause ruin, and he will certainly prove successful and do effectively. And he will actually bring mighty ones to ruin, also the people made up of [the] holy ones. 25 And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care he will bring many to ruin. And against the Prince of princes he will stand up, but it will be without hand that he will be broken.

(Revelation 17:12-13) “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast. 13 These have one thought, and so they give their power and authority to the wild beast.

In reality, concealed by aid of public state fictional "explanations", this is the real global development present in the main "conspiracy theory" themes and the Bible's prophetic framework that also identifies all of the main progressions, techniques, characteristics and objectives.
Thus the big "conspiracy theories" out their eventually reveal a greater structural theme that ties them together and relates them all, explicitly or implicitly, to the great goal identified in the Bible of a pinnacle global government, the "8th King", fully opposed to God's Kingdom, in a truly global, all nation encompassing "union" of "united nations". Thus the more a persons researches for themselves into alternative research and explanations, the more the "dots" emerge forming the real picture, a "big picture" purposely not present in the state and media fictional representation which ultimately offer no picture at all.

This is because ultimately the whole system is under Satanic control:

(1 John 5:19) the whole world is lying in the [power of the] wicked one.

The Lies are Being Exposed for Those Paying Attention

So as Jesus Christ himself stated "there is nothing carefully concealed that will not be revealed, and secret that will not become known", and what is revealed is the progressive truth of the matter: it is all true, they are working towards that foretold 8th King, that global "top of the world" "King North" world government.

No need to beat around the bush here, the alternative media "conspiracy theorists" have more truth than the state "conspiracy theorists" who have formed the long accepted "official explanations". Global researchers are now miles ahead of stalled and derailed JWs, as an example. The mass-mind-theorists are a crock, being fully exposed, whose goal has been concealing the true nature of the development, that THE BIBLE already outlines 100%, to the guaranteed completion of world government, because that final completed universal-sovereign affront on God, will trigger God and Christ's universal-sovereign response, plain and simple.

Key events like assassinations of presidents, hoaxes to divert billions to nuclear, missile and satellite research and development, global debt based monetary system expansion, major accepted pretexts for global wars, progressive deregulation of banking, trade and investment practices resulting in massive global finance scandals, esoteric globalization doctrines and objectives, rampant corporatism and special interests in government corruption, and these kinds of subject matter of many "conspiracy theories", all have a common theme of deep structural and political changes in an overall progressive historic fashion that ultimately subverts the nation-state systems and masses for the greater globalization goal, as these institutions are progressively hijacked for other functions and purposes: right under the noses of the masses, employing their wealth and aid the whole time.

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand.

Thus those who see these massive anomalies for what they are, of course attempt to offer theories other than the state mythologies erected to conceal the real development in secrecy, uncertainty and lunacy from the time a person enters Kindergarten. Thus it is no coincidence that those exposing questionable developments and possible ulterior motives are "crazy conspiracy theorists", as that aids the cover of secrecy by portraying researchers and others interested in the real meaning behind these developments as "nuts", as their theories and evidence is thereby consistently discredited and kept out of the mainstream media and academic centers of state fictions.

Thus the same common themes of the conspiracy of Satan and the demons—the real grander control objective, the disinformation, the lies, the discrediting, the deceptions, the hidden real collusion, the added confusion and error, are all developed in both cases, to aid the secrecy and doubt, while the whole time the hidden development continues to mature, as these events actually do "tie together", as is also present in the real motive of these larger key events.

Thus there must be a constant real connection between Satanic progress and the progress of the human system they have been using this way exactly, for around 6000 years in this exact manner.

National System History

All budding investigators, researchers and theorists are the guys and gals who just do not buy the official lies taught in the school system for starters to seed the bought-dolts and uninformed properly who end up promoting the stalling myths nationally, globally. History, established and emergent every day that passes, provides most of the global research basis as its cycles and base trending developments allow the rationale for future forecasting the maturing trends that form that logic.

What many researchers, not just the "conspiracy theorist" dimension, are recognizing is the national system of classic human historic development is the key lower pyramidal base system now being setup for nation-state based sovereign deposition by mostly financial means. Much research shows how progressive governmental compromise to empower key deregulation and legal empowerment of globalist financial interests has now, since 2001, enabled a massive debt compromise in the US and EU nation-state complex.

Yet from the days of the Federal Reserve and J.P. Morgan, global institutional development has taken the required global financial steps in this direction well in advance of today’s debt dilemma. Thus a history of the US monetary, investment and trade system, is a study in global financial chess and checkmate. (Dan11:42-43) Anyone researching the Federal Reserve quickly winds up at Wall Street, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, Bretton-Woods, NAFTA, the European Union and European central bank system, global hedge fund and derivatives, and on and on.

It is the HISTORY of the development of global financial domination being described as capitalism and globalism are merely temporary processes whose function is to produce a global monopoly of monopolies, whose "means to an end" is the world government end product. Thus capitalism and globalization are not perpetual economic models, they mature into the intended finality that their processes have been reliably producing: total global wealth consolidation into the control of one global monopoly. The 8th King, King North; aka World Government.
Along with the alternative histories and analysis of nation-state system changes, that invariably differs from the official state stories in academic history courses, it is shown how this well concealed actual agenda has engineered certain changes in the nation-state system as a whole to allow the complete change of function of the nation-state administrative components.

Now banks are investment casino gambling “chip” and debt providers, pensions are now “chips” for risky speculation, governments are vessels of “bail out” insurance and treasury pillage, the FBI is an internal surveillance system, the SEC and the “credit ratings agencies” help facilitate global scale investment swindles, police are the martial security system for domestic invasion, the “Constitution” is a mere overridden rag, politicians are special interest puppets and co-profilers, academics and media is propaganda, legislators and judicial systems are banking protectors and tools, and so on, and on and on.

The whole thing is not what it claims to be, from top, to bottom. The entire function of the basic components of the nation-state system has entirely changed, while the outward appearance and historic myths remain the same, helping conceal the true nature of the process. Although many people in this propaganda camp called the United States of America, think it is the “American Dream” as usual, in reality 100s of trillions in unfunded liabilities and outstanding sovereign debt and interest has created the context of an economic an financial catastrophe at truly epic global potential proportions. One must be asleep to “dream the American Dream”.

Thus to think such a perfect orchestration of massive global wealth transference, merely covered over by more fiat currency as the whole is “Quantitatively Eased” to the bottom of the barrel of national debt implosion, as soft as possible, with the complete gutting of the American manufacturing complex, while no one says a word, is all “random” is ridiculous.

This entire Anglo-American complex has been empowered for 300 years in the Anglo and European system, and the last 200 years in the American system to empower international banking interests over the whole national complex progressively. The Bible identifies the basic motives in this process (Dan1:42-43; Rev13:15-18), as well as the existence of demon and human corruption and greed, so its progression to the ultimate sovereign catastrophic development known as Armageddon, is also well programmed into Bible logic, rationale, histories and overall global objectives.

And stunningly the greatest enemies of the Bible’s truthful histories, forecasts and overview is the very religions who claim to represent it. Had it not been for the hypocrisy and similar greed and corruption of the church institutional leadership complex, including JW Bethel, the Bible would not be as widely disparaged and discredited to the degree it is as this crime, scandal and hypocrisy fuels the process.

(2 Peter 2:1-3) However, there also came to be false prophets among the people, as there will also be false teachers among you. These very ones will quietly bring in destructive sects and will disown even the owner that bought them, bringing speedy destruction upon themselves. 2 Furthermore, many will follow their acts of loose conduct, and on account of these the way of the truth will be spoken of abusively. 3 Also, with covetousness they will exploit you with counterfeit words. But as for them, the judgment from of old is not moving slowly, and the destruction of them is not slumbering.

And it is all for a reason. Most significant is the derailing of the JW ministry and its live a real-time tracking of UN presentations and global developments because that was the farthest point, to date, a public ministry had taken this explanatory prophetic rationale. Thus JWs becoming the very thing they were exposing in Christendom diversion and UN partnerships, now adjoins JWs to that very global “man of lawlessness” complex they were exposing as they too as UN NGO also “ride the wildbeast” as part of Babylon the Great themselves now. This in the overall global-subversion development we see this now related JW component of bringing JWs into major divine scale UN NGO transgression, subverting JWs into a stalled and dated irrelevant anti-modern commentary, hijacking the JW prophecy to opt for advance and re-arrange for delusional purposes, all fits the modus operandi and main objective of the greater global development process JWs now conceal from the world in this same JW subversion process.

How can that all be a mere coincidence? It cannot, it too is foretold as guaranteed prophecy. [5], [6], [7]; Truncating the JW commentary as the most advanced prophetic progress of its time, is how modern globalization developments and significant UN progress since 1990, remains disconnected from the prophecy that already has the whole story and framework fully identified in very little words. [4]

Elite Globalist System

Thus as mentioned previously the globalist “two homed wildbeast” independent international system of Anglo-American based elite actual global authority, as a world government developmental complex of real global power, now emerges fully in global research and actual world developments as prophecy fulfilling.

Globalism is a true worldwide dynamic force for globalization consolidation which must be merging systems above the nation-state level of governance to assimilate financial, economic and military goals into a centrally controlled pyramidical complex cascading down into unified regions to form a whole unification of nations by this global force. Thus the components and infrastructure of real world government is already well formed merely needing to complete the transformation by assimilating the nation-state governments fully into the process and their subservient position in that complex.

These main world government “image” developers, who founded the United Nations global-nucleus of an intended full world government, can now be fully identified with volumes of emerging and established research into global finance and regionalism development which is also transcending the United Nations scope and function, but including it as the nucleus of world government for the governmental and judicial assimilation hub.

Thus it is just a matter of time and a final global transformation cycle to complete the project, and that knowledge of a final cycle is also very useful to understand the meaning of it when it emerges. It is not the "end of the world", but it will be the end of the piecemeal
national sovereignty era of attempted global governance, it will be the end phase of the "old world order". The events accompanying that turbulent transition can easily be misperceived as to the real meaning and certainty of birthing the full world government entity.

World Government

And so what all conspiracy theory and global research is really getting at is: World Government—because the whole global system, knowingly or not, has been working on the "New World Order", another name for a world government order—the whole time, even since Genesis 11. And it has been empowered by the very commerce and debt system that facilitated the zenith development of the nation-state system itself as global population tripled, from its earliest times to now modern times. This development progressed especially from the Roman to Anglo ascension to pinnacle national system configuration under the Anglo-American alliance, the core partnership that also manifested the world government development as more than just an idea and "ancient dream".

That whole development to modern times is based on perpetual war cycles is now ascertainable with a little hindsight and reverse engineering of the war economy, the biggest business in the world. It was under Anglo-American financial and industrial management and technocratic expertise that the "world war" model finally went to global levels of progressively increasing national participation that since 1914 has set the "World War" theme of the whole subsequent century. Obviously that is far more significant as an engine of political and national re-engineering, and global wealth centralization and networking for massive profit, than meets the eye.

Along with that is also "war" in other dimensions other than military that have produced constant instability for the whole subsequent century, and then some, all compounding formulaically for the final climax global cycle to complete the project of world government— the very cycle and final sovereign entity, with the rest of this whole process, already foretold since the pen of prophet Daniel left the paper of the book of Daniel.

(Revelation 10:6-7) ...by the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the earth and the things in it and the sea and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

And so Daniel's structured prophecy is also unique in time and in the temporal nature of the sovereign developmental prophecies in that book that converge with the Revelation prophecies when they completed the whole structured prophetic summary long ago, merely unfolding with the era of man en route to the final battle with God's Kingdom.

(Revelation 19:19-20) And I saw the wild beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered together to wage the war with the one seated on the horse and with his army. 20 And the wild beast was caught, and along with it the false prophet that performed in front of it the signs with which he misled those who received the mark of the wild beast and those who render worship to its image. While still alive, they both were hurled into the fiery lake that burns with sulphur.

Thus Daniel's structured prophecy is also unique in time and in the temporal nature of the sovereign developmental prophecies in that book that converge with the Revelation prophecies when they completed the whole structured prophetic summary long ago, merely unfolding with the era of man en route to the final battle with God's Kingdom.

(Revelation 17:12-14) “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast. 13 These have one thought, and so they give their power and authority to the wild beast. 14 These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].”

Thus all the evidence and indication global researchers are trying to summarize in its biggest meaning is already summarized in the prophecy and this tangible and insightful mass of cumulative and compounding evidence, strewn through history and the modern times of elitist globalism reaching its zenith, final presentation and everlasting termination, in a grand climax period known as Armageddon, in completely globalized "gathered" global form, all affirms the Bible's forecast; and vice versa.

(Revelation 10:6-7) ...by the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and the sea and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

And now when people could be further convinced with modern evidence in volumes, rather than dated 1945 United Nations activity, still relevant and significant as prophecy but from another era overall, Bethel and Jehovah's witnesses, in their UN NGO modern
position as UN globalist partners, instead tow the dated party line of days gone by, like a broken record, while ignoring all modern UN and globalist developments. And so people are not given modern eye-opening evidence of the "New World Order" real intent and progress, and its existence in modern prophecy fulfilling since that 1990 3rd UN presentation as a third step to world government itself to end the coming final cycle, beginning soon, which must run its full prophetic and world developmental course—NOT the premature "the end" Bethel promotes for their own apostate smokescreen and JW coup directive. (Dan11:32a, Dan11:41)

Thus when Bethel could have updated everyone, with modern information, live and real-time for the last 25 years now passed, on modern global UN and globalism developments matching modern prophecy (rev16:13-16; Joel3:9-12, Dan11:40), since that 1990 3rd United Nations presentation (Dan11:31b; Dan8:23) revived it all in their latest "grandiose words" (Dan7:8,11,20) in "New World Order" global objectives stated at that time as part of that 3rd UN presentation—instead Bethel fully IGNORED it all, totally.

Well almost, the "non governmental" Bethel escorts had enough UN recognition of that global event to become a UN NGO 3rd United Nations global co-promoter and spiritual endorser in 1991 (Awake! 9/8/1991)—without any express disclosure to all Jehovah's witness, who instead were employed instead as UN global-press agents unknowingly for 10 solid years of JW UN "streetwalking" spreading the UN "public information" on that "new world order" initiative, rather than exposing it as prophecy.

So is it any surprise whatsoever to merely add a Bethel "consspiracy theory" to the list of actual conspiracies at work in this sleeping world? (Dan11:30-35, Dan8:11-12) No; in fact to exclude Bethel's internal apostasy and infiltrated compromise, which is also directly described in the very prophecies they bypass, would now be more anomalous, for the whole global system is subverted in one form or another for the end of the nation-state era of global rulership to help usher in the world government final period—Bethel is merely but one sector, albeit a very significant one, now aiding this same grander global process and objective of world government development secrecy.

It is not simply "the end"—even the end of Bethel (Dan8:13-14; Dan11:41), and then the end of the national sovereign system (Dan11:42-43), will take some years to fully finalize the conclusion (Matt13:36-42) and final transformation (Rev17:11-18) of each of those now done systems.

It is not "the end of the world", it is the end of the zenith of the Anglo-American "7th King" nation-state system and that will mean the whole "King South" "land of "Egypt" global nation-state system will be deposed to world government subservience by their lead controlled collapse. The intricacy and enormity of the globalist system indicates it is to be well orchestrated as have all the world war cycles that formerly ran three times previously, including the "Cold War", that ALL were resolved in a United Nations related presentations, three times of four foretold, so far. (1 Rev13:11-15; Dan12:11; (2 Rev17:8-11; (3 Dan11:31b, Dan8:23; (4 Dan11:45, Dan12:11, Dan8:25, Rev17:8-18)

Thus the final cycle meaning, nature and intent, also all in the prophecy, is now predictable not just by the prophecy, but by the nature of the three former global cycles the globalist system used to stress and capitalize the nations in order to present their world government in progress to cap off those former cycles—the final cycle of which, the fourth coming up, will produce a full 8th King world government in full; the end of their process and where much global research and conspiracy theory has been pointing to as well.

Conspiracy Theory and Fundamentalist Prophecy Expectations Limitations

Now though all research and conspiracy analysis roads lead to world government, the various commentators have various solutions in mind that are a mix of financial and survival preparation, national financial and political reform, global awakening and revolution as a mix of various realisms, optimisms and hoped for miracles. Thus rather than make the ultimate conclusion that only God and Christ are able to put an end to this global domination development, hope is placed in a cul-de-sac of secular miracles, messianic revolutions and mass awakening where all of a sudden, out of the information assimilation blue, everyone works as one and knows exactly how to "defeat the New World Order".

Of course that dead end of impossible albeit hopeful scenarios is why the truths of the globalist development can go forth and still present yet another diverting delusion aiding the whole process. (Rev14; Matt24:29-31)

Thus in spite of all the progress in exposing the globalist system history, goals and techniques of wealth and power consolidation, of course the final summary is nothing but a miraculous fantasy of more human power overcoming a deeply entrenched quadrillion dollar global-military and tech backed global wealth monopoly in preparation for this whole super-cycle for 300 years. It would take a counter-development of greater magnitude and power to overcome this multi-centennial globalist super-trend. Then, if we are to take it all to the real limit, we have to throw in the real power behind it all—Satan the Devil and a load of powerful demon angels, and thus overcoming them by human means is truly a deluded fantasy, aided by people remaining in ignorance as to the true scope and age of this true conspiracy.

There is only one way to neutralize Satan out of this world—triple depowering angelic scale incarceration:

(Revelation 20:1-3) And I saw an angel coming down out of heaven with the key of the abyss and a great chain in his hand. 2 And he seized the dragon, the original serpent, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for a thousand years. 3 And he hurled him into the abyss and shut [it] and sealed [it] over him, that he might not mislead the nations anymore until the thousand years were ended.
Most of the global researchers, while identifying the world government "dot", will not connect the very last "dot", the arrival of God and Christ, when the whole thing has culminated as the required prophecy continuum also leads to world government first, and then Christ's arrival upon that milestone event as the final milestone is triggered.

The Christendom House of Smoke and Mirrors

Christendom commentators are not faring much better. In fact many of them are worse off than even JWs, because the Christendom academic complex is equally subverted, much longer than JWs, with similar distractions and premature expectations to empower a church hoax as well when the nation-state complex begins its foretold plunge. Now the various ambiguous Christendom analyses out there, merely oversimplify the whole development with no specific description of the continuum of milestones that must signal and lead to the Christ arrival final milestone. [3]

Plus there are literally hundreds of Christendom based guesses going on, maybe thousands, maybe more. The place is lost and misled to also aid its own deposition process at the very end of the cycle, under "one world government" and their final "one world religion" global religious purge process. (Rev17:15-18, Rev16:12,19, Rev18)

Thus relying on Christian commentators is like applying a fragmented movie script of 666 themes and ominous "anti-Christ" speculations to fantastic literal interpretations of various Revelation symbols and images applied to piecemeal events, personalities and entities from global research and modern events of the last 1500 years. Every Pope and every US president since Woodrow Wilson has been the "anti-Christ". Technologies of world government cataloging and management become the "mark of the beast", Revelation contains symbolic military weapons. Christians can expect a "beam me up Scotty" early escapist "rape-ture" exit from the global tribulation. Globalist and Zionist propped and puppeteered "Israel" is the centerpiece of all modern prophecy and divine priority.

On and on and on does the Christendom nested delusion seeding operation spiral forward into this final cycle building up. Thus the Christendom "screenplay" and "end of the world" program is also useless in informing people in detail and in the true meaning the continuum of milestone developments of the actual prophetic structure; but at least it has told the basic story that Christ will arrive for final battle with the Devil and his wildbeast system, and there will indeed be time to clarify the continuum accurately before the trigger milestone is reached in full global government.

(Revelation 10:6-7) “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

(Revelation 10:11) And they say to me: “You must prophesy again with regard to peoples and nations and tongues and many kings.”

(Revelation 11:3) I will cause my two witnesses to prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days dressed in sackcloth.

Instead, similar to the operation going on in Jehovah's witnesses' prophetic theology delusion set-up, Christendom has now various ingrained expectations also set-up in advance, that can be hijacked to create premature delusions as well, that will become global hoaxes for those influenced by the well engineered rationale actually go into the manifestation of these notable events. (Rev16:1-9)

The Real and Only "Solution"

Plain and simple, God Almighty and Jesus Christ not only will depose the rival global sovereigns in the human and demon realm to the last man and angel, when they have completed their world government abomination God and Christ will be required to arrive at the perfect time to do so, while saving millions of people at the same time, as first priority.

(Matthew 24:21-22) for then there will be great tribulation such as has not occurred since the world’s beginning until now, no, nor will occur again. 22 In fact, unless those days were cut short, no flesh would be saved; but on account of the chosen ones those days will be cut short.

(Matthew 24:30-31) they will see the Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. 31 And he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones together from the four winds, from one extremity of the heavens to their other extremity.

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”

(Joel 2:32) And it must occur that everyone who calls on the name of Jehovah will get away safe; for in Mount Zion and in Jerusalem there will prove to be the escaped ones, just as Jehovah has said, and in among the survivors, whom Jehovah is calling.”

World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and stated (1Thess5:1-3), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes. That takes several more years, and that is why connecting the whole prophecy to modern UN and globalization maturation developments is so important to complete before the climax world government milestone is reached.
The Fourth and Final Global Cycle—A Triple Tried Formula to Present World Government

Thus global masses thinking it is "the end", and "doomsday", such as prematurely promoted in the Jehovah's witness system as well, for one overall comprehensive global delusion in many forms, merely aids the global-psychological preparation for the "hopeful" presentation of world government and its "world peace everyone!" proclamation (1Thess5:1-3) to emerge in that final cycle conclusion like some "Godsend" respite from well expected premature global disaster then being reversed for recovery purposes.

Such an overall "global-doom-to-great-global-hope" formula will aid this eventual global-hopefulness (Isa41:1; Rev13:3,15-18; Rev17:8), as per the same "world-war-to-world-government" and "global-problem-to-global-solution" formula already used in all the world war cycles thus far, three times, when they ended into a global UN presentation of such hopefulness as per formula in 1919, 1945 and 1990. (Isa41:1; Rev13:3,15-18; Rev17:8)

WW1 was the first cycle to see all the globalizing Anglo-American apparatus in finance, military industrialization and elevated global governmental guidance to form the League of Nations presentation of 1919 along with its main "foreign relations" organizations in the Royal Institute of International Affairs and the Council on Foreign Relations, now well known targets of global researchers as to their globalizing function of global "gathering". (Rev16:13-16)

By WW2 it started to become more obvious how the world war cycle was a convenient formula to present the United Nations "image" and further "well intentioned" necessity of a "lamb like" "world peace organization":

"General Eisenhower informs me that the forces of Germany have surrendered to the United Nations. The flags of freedom fly over all Europe. For this victory, we join in offering our thanks to the Providence which has guided and sustained us through the dark days of adversity."

Thus the post WW2 "world peace" speeches were already well prepared in advance of that eventual WW2 resolution of 1945:

"The earliest concrete plan for a new world organization began under the aegis of the US State Department in 1939. The text of the "Declaration by United Nations" was drafted by President Franklin Roosevelt, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill, and Roosevelt aide Harry Hopkins, while meeting at the White House, 29 December 1941."

And in like manner as the League of Nations presentation in the post WW1 era "world peace" speeches of 1919, the post WW2 and the post Cold War 3rd UN presentation "world peace" speeches also echoed the same foretold "grandiose words" (Dan7:8,11,20) and "we need world peace" mantras, because world war, whether hot or cold, is orchestrated to be resolved to highlight the need for world government to ensure world peace. What better proof and rhetorical setup do we need that "we need world peace everyone!", than a preceding world war?

"The U.N. is now fulfilling its promise as the world's parliament of peace. And I congratulate you. I support you. And I wish you Godspeed in the challenges ahead. Thank you very, very much."

World war is the big global "problem", even in that 3rd cycle Cold World War (Dan11:29-31) by "threat of hot nuclear WW3", for which world government is the forming big "solution"—the "cause and effect" reveals the real cause, as it is already in the Bible, is that the "disgusting thing that causes desolation" is involved in the whole process; for such a global desolation or threat thereof aids their "big solution" presentation—hence its global presentation caps off the world war cycle in its now well known "world peace" presentation and speeches. It is now a recognizable actual three time implemented world-war-to-world-government formulaic cycle.

Thus when after the Cold War, in the "Address to the United Nations General Assembly" by President George H.W. Bush on September 25, 1989, this fourth cycle prophecy of George Bush Sr. is telling, for there are many indications, not just this "prophecy", that a fourth world war "epic battle" cycle is now necessary:

"Because the cold war's battle of ideas is not the last epic battle..."

So it appears "the U.N. is now fulfilling its promise as the world's parliament of peace" is an empty promise for now, a final "epic battle" of at least "ideas", probably far more, was already foreseeable right within the 3rd United Nations "we need world peace" presentation speech, even hinted at there above as if already foreknown—for they do already know a final global stressing cycle is necessary, and that from way back. In fact the Bible already has it forecasted, from start to finish of this historic entirety including that critical fourth cycle. (Dan11:42-45; Dan8:25; Rev17:8-18; Rev13:3-18; Rev16:13-16, Matt24:29-31; Rev14)

And thus even there, from global research, globalist "false prophet" prophecy, and from Biblical prophecy there will be a final global cycle. From intuition, predictability, logic and required globalization development culmination there will be a final global cycle.
Thus, it does not take a prophet to know: There will be a final cycle.

In reality the main principles and the formulaic master cycle are actually all right within the first cycle of the world government "idea" presentation of the WW1 formulaic "problem-to-solution" cycle in 1914-1919, and the prophecy that forecast the main pattern, motives and objective. All that has to happen is for it to run again to the full intended goal of a complete world government—and in time it will.

All that, is know easily predictable for all those reasons covered above. The whole prophecy structure and its main cyclic formula must repeat for this final "wildbeast" "image" presentation to "place the disgusting thing" as a whole world government totality, not just the mere UN "image" and "idea", but the whole thing implemented globally as a total "8th King" "scarlet wildbeast" sovereign converged world government—the epic sovereign finale.

That epic sovereign climax of world government and its grandiose and final defiant attitude is what triggers Jesus Christ himself, and his whole angelic Kingdom armies, right into their completed global sovereign-arena of the claimed united "super powers" all massed as one "8th King" for the final sovereign confrontation of Armageddon, with God himself.

(Psalm 2:1-2) Why have the nations been in tumult And the national groups themselves kept muttering an empty thing? 2 The kings of earth take their stand And high officials themselves have massed together as one Against Jehovah and against his anointed one...

It is the final 6th to 7th plague finale confrontation set-up:

(Relation 16:12-16) And the sixth one poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates (Parallels 6th trumpet), and its water was dried up, that the way might be prepared for the kings from the rising of the sun. (Babylon the Great being set-up for Revelation 17:15-17 parallel events by removal of human defenses (Rev17:15)) 13 And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the false prophet. (complete 8th King globalist influence culminating ) 14 They are, in fact, expressions inspired by demons and perform signs, and they go forth to the kings of the entire inhabited earth (culminating in this final period), to gather them together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty. (parallels Revelation 17:12-18 and Daniel 11:42-43 culminations into globalist 8th King power) 15 “Look! I am coming as a thief. Happy is the one that stays awake and keeps his outer garments, that he may not walk naked and people look upon his shamefulness.” 16 And they gathered them (by Dan11:42-43 and Rev17:11-17 8th King wealth and power consolidations) together (into final 8th King globalist unification symbolized in completion by 4th UN "placement" and proclamations) to the place that is called in Hebrew Har–Magedon. (Joel 3:9-17);

Four UN Steps to World Government

Every world war cycle has made a step in this world government direction, highlighted by their "big solution" for "world peace" obligatory UN presentation and promoting speeches and dialogue to follow those notable global conflicts, whether hot or cold in nature.

And so a final cycle, a "last epic battle", is what is required to first run global at fully "epic proportions", to be resolved later, once again, for the fourth time, and for the final time to lead into a climax global "world peace" statement (1Thess5:1-3), the final one under full "8th King" "King North" "King Fierce in Countenance" world government. (Dan8:25, Dan11:45, Rev17:12)

And this global cyclic preparation of the future is also what the global research is beginning to also reveal—world government is not tomorrow at this time, but it has already made three global steps in that direction in 1919, 1945 and 1990. If not for the unique nature of that Cold WW3 cycle (Dan11:29), as if only a "hot" WW3 is actually a "world war" that qualifies as a global military expansion and developmental cycle, many would more clearly see there has been three great global war cycles that all climax into UN presentations, whether hot or cold. That in itself, UN 1-2-3..., highly suggests a completing fourth cycle is intuitive, logical, required and foretold: UN 1-2-3-4. [2]

And in like manner, If not for the unique nature of the uniquely termed world war "Global War" "on Terror", many would also see that fourth cycle has already begun; GWOT is the unique marker of the fourth cycle in preparation for its full blown activation of the near future total final cycle epic progression.

Thus the unique principle of development of these final two cycles as clearly seen in the Cold War cycle, continues in the whole Daniel 11:29-45 3rd and 4th UN required continuum (see Dan11:36):

(Daniel 11:29) "At the time appointed he will go back, and he will actually come against the south; but it will not prove to be at the last the same as at the first.

(Daniel 11:36) “And the king will actually do according to his own will, and he will exalt himself and magnify himself above every god; and against the God of gods he will speak marvelous things. And he will certainly prove successful until [the] denunciation will have come to a finish; because the thing decided upon must be done.

The final world government presentation and actual implementation globally requires a final global war, and a global nation-state system based financial disaster (Dan11:42-43; Isa19; Eze29-32) to form its preparatory final context of its final "world saving" "recovery hero" presentation, in a truly global climax fashion, for a full world government entity and globally hopeful recovery context. (Isa41:1; Rev13:3,15-18; Rev17:8-18)
Thus what was once ascertained after the fact and described as such later, can soon be actually seen manifesting live and real-time, and credibility of that world government entity and claim.

world war cycle to formulaically produce the world government presentation with the conclusion of that war cycle, to highlight the need government thus already predictable from th prophecy preview fulfillment of 1914-1919, but also from the known globalist use of the

The unique elements of the prophecy in Daniel 11:41-45 will manifest live and real-time with the intended outcome of world government thus already predictable from th prophecy preview fulfillment of 1914-1919, but also from the known globalist use of the world war cycle to formulaically produce the world government presentation with the conclusion of that war cycle, to highlight the need and credibility of that world government entity and claim.

Thus what was once ascertained after the fact and described as such later, can soon be actually seen manifesting live and real-time,
this time. Though it will also be heard in the final explanation before it manifests fully, nothing is more convincing and undeniable than seeing a sovereign prophecy in fulfillment right outside your own window, as these periods in prophecy produce global changing events.

Of course knowing what it means before and as it is happening can be of great benefit to prepare oneself for God and Christ's arrival, when they show up personally to give their own unique retort to the world government rivals whose doomed "8th King" rump will be barely warm the global-throne they will sit upon for but "one hour" (Rev17:12) But sit upon it they will, for it is complete world government, in the face of full fair warning, that will trigger Jesus Christ's arrival to also complete his own Messianic Kingdom requirements for God's completion of that final sovereign entity.

**Means of Global "Power and Authority"—The Core Triad of World Power**

Every other means of global power follows the development and control of global wealth. From that developmental nucleus all other global power derives to support the core wealth control objective.

**1. Global Financial Control**

Thus in brief truths, the Bible simply connects the global wealth coup of this final cycle completing this process:

(Daniel 11:42-43) And he will keep thrusting out his hand against the lands; and as regards the land of Egypt, she will not prove to be an escapee. 43 And he will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt.

(Daniel 11:42-43) And he (8th King/King North) will keep thrusting out his hand against the (national) lands; and as regards the land of Egypt (collective national powers; King South "capital"), she (feminized King South) will not prove to be an escapee. (captured by globalist power intrigues of first a financial nature;) 43 And he (King North/8th King) will actually rule over the hidden treasures (globally) of the gold and the silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (Thus 8th King/King North rules the world wealth, wealth system and all "desirable things" of collective global national "Egypt" "King South" powers in full globalist progressive ownership);

Will empower this final global coercion process under world government:

(Revelation 13:15-18) And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast. 16 And it puts under compulsion all persons, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the free and the slaves, that they should give these a mark in their right hand or upon their forehead, 17 and that nobody might be able to buy or sell except a person having the mark, the name of the wild beast or the number of its name. 18 Here is where wisdom comes in: Let the one that has intelligence calculate the number of the wild beast, for it is a man's number; and its number is six hundred and sixty-six.

(Revelation 13:15-18) And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast. (*which will have completed in this final cycle as the world government totality of Revelation 17:8-18, which developments must parallel this final Revelation 13 process*) 16 And it puts under compulsion all persons (not just Christians, but everyone possible in the final "one hour" of 8th King scarlet wildbeast world government authority; Rev17:12), the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the free and the slaves, that they should give these a mark in their right hand or upon their forehead, 17 and that nobody might be able to buy or sell (*Dan11:42-43; financial and economic global dependency aids 666 marking global scale incentive and extortion*) except a person having the mark, the name of the wild beast or the number of its name. 18 Here is where wisdom comes in: Let the one that has intelligence calculate the number of the wild beast, for it is a man's number; and its number is six hundred and sixty-six.

Nothing more needs to be said in prophecy that concisely summarized basic cause and effect in those climax prophetic globalwealth developments. Obviously the Bible connects the priority of global wealth control, first in that Daniel 11:42-45 process, and what it leads to at the end of Revelation 13 as the ultimate world government wealth and survival extortion device at then fully global scale.

What can be advanced to support this basic logic, is the connection of global financial system evidence that forms the real world basis of Daniel 11:42-43 activating fully in the future, and the world government goal it will fund and support, and the true wealth control nature of the final cycle to produce world government by these wealth control means empowering everything else needed to accomplish that goal.

Of course national governments will also lose their sovereign wealth autonomy in this process to remove the final barrier between them, and that greatly enriched world government recovery core. All the final wealth and power consolidation processes can then be included in this world government final sovereign process, the *all the nations* will be the final subservient pawns to also be fully conglomerated into that final global affront to God's Kingdom in full form of maturation and rival sovereign purpose, at truly fully globalized scale.

**2. Global Military Monopoly**
Thus this "beat your plowshares into swords" is fundamentally connected to national resources being diverted for the co-developing financial goal of empowering a global military monopoly to also support world government and its final sovereign war with God and his "powerful ones", Christ and all the holy angels of God:

(Proclaim this, you people, among the nations, 'Sanctify war! Arouse the powerful men! Let them draw near! Let them come up, all the men of war! 10 Beat your plowshares into swords and your pruning shears into lances. As for the weak one, let him say: "I am a powerful man." 11 Lend your aid and come, all you nations round about, and collect yourselves together."' To that place, O Jehovah, bring your powerful ones down. 12 "Let the nations be aroused and come up to the low plain of Jehoshaphat; for there I shall sit in order to judge all the nations round about.

Thus global national sovereign impotence and the total loss of actual sovereign wealth control in lieu of massive debts and interest, will equate to the world government system as the core global recovery convergent nexus of true global power and its final zenith development into Armageddon.

(And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an (globalist) eighth [king], but springs from the seven (national power progression culmination), and it goes off into destruction. (Dan7:26, 8:25, 11:45; Rev19:20) 12 "And the ten horns that you saw mean ten (national) kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do receive authority (in world government conglomeration. Rev16:13-16) as kings one hour (limited period of full global authority) with the (globalist "scarlet") wild beast. (world government totality) 13 These have one thought (sovereign expansion and or preservation), and so they give their (national based sovereign) power and authority to the (globalist apex forming super-sovereign) wild beast. (as world government completion) 14 These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so]." (all 144000 complete Messianic Kingdom. Rev14:1) 15 And he says to me: (Babylon the Great goes down in this "one hour" sequence) "The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and nations and tongues. 16 And the ten horns (national powers) that you saw, and the wild beast (globalist power), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked, and will eat up her fleshy parts and will completely burn her with fire. (deposing religious sovereignty globally and absorbing assets) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought, even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their (national based) kingdom to the (globalist ascendant) wild beast (as world government completion), until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means the great city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth." (the target religious sovereignty; Rev16:19, Rev11 final fulfillment "great city". This is how we know "Babylon the Great's" destruction does not start the judgment (1Pet4:17), it is deep in the final cycle near its end.)

Thus it is little wonder the national sovereign deposition process is accompanied by the religious system deposition process, as the same interrelated final world government sovereign convergence process.

The Complete Prophecy Outline

1. Unique Modern Global Instability Development

Religious Division

Thus the psychological use of religious division and instability is why the global religious system is retained until full world government has been fully implemented. Religions are not functional participants in the actual world government power development core triad, they are the promoters of error, delusion and instabilities that does aid the "divide and conquer" process in their sector of global diversion. In time the "harlot" gives world government the final required global endorsement to aid world government global acceptance, at which time, they can be marked 666 in the process, and then be fully deposited in terminal transgression in that state.

Total Division

Now what the national sphere of the current world power model has accomplished is global divisions and instability based on the short sighted nature of national sovereignties which works for the "divide and conquer" dynamic of the globalist top level model that capitalizes on that naturally divided global system basis.

(You, O king, happened to be beholding, and, look! a certain immense image (the whole 8th King totality)... standing in front of you... (the totality of that "immense image" is full world government "scarlet wildbeast" totality, in its final "stand" as the global 8th King parallel. Dan8:25) 32 As regards that image, its head was of good gold, its breasts and its
Thus in reality the final period is not a “doomsday scenario” for the entire global system, it is a final developmental period to provide explaining whole. And that is why, as per prophecy, when the nations begin to “regain power” (Isa41:1), the ministerial anointed transitions, the overall total pattern of prophecy and all the global research also becomes totally explainable in one world government everything else, begins to instead form the “order” phase, that final conglomerating “healing” process as the “tribulation of those days” Thus in time as the “chaos” phase the world researchers explain coming especially in the financial magnitude which will exacerbate Final Kingdom Proclamation Warning and Invitation Emerges

Thus many instabilities are present in that “base” global national system in its political basis, but its military and financial systems are also in a constant state of volatility. Now through political, class, cultural, and religious division inside the individual national systems, and far more than just those naturally compounding dynamics that empower instability, the national component system is unstable. Financial and corporate maturing systems of monopoly in the “capitalism” and “globalism” models also further divide the economic components for final debt capture.

If we elaborated on the many divisions and instabilities now maturing in the global system, as many global researchers are in fact doing in detail, then we see this is a unique global state of potential instability unmatched in all previous history which merely has matured to the system state it is in today as if by design.

Thus the perfect global nation-state based “house of cards” is set up for the final cycle “storm” to be able to administer the transition into actual “new world order” evolved globalist systems as a whole comprise world government to "calm" the engineered “storm” which final global sovereign “rise” is based on the controlled “fall” of the global nation-state system. Thus we can fully understand why the 7th King is not the last world power in that numeric ascension into King 8—world government.

2. Unique Modern Global Stability Development

United Nations

Thus all the instability and division is also perfectly setup for a final stabilization and global conglomeration to cap of the entirety of the global process.

In the process of such a final world power and wealth consolidation process the nations are united under the flag of world government as the obvious maturation of the whole global sovereign evolution to this foreseeable final global conglomerated state.

(Revelation 16:12-16) And the sixth one poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates (Parallels 6th trumpet), and its water was dried up, that the way might be prepared for the kings from the rising of the sun. (Babylon the Great being set-up for Revelation 17:15-17 parallel events by removal of human defenses (Rev17:15)) 13 And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the false prophet. (complete 8th King globalist influence culminating) 14 They are, in fact, expressions inspired by demons and perform signs, and they go forth to the kings of the entire inhabited earth (culminating in this final period), to gather them together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty. (parallels Revelation 17:12-18 and Daniel 11:42-43 culminations into globalist 8th King power) 15 “Look! I am coming as a thief. Happy is the one that stays awake and keeps his outer garments, that he may not walk naked and people look upon his shamefulness.” 16 And they gathered them (by Dan11:42-43 and Rev17:11-17 8th King wealth and power consolidations) together (into final 8th King globalist unification symbolized in completion by 4th UN "placement" and proclamations) to the place that is called in Hebrew Har—Magedon. (Joel 3:9-17);

Progressive Development to Ultimate Climax

Thus as with the symbolic global “gathering” globalization is a process that ends into a completed state of total globalism based world government for the final national assembly for the “war of the great day of God the Almighty” which has now formed in an identifiable formulaic process which elucidation is aided by globalism research and the exposure of the true precarious state of all the national governments now financially dependent on the 8th King producing wealth control core global national magnet.

3. Unique Final Warning Development

Final Kingdom Proclamation Warning and Invitation Emerges

Thus in time as the “chaos” phase the world researchers explain coming especially in the financial magnitude which will exacerbate everything else, begins to instead form the “order” phase, that final conglomerating “healing” process as the “tribulation of those days” transitions, the overall total pattern of prophecy and all the global research also becomes totally explainable in one world government explaining whole. And that is why, as per prophecy, when the nations begin to “regain power” (Isa41:1), the ministerial anointed Christian prophecy recovery to deploy the final warning, can also “regain power” (Isa40:31), and deploy into the same period when the final warning explanatory potential is maximized in all ways.

Global Open Salvation Invitation

Thus in reality the final period is not a “doomsday scenario” for the entire global system, it is a final developmental period to provide
great live and real-time evidence so the wary can start to fully understand this maturation into world government is what triggers Christ's arrival as prophecy does not beat around the bush but it completes the global rulership picture by that last Christ arrival and Messianic Kingdom completion “dot”.

1000 Year Recovery Period
And the goal is not a mass exodus to ”heaven or hell" but Christ's "second coming" to the very earth planetary system he is destined and appointed by God to restore to divine perfection and the "will of God done on earth" to the last detail. (Matt6:10)

Now which research, conspiracy or religious paradigm of a unified theory provides all that, that is already in the Bible, from ancient to modern times, live and real-time, like the prophecy of unified reality?

V. Ultimate Global Sovereign and Prophetic Convergence

Now as the whole nation-state sovereign system converges as actual "united nations" into world government, so too, the whole prophetic symbology, which has tracked the whole development, also forecasts the final required culmination of this final global sovereign convergence which therefore also converges into one final symbolic meaning: 8th King world government.

National to Global Development
Daniel's Structured Sovereign Progression
The first structured sovereign prophecy already contains the "whole is greater than the sum of its parts" totality of world government in the whole Daniel 2 "immense image", the character of its neo-Babylonian "head of gold" globalist system intelligence, and the bases components of the historic national "parts" of its progressive structure through time to the culmination of the "whole"; world government:

(Daniel 2:31-35) “You, O king, happened to be beholding, and, look! a certain immense image. That image, which was large and the brightness of which was extraordinary, was standing in front of you, and its appearance was dreadful. 32 As regards that image, its head was of good gold, its breasts and its arms were of silver, its belly and its thighs were of copper, 33 its legs were of iron, its feet were partly of iron and partly of molded clay. 34 You kept on looking until a stone was cut out not by hands, and it struck the image on its feet of iron and of molded clay and crushed them. 35 At that time the iron, the molded clay, the copper, the silver and the gold were, all together, crushed and became like the chaff from the summer threshing floor, and the wind carried them away so that no trace at all was found of them. And as for the stone that struck the image, it became a large mountain and filled the whole earth.

The character of the final system intended global changes is noted as Daniel 7 parallels Daniel 2 in more detail of the overall development finally fully surfacing in 1914-1919 first cycle:

(Daniel 7:25-26) And he will speak even words against the Most High, and he will harass continually the holy ones themselves of the Supreme One. And he will intend to change times and law, and they will be given into his hand for a time, and times and half a time. 26 And the Court itself proceeded to sit, and his own rulership they finally took away, in order to annihilate [him] and to destroy [him] totally.

And the emergence of the final two steps to world government in two "stands" of prophetic note and certainty are contained in Daniel 8's cross reference to Daniel 2 as even more detail is provided:

(Daniel 8:23-25) “And in the final part of their kingdom, as the transgressors act to a completion, there will stand up a king fierce in countenance and understanding ambiguous sayings. 24 And his power must become mighty, but not by his own power. And in a wonderful way he will cause ruin, and he will certainly prove successful and do effectively. And he will actually bring mighty ones to ruin, also the people made up of [the] holy ones. 25 And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care he will bring many to ruin. And against the Prince of princes he will stand up, but it will be without hand that he will be broken.

Which 3rd and 4th UN centered events are also contained in Daniel 11:27-45, as Daniel 11 goes into the most progressive detail of the final "King North" development towards world government:

(Daniel 11:29-31) “At the time appointed he will go back, and he will actually come against the south; but it will not prove to be at the last the same as at the first. 30 And there will certainly come against him the ships of Kittim, and he will have to become dejected. “And he will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant and act effectively; and he will have to go back and will give consideration to those leaving the holy covenant. 31 And there will be arms that will stand up, proceeding from him; and they will actually profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature]. “And they will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation.

And the final global cycle of the future and its main objectives is this unique unfulfilled prophecy:

(Daniel 11:42-45) And he will keep thrusting out his hand against the lands; and as regards the land of Egypt, she will not
prove to be an escapee. 43 And he will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the silver and over all the
desirable things of Egypt. And the Libyans and the Ethiopians will be at his steps. 44 “But there will be reports that will
disturb him, out of the sunrising and out of the north, and he will certainly go forth in a great rage in order to annihilate
and to devote many to destruction. 45 And he will plant his palatial tents between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain
of Decoration; and he will have to come all the way to his end, and there will be no helper for him.

Which as Daniel 11:42-45 matures in must converge into Daniel 12 which has a final fulfillment eventually leading to that singular
climax of globally "placed" world government:

(Daniel 12:11) “And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed and there has been a placing of the
disgusting thing that is causing desolation, there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

The signal portion active now in the Bethel compromise, to fully culminate in Bethel notable "invasion" is Daniel 11:41 that relates to
events that form the context of the temple judgment:

(Daniel 11:41) He will also actually enter into the land of the Decoration, and there will be many [lands] that will be made to
stumble.

(Daniel 11:41) He (8th King/King North) will also actually enter into the land of the Decoration (infiltrates the Bethel ministry
internally), and there will be many [people] that will be made to stumble. (Matt24:15; Luke21:20 signal development present
nowat Bethel; Stumbling people is also the lawless Bethel subversion goal. Parallels Daniel 8:11-13 and Daniel 11:30-35 events
and meaning);

Revelation 13 Continuation of the Daniel Sovereign Progression

Revelation 13 is the sovereign continuation of the same world power progression of Daniel 2 which emerged in overall final 7th King
form of the seventh world power system tracked in the Bible in national terms to terminate, over that 7th to 8th "King" process, into 8th
King world government. Thus the national sovereign capture of the 7th King Anglo-American predominant nation-state system, is how
this base "wildbeast from the sea" is the global power national system basis of the "8th King" "scarlet wildbeast" totality of world
government to complete over this parallel Revelation 13 final cycle process.

Now we have the formulaic final process of how a global "sword-stroke" phase is "healed" to empower global acceptance of the
recovering entity, in final form as 8th King world government.

(Revelation 13:1-4) And I saw a wild beast ascending out of the sea, with ten horns and seven heads, and upon its horns
ten diadems, but upon its heads blasphemous names. 2 Now the wild beast that I saw was like a leopard, but its feet were
as those of a bear, and its mouth was as a lion’s mouth. And the dragon gave to [the beast] its power and its throne and
great authority. 3 And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration. 4 And they worshiped the dragon because it gave the authority to the wild
beast, and they worshiped the wild beast with the words: “Who is like the wild beast, and who can do battle with it?”

And we have the 1260 day time signature as the unique cross reference of the other 1260 day occurrences of Daniel 7:15, Daniel
12:7, Revelation 11:2-3 and Revelation 12:14. In the final cycle, we can now know this is the final 1260 days of the final world
government implementation process, prior to full world government in which all final 1260 developments in prophecy manifest in the
future in final form:

(Revelation 13:5-8) And a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies was given it, and authority to act forty-two
months was given it. 6 And it opened its mouth in blasphemies against God, to blaspheme his name and his residence,
even those residing in heaven. 7 And there was granted it to wage war with the holy ones and conquer them, and
authority was given it over every tribe and people and tongue and nation. 8 And all those who dwell on the earth will
worship it; the name of not one of them stands written in the scroll of life of the Lamb who was slaughtered, from the
founding of the world.

The final forms of Messianic Kingdom completion are noted:

(Revelation 13:9-10) If anyone has an ear, let him hear. 10 If anyone [is meant] for captivity, he goes away into captivity. If
anyone will kill with the sword, he must be killed with the sword. Here is where it means the endurance and faith of the
holy ones.

The architects of world government have also been clearly identified since their initial League of Nations presentation to cap off the
first cycle of this formulaic use of world war, when WW1 ended:

(Revelation 13:11-15) And I saw another wild beast ascending out of the earth, and it had two horns like a lamb, but it
began speaking as a dragon. 12 And it exercises all the authority of the first wild beast in its sight. And it makes the earth
and those who dwell in it worship the first wild beast, whose death-stroke got healed. 13 And it performs great signs, so
that it should even make fire come down out of heaven to the earth in the sight of mankind. 14 And it misleads those who
dwell on the earth, because of the signs that were granted it to perform in the sight of the wild beast, while it tells those
who dwell on the earth to make an image to the wild beast that had the sword-stroke and yet revived.
And in final form, this prophecy becomes literal at global scale of world government financial extortion as they have pawned the whole global wealth system in the Daniel 11:42-43 preceding process:

(Revelation 13:15-18) And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast. 16 And it puts under compulsion all persons, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the free and the slaves, that they should give these a mark in their right hand or upon their forehead, 17 and that nobody might be able to buy or sell except a person having the mark, the name of the wild beast or the number of its name. 18 Here is where wisdom comes in: Let the one that has intelligence calculate the number of the wild beast, for it is a man's number; and its number is six hundred and sixty-six.

Now we can know the final cycle fulfillment process of Revelation 13 parallels the Revelation 17 details of a similar formulaic recovery of the "scarlet wildbeast" from the "abyss" to rise into full global government over the same parallel process of the final global "sword-stroke" being "healed" to empower that final "ascension" of the world government global solution as a final co-developing global process.

Revelation 17 World Government Final Development Details

Since WW2 did not produce a true world government at that time of 1945, but did present the same formulaic use of a global "sword-stroke" that defined the League of Nations "world peacekeeping" inaction, into the WW2 peace resolutions that then presented the United Nations "ascension" from that overall global war development, we can know this prophecy must have a final cycle total manifestation of a true "8th" "King" full world government upon the same principle formula:

(Revelation 17:8-18) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world. 9 “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains, where the woman sits on top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet arrived, but when he does arrive he must remain a short while.

And now we know how Revelation 13 presents the formulaic global war to resolution and recovery process, that in final form produces true world government over this whole final cycle maturation into a specific "one hour" of the brief final world government global tenure:

(Revelation 17:11-18) And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king], but springs from the seven, and it goes off into destruction. 12 “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast. 13 These have one thought, and so they give their power and authority to the wild beast. 14 These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].” 15 And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and nations and tongues. 16 And the ten horns that you saw, and the wild beast, these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked, and will eat up her fleshy parts and will completely burn her with fire. 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought, even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their kingdom to the wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means the great city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.”

Thus it is worldwide globalization of the core systems of world power in finance and military development, that form the final governmental conglomeration goal, of which global "gathering" globalization is the primary "inspired utterance" and global force of such a consolidation process:

(Revelation 16:13-16) And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the false prophet. They are, in fact, expressions inspired by demons and perform signs, and they go forth to the kings of the entire inhabited earth, to gather them together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty. 15 “Look! I am coming as a thief. Happy is the one that stays awake and keeps his outer garments, that he may not walk naked and people look upon his shamefulness.” 16 And they gathered them together to the place that is called in Hebrew Har–Magedon.

Christ Arrival Triggered for Messianic Kingdom Completion

Thus the full global sovereign convergence to full global culmination of world government also occurs in all cases of this continuum before Christ arrives, and into that climax development in prophecy:

(Revelation 16:17-19) And the seventh one poured out his bowl upon the air. At this a loud voice issued out of the sanctuary from the throne, saying: “It has come to pass!” 18 And lightnings and voices and thunders occurred, and a great earthquake occurred such as had not occurred since men came to be on the earth, so extensive an earthquake, so great. 19 And the great city split into three parts, and the cities of the nations fell; and Babylon the Great was remembered
in the sight of God, to give her the cup of the wine of the anger of his wrath.

Parallel:

(Revelation 11:15-19) And the seventh angel blew his trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: "The kingdom of the world did become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will rule as king forever and ever." 16 And the twenty-four elders who were seated before God upon their thrones fell upon their faces and worshiped God, 17 saying: "We thank you, Jehovah God, the Almighty, the One who is and who was, because you have taken your great power and begun ruling as king. 18 But the nations became wrathful, and your own wrath came, and the appointed time for the dead to be judged, and to give [their] reward to your slaves the prophets and to the holy ones and to those fearing your name, the small and the great, and to bring to ruin those ruining the earth." 19 And the temple [sanctuary] of God that is in heaven was opened, and the ark of his covenant was seen in his temple [sanctuary]. And there occurred lightnings and voices and thunders and an earthquake and a great hail.

Parallel:

(Revelation 19:11-15) And I saw the heaven opened, and, look! a white horse. And the one seated upon it is called Faithful and True, and he judges and carries on war in righteousness. 12 His eyes are a fiery flame, and upon his head are many diadems. He has a name written that no one knows but he himself, 13 and he is arrayed with an outer garment sprinkled with blood, and the name he is called is The Word of God. 14 Also, the armies that were in heaven were following him on white horses, and they were clothed in white, clean, fine linen. 15 And out of his mouth there protrudes a sharp long sword, that he may strike the nations with it, and he will shepherd them with a rod of iron. He treads too the winepress of the anger of the wrath of God the Almighty.

Armageddon parallel:

(Revelation 19:16-18) And upon his outer garment, even upon his thigh, he has a name written, King of kings and Lord of lords. 17 I saw also an angel standing in the sun, and he cried out with a loud voice and said to all the birds that fly in midheaven: "Come here, be gathered together to the great evening meal of God, 18 that you may eat the fleshy parts of kings and the fleshy parts of military commanders and the fleshy parts of strong men and the fleshy parts of horses and of those seated upon them, and the fleshy parts of all, of freemen as well as of slaves and of small ones and great.”

(Revelation 19:19-21) And I saw the wild beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered together to wage the war with the one seated on the horse and with his army. 20 And the wild beast was caught, and along with it the false prophet that performed in front of it the signs with which he misled those who received the mark of the wild beast and those who render worship to its image. While still alive, they both were hurled into the fiery lake that burns with sulphur. 21 But the rest were killed off with the long sword of the one seated on the horse, which [sword] proceeded out of his mouth. And all the birds were filled from the fleshy parts of them.

Armageddon parallel:

(Ezekiel 39:17-19) “And as regards you, O son of man, this is what the Sovereign Lord Jehovah has said, ‘Say to the birds of every sort of wing and to all the wild beasts of the field: “Collect yourselves together and come. Gather yourselves together all around to my sacrifice, which I am sacrificing for you, a great sacrifice on the mountains of Israel. And you will certainly eat flesh and drink blood. 18 The flesh of mighty ones you will eat, and the blood of the chieftains of the earth you will drink, rams, young male sheep, and he-goats, young bulls, the fatlings of Bashan all of them. 19 And you will be certain to eat fat to satisfaction and to drink blood to drunkenness, from my sacrifice that I will sacrifice for you.”’"

Thus what we are really seeing is the recognizability of a final cycle of prophecy that forecast the final cycle of global developments to complete the rival 8th King world government objective and its requirement and details in prophecy. Since it cannot end as quickly as some, like Jehovah's witnesses and others delude others and themselves to believe, the final cycle can use that year over year actual manifestation of this final cycle to instead provide global events that match the prophetic forecast so some people can begin to become aware as to the true destination of the whole global development. Thus in the continuum more and more milestones emerge in sequence, while world government intent must become more and more vocal, to the final full global world "peace and security" proclamation of full 8th King world government. [3]

In such a manner the foretold Jehovah's witnesses delusion complex can in time be neutralized as eventually a completely different global scenario will emerge still en route to world government as the same base development merely proceeds to its goal. Instead from the required temple judgment and "trampling" of that now apostatized Jehovah's witnesses former anointed Christian ministry overridden to instead support this deception, the real picture of prophecy activating in the final cycle by this exact foretold temple judgment event period, will also fully emerge to totally explainable by notable anti-ministerial developments climaxing in the JW ministry.

Thus the recovery of the anointed Christian final warning ministry in progress at that time, can actually use its own coup developments in prophecy to begin the final cycle explanation with apostasy and events that came on itself beginning the final cycle of full blown recognizable prophecy in fulfillment. In such a detailed exposure, the very things modern apostate Bethel is concealing, must become
fully exposed in that valid prophetic explanation merging with that foretold final ministerial recovery to form a final global proclamation as part of the final prophetic structured continuum to world government.

Thus the very antithesis of the truth of prophecy, now inside the one ministry that was fully exposing the continuum from live and real-time valid prophecy explanation to the eventual modern cover up of the apostasy that develops in that same key location, becomes exposed in its obvious objective of aiding the secrecy and mystery of the world government development, right from within Jehovah's witnesses own ministry.

Thus the true Bethel motive is exposed in the very objective this derailed ministry has been undertaking in fully diverted manner since 1990 and the bypass of the 3rd United Nations presentation that actually was continuing the same development of the first two well exposed UN presentations of1919 and 1945 as a third step of four to the world government goal, to sever that 3rd UN manifestation and thus break that whole process. At the same time the logic and certainty of the fourth UN cycle of the future, which is to produce world government, is also truncated as long as the apostasy was active inside of the Jehovah's witnesses ministry.

By the time the reality of that fourth cycle emerges, it will be while en route to that full world government goal, thus the fourth step UN prophecy to world government will start to be explained while it is in progress with more and more global evidence that is the true reality of the development. In that way the final warning will be backed by emerging global events, rather than explaining things after the fact, in which future forecasting development the manifestation of that expose is also part of the same prophecy continuum it is explaining, live and real-time, en route to world government.

At that time the cessation of that truly final warning, can be "foretold" before hand, for it must be deposed under the full world government final "ascension" process (Rev11:7; Rev17:8-12) it will have been warning of to that exact finality. (Dan12:7,11) At that time the full arrival of Christ will be fully empowered as all final warning prophecy will have totally completed first, as foretold, right into the event it was explaining live and real-time to that very final development climax.

In such manner years will be given for the effect of the final warning backed by undeniable global developments fully revealing what is for now being well concealed, yet emerging in global research themes in great detail.

VI. Christ Arrival and Messianic Kingdom Completion

Right now the terminal Bethel apostasy, well hidden and effective at anti-truth developments and the premature delusion in JWs, will fully culminate into the spiritual "desolation" ramifications of its true objective in the premature cessation of a now well profaned and derailed JW ministry. And that "desolation" "trampling" entire Daniel 8:13-14,26 imitating phase will be permitted, and even required, by God, to fully run its full course, for it provides the context of the temple judgment purification events (Zech3:4-5) to eventually come upon the enemy trespassers within the JW ministry. (Isa66:6)

Thus in time, these events will go from JW delusion, to JW hoax, to eventual JW awareness as the entire timing and phasing process of Daniel 8:13-14 fully expires well before final recovery and full valid truth exposition is even possible. Thus understanding how the temple judgment activates the whole final prophetic cycle, to the next notable milestones, is important, and it is also the insight Bethel is now undermining for that very reason.

1. Temple Judgment Accounting, Purification, Recovery

This phase begins the final prophetic cycle as the world enters the "tribulation of those days" just beginning.

**Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment timing and phasing will just be beginning.**

Daniel 11:41 is the full external manifestation of the internal apostasy now at Bethel with the enemy control system inside of Bethel as per Daniel 11:32a. Thus the spiritual compromise in latent form at Bethel, that produces these modern symptoms and evidence of the true state of terminal Bethel apostasy, has a cycle of full visible manifestation at global scale of notoriety and anti-ministerial developments upon the visible Jehovah's witnesses organization. (Dan8:11)

Daniel 11:42-43 is the global wealth control developments that catalyze and culminate over the "tribulation of those days" cycle to produce the world government final controlling entity by non-destructive sovereign deposition of the global nation-state system of the former world power model.

The overall whole purpose of the temple judgment to manifest in such negative JW system manifestations will be to create the context of judgment accounting for numerous Bethel transgressions and the seminal UN NGO major infraction. In such permitted intrigues the context by which covert divine actions neutralize the enemy system and apostates within the Bethel system is also enabled while all the features of the temple judgment prophecy manifest, which does eventually include angelic interference from Christ.

In such developments covert and overt, the final prophecy activation of the temple judgment becomes undeniable as Daniel 8:13-14 fully fulfills, thus the recovery is set up as that explanation must emerge with that final warning producing development. Thus these high profile events become visible to the world at large, which events can later be connected to the prophecy they will have activated for the benefit of some becoming fully aware this truly is the final cycle, then fully active to the destination already fully outlined in the prophecy as the years left in the development wind down year over year.
The unique prophecy that marks the final cycle activating, beyond the current Bethel apostasy to deal with it, is the temple judgment decree manifesting for that judgment, its timing, its phasing and its intended purification "right condition" to allow a final clarification, before a final prophetic explanation and final warning as a final Messianic Kingdom completion proclamation can be made as the rest of the prophecy fulfills as well in this cycle just beginning here:

(Daniel 8:13-14) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the constant [feature] and of the transgression causing desolation, to make both [the] holy place and [the] army things to trample on?” 14 So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.”

The Final Cycle Begins with the Anointed Christian Judgment Events

The judgment starts at the modern apostasy location now stalling the anointed Christian ministry, merely using visible Bethel and the Jehovah's Witnesses Worldwide Organization as a visible epicenter of far deeper spiritual events:

(1 Peter 4:17) For it is the appointed time for the judgment to start with the house of God. Now if it starts first with us, what will the end be of those who are not obedient to the good news of God?

The purification for the modern Bethel spiritually polluted and erred reality is the purpose of this development:

(Zechariah 3:3-5) Now as for Joshua, he happened to be clothed in befouled garments and standing before the angel.
4 Then he answered and said to those standing before him: “Remove the befouled garments from upon him.” And he went on to say to him: “See, I have caused your error to pass away from upon you, and there is a clothing of you with robes of state.”
5 At that I said: “Let them put a clean turban upon his head.” And they proceeded to put the clean turban upon his head and to clothe him with garments; and the angel of Jehovah was standing by.

And it parallels the arrival of Christ first into the temple to effect the purification purges after the required "desolation" phase for UN NGO and other transgressions has fully expired:

(Malachi 3:1-5) “Look! I am sending my messenger, and he must clear up a way before me. And suddenly there will come to His temple the [true] Lord, whom you people are seeking, and the messenger of the covenant in whom you are delighting. Look! He will certainly come,” Jehovah of armies has said. 2 “But who will be putting up with the day of his coming, and who will be the one standing when he appears? For he will be like the fire of a refiner and like the eye of laundrymen. 3 And he must sit as a refiner and cleanser of silver and must cleanse the sons of Levi; and he must clarify them like gold and like silver, and they will certainly become to Jehovah people presenting a gift offering in righteousness. 4 And the gift offering of Judah and of Jerusalem will actually be gratifying to Jehovah, as in the days of long ago and as in the years of antiquity. 5 “And I will come near to you people for the judgment, and I will become a speedy witness against the sorcerers, and against the adulterers, and against those swearing falsely, and against those acting fraudulently with the wages of a wage worker, with [the] widow and with [the] fatherless boy, and those turning away the alien resident, while they have not feared me,” Jehovah of armies has said.

The main continuum of Revelation 8-11 "seven trumpets", which the temple judgment activates, is in the Revelation 8:1-12 temple judgment parallel, also to activate that whole Revelation 8-11 continuum from the time Daniel 8:13-14 starts to fulfill upon the visible apostate Bethel judgment epicenter of the global Jehovah's witnesses ministry, encapsulated in this parallel temple judgment prophecy:

(Revelation 8:3-6) And another angel arrived and stood at the altar, having a golden incense vessel; and a large quantity of incense was given him to offer it with the prayers of all the holy ones upon the golden altar that was before the throne. 4 And the smoke of the incense ascended from the hand of the angel with the prayers of the holy ones before God. 5 But right away the angel took the incense vessel, and he filled it with some of the fire of the altar and hurled it to the earth. And thunders occurred and voices and lightnings and an earthquake. 6 And the seven angels with the seven trumpets prepared to blow them.

The "fire of the altar" purification symbol is what links this prophecy to the cleansing symbols of Zechariah 3 and Malachi 3, which is how the Daniel 8:14 "right condition" of temple accounting and purification is attained to complete the Daniel 8:14 temple judgment divine objective that begins to manifest as the Daniel 8:14,26 "the morning" phase of the recovery and final enlightenment symbol there begins, which also proceeds to full clarification.

2. Final Commission; Final Kingdom Proclamation

This phase develops while the "tribulation of those days" is active en route to world government as the "sword-stroke" phase is peaking.

Daniel 8:14 is the active timed period then to be ending in this ministerial recovery beginning to form.

The temple judgment is to be for the purpose of deploying the final warning to come forth from the Daniel 8:14 developments and timing. Thus Isaiah's pre-commission purification provides the useful parallel of what comes upon the anointed Christian ministry before the final warning commission can be given:
(Isaiah 6:6-9) At that, one of the seraphs flew to me, and in his hand there was a glowing coal that he had taken with tongs off the altar. 7 And he proceeded to touch my mouth and to say: “Look! This has touched your lips, and your error has departed and your sin itself is atoned for.” 8 And I began to hear the voice of Jehovah saying: “Whom shall I send, and who will go for us?” And I proceeded to say: “Here I am! Send me.” 9 And he went on to say: “Go, and you must say to this people, ‘Hear again and again, O men, but do not understand; and see again and again, but do not get any knowledge.’

The commission parallel also follows the Zechariah 3:1-5 temple judgment indictment and purification process:

(Zechariah 3:6-9) And the angel of Jehovah began to bear witness to Joshua, saying: 7 “This is what Jehovah of armies has said, ‘If it is in my ways that you will walk, and if it is my obligation that you will keep, then also it will be you that will judge my house and also keep my courtyards; and I shall certainly give you free access among these who are standing by.’” 8 “Hear, please, O Joshua the high priest, you and your companions who are sitting before you, for they are men [serving] as portents; for here I am bringing in my servant Sprout! 9 For, look! the stone that I have put before Joshua! Upon the one stone there are seven eyes. Here I am engraving its engraving, ‘is the utterance of Jehovah of armies, ‘and I will take away the error of that land in one day.’

And thus the real “faithful slave” designate mission is also produced from this same temple judgment process as this also parallels the final warning commission:

(Matthew 24:45-51) 45 “Who really is the faithful and discreet slave whom his master appointed over his domestics, to give them their food at the proper time? 46 Happy is that slave if his master on arriving finds him doing so. 47 Truly I say to you, He will appoint him over all his belongings. 48 “But if ever that evil slave should say in his heart, ‘My master is delaying,’ 49 and should start to beat his fellow slaves and should eat and drink with the confirmed drunkards, 50 the master of that slave will come on a day that he does not expect and in an hour that he does not know, 51 and will punish him with the greatest severity and will assign him his part with the hypocrites. There is where [his] weeping and the gnashing of [his] teeth will be.

And thus the real “five discreet virgins” final enlightenment Christ welcoming mission is also produced from this same temple judgment process as this also parallels the final warning commission:

(Matthew 25:5-13) While the bridegroom was delaying, they all nodded and went to sleep. 6 Right in the middle of the night there arose a cry, ‘Here is the bridegroom! Be on your way out to meet him.’ 7 Then all those virgins rose and put their lamps in order. 8 The foolish said to the discreet, ‘Give us some of your oil, because our lamps are about to go out.’ 9 The discreet answered with the words, ‘Perhaps there may not be quite enough for us and you. Be on your way, instead, to those who sell it and buy for yourselves.’ 10 While they were going off to buy, the bridegroom arrived, and the virgins that were ready went in with him to the marriage feast; and the door was shut. 11 Afterwards the rest of the virgins also came, saying, ‘Sir, sir, open to us!’ 12 In answer he said, ‘I tell you the truth, I do not know you.’ 13 “Keep on the watch, therefore, because you know neither the day nor the hour.

And thus the summarization of the following “little scroll” is prepared for final 1260 day final warning deployment:

(Revelation 10:5-11) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 Right in the middle of the night there arose a cry, ‘Here is the bridegroom! Be on your way out to meet him.’ 7 Then all those virgins rose and put their lamps in order. 8 The foolish said to the discreet, ‘Give us some of your oil, because our lamps are about to go out.’ 9 The discreet answered with the words, ‘Perhaps there may not be quite enough for us and you. Be on your way, instead, to those who sell it and buy for yourselves.’ 10 While they were going off to buy, the bridegroom arrived, and the virgins that were ready went in with him to the marriage feast; and the door was shut. 11 Afterwards the rest of the virgins also came, saying, ‘Sir, sir, open to us!’ 12 In answer he said, ‘I tell you the truth, I do not know you.’ 13 “Keep on the watch, therefore, because you know neither the day nor the hour.

Thus is laid out, with these anti-ministerial developments and the recovery for the final warning, the great evidence which marks the initial part of the then active final cycle prophecy. Thus while the rest of the global developments of the prophecy are also overlapping concurrently, the whole prophecy can be forecast with greater credibility and believability, with live and real-time evidence then manifest like no other time in history, in the fullest form the prophecy, global events and the anointed Christian ministry has ever manifested, for the full final fair warning and full open global salvation period it will all be supporting for anyone willing. (Rev11:7-13)

3. Final Warning Deployment

This phase develops while the “tribulation of those days” is active en route to world government in its initial recovery period.

The 1260 days is to begin in this period, which transition timing, from the preceding Daniel 8:14 temple judgment and recovery timing fully expired is unknown, but Daniel 8:14 will lead in some manner to the official 1260 days of final warning.
It appears at some point the final global "sword-stroke" peak period will have to transition into the signal actual global "healing" recovery upswing towards world government, which will also take some time, hence Revelation 13:5 and this final 1260 days. In that recovering period the temple and ministerial recovery will also emerge concurrently to take advantage of this plateau, which apparent transformation in the outlook of the global system to greater hopefulness can also be used to aid world government acceptability and claims of necessity for the forming final world "peace and security" development.

This actual "little scroll" final warning deployment repeats the same timing and general sovereign theme as the 1914-1919 first cycle of the prophecy, just as all other entities and world government sovereign themes continue on to completion as the Messianic Kingdom will also complete in this final sovereign drive.

Thus the "time, times and half a time" “3.5 times” 1260 day period will complete the full “seven times” of the full seven years as 2520 days of the combined first and second "two witnesses" Kingdom proclamation periods of 1914-1919 and the future replication of the same prophecy. That first cycle that produced the first world government foundational League of Nations presentation of that time, repeats (Rev10:11), for a final 1260 days final warning, this time leading to 8th King world government upon the same prophetic pattern, but to the full completion:

(Revelation 11:1-4) And a reed like a rod was given me as he said: “Get up and measure the temple [sanctuary] of God and the altar and those worshiping in it. 2 But as for the courtyard that is outside the temple [sanctuary], cast it clear out and do not measure it, because it has been given to the nations, and they will trample the holy city underfoot for forty-two months. 3 And I will cause my two witnesses to prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days dressed in sackcloth.”
4 These are [symbolized by] the two olive trees and the two lampstands and are standing before the Lord of the earth.

Thus this 1260 days period of "wildbeast" "authority" parallels the final warning:

(Revelation 13:5-8) And a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies was given it, and authority to act forty-two months was given it. 6 And it opened its mouth in blasphemies against God, to blaspheme his name and his residence, even those residing in heaven. 7 And there was granted it to wage war with the holy ones and conquer them, and authority was given it over every tribe and people and tongue and nation. 8 And all those who dwell on the earth will worship it; the name of not one of them stands written in the scroll of life of the Lamb who was slaughtered, from the founding of the world.

As that "there was granted it to wage war with the holy ones and conquer them" is the parallel of the second of the "two witnesses" cessation finale:

(Revelation 11:7-13) And when they have finished their witnessing, the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss will make war with them and conquer them and kill them. 8 And their corpses will be on the broad way of the great city which is in a spiritual sense called Sodom and Egypt, where their Lord was also impaled. 9 And those of the peoples and tribes and tongues and nations will look at their corpses for three and a half days, and they do not let their corpses be laid in a tomb. 10 And those dwelling on the earth rejoice over them and enjoy themselves, and they will send gifts to one another, because these two prophets tormented those dwelling on the earth.

Which "the dragon grew wrathful... and went off to wage war with the remaining ones of her seed" is also to culminate in the cessation of the final warning of the "two witnesses":

(Revelation 12:14-17) But the two wings of the great eagle were given the woman, that she might fly into the wilderness to her place; there is where she is fed for a time and times and half a time away from the face of the serpent. 15 And the serpent disgorged water like a river from its mouth after the woman, to cause her to be drowned by the river. 16 But the earth came to the woman’s help, and the earth opened its mouth and swallowed up the river that the dragon disgorged from its mouth. 17 And the dragon grew wrathful at the woman, and went off to wage war with the remaining ones of her seed, who observe the commandments of God and have the work of bearing witness to Jesus.

Which is this same 1260 days of resistance and harassment that completes in the "two witnesses" final warning ministry cessation:

(Revelation 13:7) And he will speak even words against the Most High, and he will harass continually the holy ones themselves of the Supreme One. And he will intend to change times and law, and they will be given into his hand for a time, and times and half a time.

Which is this same 1260 days of resistance that completes in this "two witnesses" final warning ministry cessation parallel:

(Daniel 7:25) And he will speak even words against the Most High, and he will harass continually the holy ones themselves of the Supreme One. And he will intend to change times and law, and they will be given into his hand for a time, and times and half a time.

(Daniel 12:7) And I began to hear the man clothed with the linen, who was up above the waters of the stream, as he proceeded to raise his right [hand] and his left [hand] to the heavens and to swear by the One who is alive for time indefinite: “It will be for an appointed time, appointed times and a half. And as soon as there will have been a finishing of the dashing of the power of the holy people to pieces, all these things will come to their finish.”

The final warning of 8th King world government completion and the arrival of Christ it will trigger, is the subject matter of the "two witnesses" final anointed Christian ministry "little scroll" that deploys in that final 1260 days final "tribulation of those days" portion, en route to 8th King world government completion first in that final sequence which it will be warning of.

Thus in the "tribulation of those days" and its eventual world "peace and security" resolution, full 8th King world government will fully
"ascend" into global sovereignty at the end of that milestone global "tribulation of those days" process. Thus the final milestone events to give of evidence of Christ's arrival will fully manifest with that final warning in that final 1260 days of the "tribulation of those days" to aid the believability of that final warning invitation.

The final "two witnesses" ministry, after it has completed that 1260 days warning (Rev11:7), is then divinely permitted to be ceased as the final anti-ministerial event that must be taking place under full 8th King world government by the time of that final cessation, to give both criteria features of Daniel 12:11 initiating.

Key Transition into 1290 Days and Christ Arrival

In such developments of final "two witnesses" "constant feature" removal, under "ascended" world government "place the disgusting thing", Daniel 12:11 dual criteria will be met.

(Daniel 12:11) "And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (in second two witnesses deposition of Rev11:7) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (in fourth and final 8th King UN world government placement; Dan11:45; 8:25), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

As the final symbolic timed period expires directly into Christ's arrival, the "three and a half days" "death" state period, must be converging into Daniel 12:11's 1290 days period beginning:

(Revelation 11:7-10) And when they have finished their (second) witnessing (of 1260 days repeating; Rev10:11), the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss (into 8th King world government) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them. (the ministry recovered from the Bethel apostasy in the temple judgment is eventually deposed after the final 1260 days has expired.); (the ministry recovered from the Bethel apostasy in the temple judgment is eventually deposed after the final 1260 days has expired.); 8 And their corpses will be on the broad way of the great city which is in a spiritual sense called Sodom and Egypt, where their Lord was also impaled. 9 And those of the peoples and tribes and tongues and nations will look at their corpses for three and a half days. (the final symbolic period of time that must expire before Christ arrives) and they do not let their corpses be laid in a tomb. 10 And those dwelling on the earth rejoice over them and enjoy themselves, and they will send gifts to one another, because these two prophets tormented those dwelling on the earth.

4. Christ Arrival

The 1260 days period is the final period in the "tribulation of those days" as both expire simultaneously before Christ arrives:

(Matthew 24:29-31) 29 “Immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. 30 And then the sign of the Son of man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will beat themselves in lamentation, and they will see the Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. 31 And he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones together from the four winds, from one extremity of the heavens to their other extremity.

Which is this parallel prophecy:

(Revelation 6:12-17) And I saw when he opened the sixth seal, and a great earthquake occurred; and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair, and the entire moon became as blood, 13 and the stars of heaven fell to the earth, as when a fig tree shaken by a high wind casts its unripe figs. 14 And the heaven departed as a scroll that is being rolled up, and the seven stars fell from heaven, and the powers of the heavens were shaken. 15 And the kings of the earth and the top-ranking ones and the military commanders and the rich and the strong ones and every slave and [every] free person hid themselves in the caves and in the rock-masses of the mountains. 16 And they keep saying to the mountains and to the rock-masses: “Fall over us and hide us from the face of the One seated on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb, 17 because the great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to stand?”

Which is this parallel prophecy:

(Revelation 11:11-12) And after the three and a half days spirit of life from God entered into them, and they stood upon their feet, and great fear fell upon those beholding them. 12 And they heard a loud voice out of heaven say to them: “Come on up here.” And they went up into heaven in the cloud, and their enemies beheld them. 13 And in that hour a great earthquake occurred, and a tenth of the city fell; and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake, and the rest became frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven.

Which is this parallel prophecy:

(Revelation 19:10-16) And I saw the heaven opened, and, look! a white horse. And the one seated upon it is called Faithful and True, and he judges and carries on war in righteousness. 12 His eyes are a fiery flame, and upon his head are many diadems. He has a name written that no one knows but he himself, 13 and he is arrayed with an outer garment sprinkled with blood, and the name he is called is The Word of God. 14 Also, the armies that were in heaven were following him on white horses, and they were clothed in white, clean, fine linen. 15 And out of his mouth there protrudes a sharp long sword, that he may strike the nations with it, and he will shepherd them with a rod of iron. He treads too the winepress of
the anger of the wrath of God the Almighty. 16 And upon his outer garment, even upon his thigh, he has a name written, King of kings and Lord of lords.

Christ's arrival begins the Revelation 14 sequence when all 144000 are gathered.

Final Sealing and Gathering

The completion of the final warning ministry in its full 1260 days is what enables the final tested affirmation sealing of the final "remaining ones of her seed" anointed Christians:

(Relation 7:1-4) After this I saw four angels standing upon the four corners of the earth, holding tight the four winds of the earth, that no wind might blow upon the earth or upon the sea or upon any tree. 2 And I saw another angel ascending from the sunrising, having a seal of [the] living God; and he cried with a loud voice to the four angels to whom it was granted to harm the earth and the sea, 3 saying: “Do not harm the earth or the sea or the trees, until after we have sealed the slaves of our God in their foreheads.” 4 And I heard the number of those who were sealed, a hundred and forty-four thousand, sealed out of every tribe of the sons of Israel...

That 1260 day mission completion anointed affirmation sealing above, is what enables the Christ arrival that the final 1260 days was leading to, where the first "sheep" completion is that of the heavenly portion to enable the beginning of the Revelation 14 post Christ arrival final sequence:

(Relation 14:1) And I saw, and, look! the Lamb standing upon the Mount Zion, and with him a hundred and forty-four thousand having his name and the name of his Father written on their foreheads.

Which post Christ arrival allows the final "good news" appeal to go global as Christ completes his own ministry in this manner:

(Relation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”

The full "harvest of the earth" "sheep" securement of post 144000 completion earthlings is the next "gathering" portion to be completed by Christ:

(Relation 14:14-16) And I saw, and, look! a white cloud, and upon the cloud someone seated like a son of man, with a golden crown on his head and a sharp sickle in his hand. 15 And another angel emerged from the temple [sanctuary], crying with a loud voice to the one seated on the cloud: “Put your sickle in and reap, because the hour has come to reap, for the harvest of the earth is thoroughly ripe.” 16 And the one seated on the cloud thrust in his sickle on the earth, and the earth was reaped.

Parallel:

(Matthew 25:31-40) “When the Son of man arrives in his glory, and all the angels with him, then he will sit down on his glorious throne. 32 And all the nations will be gathered before him, and he will separate people one from another, just as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. 33 And he will put the sheep on his right hand, but the goats on his left. 34 “Then the king will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who have been blessed by my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the founding of the world. 35 For I became hungry and you gave me something to eat; I got thirsty and you gave me something to drink. I was a stranger and you received me hospitably; 36 naked, and you clothed me. I fell sick and you looked after me. I was in prison and you came to me.’ 37 Then the righteous ones will answer him with the words, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, or thirsty, and give you something to drink? 38 When did we see you a stranger and receive you hospitably, or naked, and clothe you? 39 When did we see you sick or in prison and go to you?’ 40 And in reply the king will say to them, ‘Truly I say to you, To the extent that you did it to one of the least of these my brothers, you did it to me.’

As seen in Revelation 14:17-20 and Matthew 25:31-46, the final judgment of the opposers is the final event.

Messianic Kingdom Completion

The first post Christ arrival "gathering" completion is of the 144000 first:

(Relation 14:1) And I saw, and, look! the Lamb standing upon the Mount Zion, and with him a hundred and forty-four thousand having his name and the name of his Father written on their foreheads.

The Temple completion parallel:

(Zechariah 4:6-9) Accordingly he answered and said to me: “This is the word of Jehovah to Zerubbabel, saying, “‘Not by a military force, nor by power, but by my spirit,” Jehovah of armies has said. 7 Who are you, O great mountain? Before
Thus the complete "Messianic Kingdom", "Temple", "Holy City" and "Bride of Christ" parallels all culminate after the arrival of Christ, to enable Christ's final "King of kings" coronation made official, as the "King-Priest" coronation and full "High Priest" installment all completes enabling the final conquest of Jesus Christ as the Messianic Kingdom anointed universal sovereign by God Almighty's appointment.

Messianic Kingdom Conquest

The Messianic Kingdom completion process in those final heavenly and earth "sheep" final gathering enables the final sovereign confrontation upon the co-completed 8th King rival world government system:

(Revelation 11:15-19) And the seventh angel blew his trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: “The kingdom of the world did become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will rule as king forever and ever.”

16 And the twenty-four elders who were seated before God upon their thrones fell upon their faces and worshiped God, 17 saying: “We thank you, Jehovah God, the Almighty, the One who is and who was, because you have taken your great power and begun ruling as king. 18 But the nations became wrathful, and your own wrath came, and the appointed time for the dead to be judged, and to give [their] reward to your slaves the prophets and to the holy ones and to those fearing your name, the small and the great, and to bring to ruin those ruining the earth.” 19 And the temple [sanctuary] of God that is in heaven was opened, and the ark of his covenant was seen in his temple [sanctuary]. And there occurred lightnings and voices and thunders and an earthquake and a great hail.

Parallel:

Daniel 7:26 And the Court itself proceeded to sit, and his own rulership they finally took away, in order to annihilate [him] and to destroy [him] totally.

Parallel:

(Revelation 19:17-21) I saw also an angel standing in the sun, and he cried out with a loud voice and said to all the birds that fly in midheaven: “Come here, be gathered together to the great evening meal of God, 18 that you may eat the fleshy parts of kings and the fleshy parts of military commanders and the fleshy parts of strong men and the fleshy parts of horses and of those seated upon them, and the fleshy parts of all, of freemen as well as of slaves and of small ones and great.” 19 And I saw the wild beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered together to wage the war with the one seated on the horse and with his army. 20 And the wild beast was caught, and along with it the false prophet that performed in front of it the signs with which he misled those who received the mark of the wild beast and those who render worship to its image. While still alive, they both were hurled into the fiery lake that burns with sulphur. 21 But the rest were killed off with the long sword of the one seated on the horse, which [sword] proceeded out of his mouth. And all the birds were filled from the fleshy parts of them.

Final task:

(Revelation 20:1-3) And I saw an angel coming down out of heaven with the key of the abyss and a great chain in his hand. 2 And he seized the dragon, the original serpent, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for a thousand years. 3 And he hurled him into the abyss and shut [it] and sealed [it] over him, that he might not mislead the nations anymore until the thousand years were ended. After these things he must be let loose for a little while.

And thus the whole progression to the beginning of 1000 Year Reign of Christ in the full Messianic Kingdom universal sovereign agency is implemented by the final removal of the demonic rival sovereigns.

(Revelation 20:21-23) And it must occur in that day that Jehovah will turn his attention upon the army of the height in the height, and upon the kings of the ground upon the ground. 22 And they will certainly be gathered with a gathering as of prisoners into the pit, and be shut up in the dungeon; and after an abundance of days they will be given attention. 23 And the full moon has become abashed, and the glowing [sun] has become ashamed, for Jehovah of armies has become king in Mount Zion and in Jerusalem and in front of his elderly men with glory.

(Luke 1:30-33) So the angel said to her: “Have no fear, Mary, for you have found favor with God; 31 and, look! you will conceive in your womb and give birth to a son, and you are to call his name Jesus. 32 This one will be great and will be called Son of the Most High; and Jehovah God will give him the throne of David his father, 33 and he will rule as king over the house of Jacob forever, and there will be no end of his kingdom.”

(Daniel 2:44-45) “And in the days of those kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom that will never be brought to ruin. And the kingdom itself will not be passed on to any other people. It will crush and put an end to all these kingdoms, and it itself will stand to times indefinite; 45 forasmuch as you beheld that out of the mountain a stone was cut not by hands, and [that] it crushed the iron, the copper, the molded clay, the silver and the gold. The grand God himself has made known to the king what is to occur after this. And the dream is reliable, and the interpretation of it is trustworthy.”
Tribulation of Those Days Parallel Details

These things must transpire concurrent with the "tribulation of those days" global and spiritual context. (Rev16:1-9) The purpose of this period is to mark prophecy fulfilling and fully explain it as the final ministerial warning amidst a highly notable truly global stressing and nation-state sovereign deposition transition period to culminate into 8th King world government—part of the "little scroll" subject matter of the Messianic Kingdom completion proclamation.

What must occur before the arrival of Christ which itself is not the immediate "conclusion of the system of things":

1. Temple Judgment, Recovery, Final Warning; The matured Bethel apostasy must climax into globally notable anti-JW organizational events (Dan11:41, Dan13:13), and anti-ministerial coup to prematurely cancel the now profaned anointed Christian ministry (Dan8:11). This allows the evidentiary context of the final warning to eventually emerge from the recovery from this foretold spiritual coup. (Dan8:13-15; Rev6; Zech3:4-9)

That temple judgment development will allow a climax "desolation" "trampling" of the 'Worldwide Organization of Jehovah's Witnesses' at global scale to provide the context of the judgment accounting and full exposure of the true Bethel state and internals, to be fully exposed in the temple judgment process (Dan8:13-14) for the final warning purpose (Rev9-11), for anointed Christian and ministerial truth recovery and purification (Zech3:4-5; Mal3:1-5), as first in that final cycle marking process. (1Pet4:17) (Rev6:3-5) The temple judgment spiritual development emerges with the "tribulation of those days" as its spiritual starting marker for the Daniel 8:13-14 events, timing and phasing.

That allows the final warning to emerge into the following:

2. Initial Global Tribulation Phase; That all overlaps and develops as the global context goes into the "tribulation of those days" as Daniel 11:41-45 will truly activate and finalize the now active globalist system invasion of Daniel 11:40 to its conclusion.

3. National System Sovereign Deposition; The 7th King-to-8th King sequential transition will be carried out during the "tribulation of those days" as the final cycle to birth full world government as that 8th King. The 7th King nation-state "old world order" system must fall in the "tribulation of those days" as the marked global transitional period that expires before Christ arrives. (Matt24:29-31).

4. Global Recovery into World Government; That final global stressing phase is eventually "heal" and recover, into the final 8th King world government "ascension" (Rev11:7; Rev17:8-12) of the "new world order" into the then activated final "one hour" world government actual active and stated (1Thess5:1-3) final rival global sovereignty. (Dan11:45; Dan12:11; Dan8:25; Rev17:8-18)

During that "tribulation of those days" period anointed Christians are recovered (Matt25:1-13; Zech3:4-9; Rev9-10), and the final 1260 days "little scroll" warning of the "second witness" of the "two witnesses" must deploy and be completed (Rev11:1-7), as the anointing and final affirmation sealing completes in that required final warning "little scroll" commission being carried out. (Matt24:45-51; Rev10:5-11; Zech3:6-8; Zech4:6-9; Isa6:6-8; Matt25:1-13)

5. World Government; The 1260 days expires with the "tribulation of those days" also expiring into Christ arrival, as it also leads to world government first. The "tribulation of those days" final cycle 8th King world government prelude fully expires, and resolves, first into full world government prior to Christ's arrival. (Matt24:29-31; Dan11:41-43)

6. Christ Arrival Fully Enabled by All Prerequisites Met; 8th King "World Government" must fully complete (Rev16:13-16), be full "scarlet wildbeast" final global sovereignty in fully functional form (Dan11:45; Rev17:8-18) and "world peace" stated (1Thess5:1-3; Dan8:25a).

This is because that final global-milestone "one hour" of 8th King global reign (Rev17:12) in full world government, and its final defiance to God's Kingdom (Rev17:7-10), is the final global-sovereign development that triggers Christ's arrival (Rev11:11-12; Matt24:29-31) and final sovereign response of God Almighty (Zeph3:8; Rev16:13-16). That final Armageddon full divine confrontation occurs not before, but AFTER, that final "8th King" "King North" world government completion requirement has culminated globally.

The Final 1260 Days Parallels to Christ's Arrival:

This prophecy connects the "tribulation of those days" connection to events that precede Christ's arrival. The "tribulation of those days" must expire before Christ arrives. A few other things occur before Christ's actual arrival:

(Matthew 24:29-31) "Immediately after the tribulation of those days (That tribulation ends, the 1260 days ends; Rev11:7-10 conclusion timing just prior to Revelation 11:11-12 event parallels) the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. (The whole sovereign structure of world rulership has changed. Rev6:12-17 parallel) 30 And then the sign of the Son of man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will beat themselves in lamentation, and they will see the Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. (Rev11:11-12 parallel) 31 And he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound (7th trumpet related immediate prelude of Messianic Kingdom completion, "in the days of the seventh angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet. Rev10:5-7), and they will gather his chosen ones together from the four winds (of that final "great tribulation" phase), from one extremity of the heavens to their other extremity. (both "sheep" groups heavenly and earthly);
(Revelation 6:12-17) And I saw when he opened the sixth seal, and a great earthquake occurred (foregleam of Christ's arrival); and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair, and the entire moon became as blood, 13 and the stars of heaven fell to the earth, (Matt24:29) as when a fig tree shaken by a high wind casts its unripe figs. 14 And the heaven departed as a scroll that is being rolled up, and every mountain and [every] island were removed from their places. 15 And the kings of the earth and the top-ranking ones and the military commanders and the rich and the strong ones and every slave and [every] free person hid themselves in the caves and in the rock-masses of the mountains. (Am9:1-3) 16 And they keep saying to the mountains and to the rock-masses: “Fall over us and hide us from the face of the One seated on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb, 17 because the great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to stand?” (thus this Matt24:29-31, Rev11:11-12 parallel period, in Daniel 12:11 period in progress, is a drawn out period as that outlined in Revelation 14:1-16);

(Revelation 11:11-13) And after the three and a half days (the final pre-Christ arrival symbolic period to expire prior to Christ's arrival; must converge into Daniel 12:11) spirit of life from God entered into them, and they stood upon their feet, and great fear fell upon those beholding them. 12 And they heard a loud voice out of heaven say to them: “Come on up here.” And they went up into heaven in the cloud, and their enemies beheld them. 13 And in that hour a great earthquake occurred (parallels 7th plague "air" event of Christ's arrival prior to 7th trumpet Messianic Kingdom conquest), and a tenth of the city fell; and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake, and the rest became frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven. (some final repentance effects)

(Revelation 19:11-16) And I saw the heaven opened, and, look! a white horse. And the one seated upon it is called Faithful and True, and he judges and carries on war in righteousness. 12 His eyes are a fiery flame, and upon his head are many diadems. He has a name written that no one knows but he himself, 13 and he is arrayed with an outer garment sprinkled with blood, and the name he is called is The Word of God. 14 Also, the armies that were in heaven were following him on white horses, and they were clothed in white, clean, fine linen. 15 And out of his mouth there protrudes a sharp long sword, that he may strike the nations with it, and he will shepherd them with a rod of iron. He treads too the winepress of blood, and the name he is called is The Word of God. 14 Also, the armies that were in heaven were following him on white horses, and they were clothed in white, clean, fine linen. 15 And out of his mouth there protrudes a sharp long sword, that he may strike the nations with it, and he will shepherd them with a rod of iron. He treads too the winepress of the anger of the wrath of God the Almighty. 16 And upon his outer garment, even upon his thigh, he has a name written, King of kings and Lord of lords.

Presentation Context in About 250 Bible Words

Jehovah's witnesses have a real conspiracy on their hands, and that is why all these evidentiary red flags are flapping in the Bethel towers. But it is not a human exposure that provides the true internal development now active inside of Bethel, it is God from 2600 years ago who foretold by Daniel the true nature of the apostasy in little words.

(Daniel 8:11-12) And all the way to the Prince of the army it put on great airs, and from him the constant [feature] was taken away, and the established place (Bethel JW worldwide organization) of his sanctuary was thrown down. 12 And an (JW worldwide) army itself was gradually given over (to 8th King infiltrative control), together with the constant [feature] (imbibed with misinformation), because of transgression; (UN NGO and other sins permits allowance of the compromise by removed divine blessing and disemment while fulfillment of prophecy is effected for greater future purpose); and it kept throwing truth to the earth (cover up, disinformation), and it acted and had success. (Dan11:30 "act effectively" completely successful unlike anything World War 2 produced in ultimate failure when compared to this 8th King engineered intelligence and subversion operation deployed through the Governing Body and installed Bethel agents);

(Daniel 8:13-14) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the (profaned) constant [feature] and of the transgression causing desolation (UN NGO alliance of Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place (temple "established place"; Dan8:11) and [the] (JW worldwide) army things to trample on?” (first 8th King "trampling" "attack" defining the spiritual meaning of the "tribulation of those days" beginning); 14 So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.” (Temple judgment purification completed in this timed period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5, Revelation 8:1-5);

(Daniel 11:30-31) “And he (8th King/King North) will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant and act effectively (produces a successful operation Dan8:12b); and he (8th King) will have to go back and will give consideration to those leaving the holy covenant. (anointed core defection at Bethel aids internal 8th King access) 31 (Bethel subversion:) And there will be arms that will stand up (at Bethel; Dan11:41; Luke21:20), proceeding from him (8th King planners); and they (collusion) will actually profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature]. (3rd UN placement 1990:) “And they (team effort) will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation. (3rd UN placement, 1990; UN NGO, 1991, at Bethel; Matt24:15; Dan8:13 "transgression causing desolation");

(Daniel 11:32) “And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant (at Bethel), he (8th King/King North) will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words. (The Bethel "smooth words" 8th King cover-up in the JW publications is part of the
smoothly justified apostasy);

(Daniel 11:41) He (8th King) will also actually enter into the land of the Decoration (infiltrates the Bethel ministry internally), and there will be many [people] that will be made to stumble. (Matt24:15; Luke21:20 signal development present nowat Bethel; Stumbling people is also the lawless Bethel subversion goal. Parallels Daniel 8:11-13 and Daniel 11:30-35 events and meaning);

What we have is a special prophetic signature of criteria and developments that fully match only one time in world history, apostasy development and globalist 8th King developments. Thus we have the 1990 United Nations 3rd presentation time frame and its suspect Bethel silence while instead they became a UN NGO partner and co-promoter of that same UN event. All coincidence? No. We know the true core apostate guiding system is connected to 8th King developers.

11:32 “And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, he will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words.

We know they "hurl denunciations" against the anointed Christian "holy covenant" and its ministry since its true locale was fully identified,

11:30b And he (8th King/King North) will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant

and it is successful.

...and act effectively, ...and it acted and had success

We know a co-developing apostasy is active live and real-time as they are actively "leaving" the holy covenant from among anointed Christian leaders:

11:30c and he will have to go back and will give consideration to those leaving the holy covenant.

Thus anointed Christian defection begins the process of apostasy that is later aided by internal impostors from the enemy sovereign system developers.

And thus it has internal operatives inside of Bethel who aid this subversion.

11:31a And there will be arms that will stand up, proceeding from him;

And its has a successful ministerial transgression and subversion outcome

8:12 And an army itself was gradually given over, together with the constant [feature], because of transgression;

11:31a and they will actually profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature].

and in collusion "they" in all of the above work together to "place" that 1990 3rd United Nations "disgusting thing"

11:31b And they will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation.

23 And in the final part of their kingdom, as the transgressors act to a completion, there will stand up a king fierce in countenance and understanding ambiguous sayings.

It has an active cover up:

12b and it kept throwing truth to the earth, and it acted and had success.

And thus the internal Bethel developments, now spiritually "taking away the constant feature" by disapproval, and "entering the Decoration" covertly in initial form are a preview here in this prophecy.

8:11 And all the way to the Prince of the army it put on great airs, and from him the constant [feature] was taken away, and the established place of his sanctuary was thrown down.

11:41 He will also actually enter into the land of the Decoration, and there will be many [lands] that will be made to stumble.

Must eventually manifest anti-Bethel and constant feature events that will become literal and globally seen in overt manner which will become the main temple judgment "trampling" signal realities.

And if these global anti-JW-org "trampling" events are not enough to clue Jehovah's witnesses and others in in time:

8:13 And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one who was speaking:
“How long will the vision be of the constant [feature] and of the transgression causing desolation, to make both [the] holy place and [the] army things to trample on?”

Then it is also timed and phased to give future verification:

8:14 So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.”

VII. Summary—End of the Old World Order

Thus the entire function of the former system of distractions and diversions and the means to capitalize mass wealth consolidated in fewer and fewer hands, will be met. And therefore the very nature of the “new world order” is indeed of a completely different function, to now replace the former “old world order” systems, now unneeded in certain core functions then complete, one of which was capitalism that empowered massive swindle cycles to employ public and private funds to the globalist consolidation through complex Ponzi schemes at increasingly larger scales of consolidation. This is to the point the fiat currency and credit based monetary creation system function will also be complete in “old world order” zenith fall (Dan11:42-43), for banks became also conduits for the public “savings” investment redirection—in fact all nation-state system components have changed function, even governments are now insurance agencies and debt laden time bombs.

Thus the very “problem” complex of the nation-state system will be perfectly poised for “recovery” into the “world government” “solution”, and once that completes there is no longer any need for the former systems of mythologies employed to keep the masses herded in the right direction. Democracy is not the form of world government, and democracy is one of the ideologies that actually had no real function, but plenty of mythical meaning, anyways—the globalist wealth and corporate power is who constructs the national government and all its stars in all its component parts; Thus it is not beyond question the final functions of world government to address the biggest problem known to mankind: human beings; and that being too many human beings, over population.

And once we see the national military function of national sovereign protection, definition and expansion is no longer needed for that function once there are no national sovereign wars existing (1Thess5:1-3)—that is, under a United Nations centered “world peace” controlling all the nations in the new function of the globalized military arm of world government to protect their one sovereignty—then that logical new function also raises a final question. If there are no longer any “wars and reports of wars”, as no national sovereignty even exists but as a shell, then what will all these weapons and advanced directed energy systems be used for then? What is the final function of globalized military under a one world government in world “peace and security”?

Well its final function is to first start to address the biggest problem known to mankind: mankind. And that is why the “four winds” phase of the “great tribulation” true finale (Matt24:21-22), must take place under world government, in that state of the “new world order” being truly implemented according to its final agenda, not according to the mythologies it presented to keep everyone on board until that final problem can be addressed. And that being after it has finally emerged from the secrecy it was forming under, while national mythologies played that role of misleading people to aid the whole process, not being able to see the end objective.

======
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7th King Downfall – Isaiah’s and Ezekiel’s Prophecy – “Egypt” Pronouncements as Modern Nation-State System Parallels in the Final Tribulation Cycle

Worldwide Globalization Provides 8th King World Government Components
Final Note

We can note many of those appealing to the “outrageous conspiracy theory” diversion tactic, are generally not really interested in knowing the deeper truths of any or many global developments—they already have "the truth," the truth is there is no such thing as conspiracy—which of course is crazier than any theory could be. They have the vested interest in maintaining their own personal and state myths and theories—ignorance is bliss, and that is no theory. And so their instant rejection of anything contrary to their comfortable bubble, is merely more of a knee jerk reactionary stance, a quick psychological diversion to protect their own pleasurable myths and theories, to placate their own fears and threats, and to essentially keep putting it all off as long as they are able, than necessarily due to the true invalidity of the subject matter in question.

Many of these people are too fearful, misled, uninformed and or naïve to consider the truth that their trusted leaders lie to them regularly, and that there are hundreds of conspiracies of some greedy politicians, warlords, financiers, organized crime syndicates, questionable black operations and other hushed up developments strewn across their own nation-state history, regardless of the nations that they live in: for it is common to Adamic men, that indeed crime does pay, and very well for those the best at it; and lies and deceptions are the bread and butter of their criminal operation and its success. History is full of former conspiracies that are now history.

Most crime begins with, at the very least, a personal "conspiracy", a personal secret motive, to be kept hidden all the while, to prey on someone or something for pleasure and or profit. State legal systems gather evidence and offer theories as to the nature of the criminal activity when exposed, but its root development is true personal "conspiracy" with oneself, at the very least. And just as the simplest criminal operating against the laws of the land will endeavor to remain secret and well disguised as long as they can, that basic theme is also present in ALL purposeful criminal activity for no criminal comes out and says "hey y'all I want to rob, rape and or kill you!". And neither will those expert criminals in the highest places—and because they cannot accomplish it alone, they must employ people with grand deceptions, pretexts and reasons cloaked in the most honorable veneer of good intentions.

Thus the average and extreme "patriots" and others adoring the temporary state of national identity and sovereignty as the blinding religion of nationalism and its era, now passing, along with its various sub-cultures of racial, social and class identity and conflict, an endless obligatory state in ALL human history, in all national developments, are often the very ones actually aiding the destruction of their own national sovereignty, being unable to see how they are being used, and unwilling to be shown—thus the mass subversion continues and progresses aided by those subverted aided by denial. These are often the most willingly ignorant and resistant of the emerging global information indicating that all is not as it seemed to be, as the old national-elites designed the academic brainwash for youngsters, and the advanced superiority notions for all the people of a given nation, to instead employ them and that delusional loyalty and blindness to fully aid the very elite system and the ideology of their own national sovereign removal: globalism.

The irony is these globalist systems were able to advance over the last century in that vacuum of ignorance aided by nationalistic blindness and tunnel vision, along with the human tendency to ignore the signals along the course of this well documented development, which signals were demonstrating how economic and financial slavery and liability to massive endless debt, at global nation-state scale, would in time empower the globalized wealth control element of world government, by the fact wealth sovereignty, is actual sovereignty and power—and the national financial implosion, regardless of speed of execution, will be the sovereignty that is transferred with that former national wealth, to globalist master wealth system control, the final convergent global-sovereign to culminate the process.

Wealth control, aided by war and world war national debilitating cycles, is the main formula of global control. And that is why Daniel 11:42-43 first identifies that "King North" global-wealth-coup as the main priority the rest of the process of world government (Dan11:44-45) will follow. The final 8th King King North "world peace" is not defined by international scale national sovereigns all getting along one day. It is defined by 8th King world government in full control of the global weapons, technology and military system as a uni-polar global authority implementing its own one-sided will on all the nations (Rev17:11-18), empowered by total wealth control (Rev13:15-18), and enforced by a globalized military system whose former national sovereign conflict function finds its final form of function under world government. (Rev16:13-16; Rev17:12)
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